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Abstract

In this dissertation, I investigate what allows agreement (e.g. for person, number,

and gender) and information structure (e.g. topic and focus marking) to interact in

a given language? And how languages use agreement morphology to overtly mark

information structure? I use Surati Gujarati, (an aspect based split-ergative language

that belongs to the Indo-Aryan family) as a case study for this thesis. As main part

of the proposal, I will argue that the strategy of using agreement for information-

structural reasons is a direct consequence of the general tendency of probes to be

OVERAMBITIOUS. A key innovation of the theory in this dissertation with regard

to probes is that narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes

([Ā]-probe vs [ϕ]-probe).

Previous studies (Rizzi (1990) Béjar and Rezac (2003), Béjar and Kahnemuyipour

(2017)) on syntactic features have proposed two main types of features, namely ϕ-

features (person, number, and gender) and Ā-features (Wh, Top, Foc and Rel). Further,

Chomsky (1995) proposed a probe-goal approach to account for agreement. Typically,

the features that are copied back to the probe are taken to be those that narrowly

match the probe. Inspired by Baier’s (2018) line of research (who in turn builds on

O’Herin (2002) for Wh-agreement in Abaza), I claim that a probe whether it is an

[Ā]-probe or a [ϕ]-probe has access to the same set of features. In other words, both

an [Ā]-probe and a [ϕ]-probe can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal.

Based on this behavior of probes, I will argue that the distinction between different

types of probes is not as clear as we previously thought. Thus, I argue for a more

unified approach to the theory of probes. I call it the Probe uniformity condition.

The empirical foundation of this work is mainly based on original fieldwork

data from Surati Gujarati. To provide evidence for the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of

probes and the Probe uniformity condition, I use data from agreement on negation in

Surati Gujarati to show that the agreement on negation tracks a contrastively focused

argument. Further, with data from agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati, I will
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Abstract

show that this agreement tracks a focused argument (New-information focus). Next, I

build on data from Complementizer agreement in Nez Perce described in Deal (2015)

and the Feature gluttony account developed in Coon and Keine (2020), to provide

independent evidence to argue for the OVERAMBITIOUS tendency of probes.

Subsequently, to provide a more comprehensive picture, I discuss the possible

set of regulations (mainly syntactic) on probes which prohibits a probe from copying

features that do not match the probe itself. The possible strategies used for regulating

a probe’s overambitious tendency are as follows: Overt case marking, Hierarchy effects,

and structural position of goals, i.e., DP goals must be in an appropriate position on

the clausal spine for it to enter into an agreement relation with an [Ā]-probe. Finally,

I will show that the restriction that stems as a result of the structural position of goals

can be circumvented using the condition I call Structural condition hypothesis on Ā

Agree (SCHĀ) [pronounced as ska:].

Since Chomsky (2001), agreement and movement have been dissociated. In this

dissertation, I will show that movement and agreement are not always dissociated.

Ā-agreement or agreement that tracks an information-structurally relevant argument

is contingent on overt/covert movement of the goal. I use data from Surati Gujarati

to explicitly show how SCHĀ works and later I will show that my analysis can be

potentially extended to achieve a cross-linguistic appeal by describing data from

other unrelated languages. Lastly, I provide a cross-linguistic classification based on

SCHĀ. I classify languages into the following three types:

(I) T-type or Topic prominent-languages: These are languages that have ϕ-agreement

with the topic and movement of the topic constituent.

(II) F-type or Focus prominent-languages: These are languages that haveϕ-agreement

with the focus and movement of the focused constituent.

(III) T/F-type or Topic/Focus prominent languages: These are languages that have

ϕ-agreement with the topic and focus and movement of the topical and the focused

constituent.

To substantiate my claims, I discuss data from languages like Standard Italian,

Tuscan variety of Italian, Northern Sotho, Luguru, Tundra Nenets, Khanty, Dinka,

Surati Gujarati, and Sinhala.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The main proposal

In many languages,ϕ-agreement morphology is contingent on information structural

properties like topic, new information focus, and contrastive focus. Relevant

examples are given in sentences (2) and (3). These examples are from agreement on

negation in Surati Gujarati, an aspect-based split-ergative language that belongs to

the Indo-Aryan family. Agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati tracks contrastive

focus.

In example (2) based on the context in (1), the subject Shahrukh is contrastively

focused; as a result, nho- agrees with the subject for masculine, singular features.

(1) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh did

not get the goat.

(2) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat, but someone else did.’

In sentence (4) the negation marker nho- agrees with the object bakri (‘goat’) with

respect to feminine, singular features. In example (4) for the context in (3), the direct

object bakri (‘goat’) is contrastively focused as a result the nho- agrees with the direct

object.

(3) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow. But he could not get

the goat.

(4) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF but something else.’

In this dissertation, I investigate how languages utilize agreement (person, number,

1
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and gender) as a strategy to mark information-structural effects (mainly topic and

focus marking)? and what allows agreement and information structure to interact

with each other in a given language? The empirical focus of this dissertation will

mainly revolve around languages that use agreement as one of the strategies for

information-structural reasons. I will use Surati Gujarati as a case study for this

thesis. I mainly argue that the strategy of using agreement for information-structural

reasons is a direct consequence of the general tendency of the probes to be what I

call, OVERAMBITIOUS. I call this the Featural interaction of probes (FIP) and describe

this condition in (5).

(5) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it can.

Next, I will argue that the condition in (5) is contingent on a more general economy

condition on probes, given in (6). The ECONOMY CONDITION ON PROBES is closely

related to the Multitasking conditions in Van Urk and Richards (2015) and states that

if possible a probe will prefer a step in the derivation that copies the most features.1

(6) ECONOMY CONDITION ON PROBES: At every step in a derivation, iff two

operations A (copy the entire feature bundle) and B (copy just a single Ā/ϕ-

feature) are possible, since A checks off more features than B, the grammar

prefers A; Else, it checks the default option.

As main part of the proposal, with evidence from negation in Surati Gujarati,

complementizer agreement in Lubukusu, and Wh-agreement in Abaza, I will show

that the distinction between different types of probes (ϕ-probe vs Ā-probe) is not as

clear as previously thought. To make this point more explicit, based on the empirical

observations from Surati Gujarati, Lubukusu, and Abaza, I will argue that an [Ā]-

probe can copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features, and I follow Baier (2018) to show that

a [ϕ]-probe can also copy bothϕ-features and Ā-features from a goal. In light of these

generalizations, to advance the theory of probes, I argue for a more unified approach

to the theory of probes. I call this the Probe uniformity condition, given in (7).

1Also see Longenbaugh (2019) and Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) for economy conditions in a syntactic
derivation.
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(7) PROBE UNIFORMITY CONDITION (PUC)

Narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. Narrow

syntax is only concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on a probe.

Here, I argue that narrow syntax does not differentiate between different types of

probes ([ϕ]-probe vs [Ā]-probe). This does not change the fact that for instance a

Wh-probe must look for the relevant Wh-element. I suggest a minor modification

to the model proposed in Deal (2015). I propose that although a probe has both

Interaction and Satisfaction conditions, as argued in Deal (2015), narrow syntax is

mainly concerned with fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on a probe.

Furthermore, I propose that for the probes to copy bothϕ-features and Ā-features,

they must have access to the entire feature bundle on a goal. For this claim to hold,

we need a more unified feature geometry, such as the one I propose in (8). In the

feature geometry in (8), P is a union of the set of ϕ-features and the set of Ā-features.

(8) Unified Ā &ϕ feature geometry:

P = {ϕ ∪ Ā}

P

ϕ

PART

SPKR ADDR

#

Ā

OP

WH FOC REL

TOP

The probes, in the system developed in this thesis, are of the following forms:

(9) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:ϕ}

(10) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:Ā }

A blank (‘_’) in the representation of probes in (9) and (10) is not meant to indicate

that a probe does not have Interaction conditions. It just represents that Interaction

conditions can be of different types. I describe these different types of Interaction

3
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conditions in Table 1.1.2 There are at least two distinct TYPES of patterns observed

cross-linguistically.3 These patterns are crucial to the arguments I develop in this

thesis. Thus, it is important take note of these differences. I summarize these patterns

in Table 1.1.4

Table 1.1: Crosslinguistic patterns for Interaction condition

TYPES Example

TYPE-I A probe interacts with a goal other than the one
that fulfills its satisfaction conditions

Nez Perce

TYPE-II A probe interacts only with the goal that fulfills
its satisfaction conditions.

Surati
Gujarati,
Lubukusu

TYPE-I: In this type, a probe interacts with a goal other than the one that fulfills

its satisfaction conditions and copies the same types of features from the goal. An

example of such a pattern is described in Deal (2015). Deal discusses complementizer

agreement in Nez Perce. Here, the complementizer can agree with both the subject

and the object in some contexts as seen in example (11). In example (11), the subject

is 1st person and the object is 2nd person, and as a result, the complementizer agrees

with both the subject and the object. Thus we see two suffixes, -m and -ex, on the

complementizer ke- in example (11). TYPE-I in Table 1.1, entails example in (11). It is

a type of interaction, in which a probe interacts with a goal other than the one that

fulfills its satisfaction conditions.

(11) ke-m-ex
C-2-1

kaa
then

pro.1
pro.1

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.2
pro.2

1 SUBJ/2 OBJ: ‘When I call you.’ (Deal 2015: 3)

2Deal (2020) observes that Interaction conditions proposed in the earlier model in Deal (2015) might
not be sufficient to account for complex agreement patterns cross-linguistically. Thus, she proposes that in
each language, it must be specified which features are dynamic, i.e. alter the probe’s interaction condition
when Agreed with, and which features are not dynamic.

3The term TYPE I use here must not be confused with the technical terminology of semantic types.
4The list of patterns described in Table 1.1 is not an exhaustive list of patterns observed cross-

linguistically.
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It is precisely to handle examples such as (11) that Deal proposed the Interaction and

Satisfaction conditions on probes. Thus, the probe in Nez Perce would be of the form

given in (12).

(12) [uP] = {INT: I, SAT:ϕ}

In example (12), ‘I’ in the interaction condition(s) indicates that the probe in Nez

Perce is of TYPE-I as illustrated in Table 1.1. That is to say that the probe in Nez Perce,

interacts with a goal other than the one that fulfills its satisfaction condition(s).

TYPE-II: Here, a probe interacts only with the goal that fulfills its satisfaction

conditions. The examples, I discuss in this thesis are mainly of this type. One such

example could be found in the data from Lubukusu. In Lubukusu, both subject

extraction and object extraction require the presence of an agreeing complementizer.

In the case of subject extraction as in example (13), when the subject sisiindu (‘the

thing’) is extracted the complementizer si-sy agrees with the subject sisiindu (‘the

thing’) for Noun class 7 and it is realized as a prefix on the verb a-kwa (‘fall’) to the

left of the normal agreement suffix. I show this in example (13).

Subject relative clause: agreeing complementizer

(13) sisiindu
CL7.thing

si-sy-a-kwa
CL7.C-CL7.SUBJ-PAST-fall

‘The thing which fell.’ (Diercks (2011) :11)

In the case of object extraction, the agreeing complementizer surfaces to the left of

the subject as a separate word. In example (14), when the object kamatunda (‘the

fruit’) is extracted, the complementizer ni-ko agrees with the object kamatunda (‘the

fruit’) for Noun class 6. However, unlike in the subject extraction example in (13), the

complementizer appears as a separate word in example (14). The examples in (13)

and (14) is what TYPE-II in Table 1.1 entails the type of interaction, in which a probe

interacts with a goal that fulfills its satisfaction conditions.
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Object relative clause: Agreeing complementizer

(14) kamatunda
fruit-CL6

ni-ko
C-CL6

babaandu
CL2.person

baakula
CL2.SUBJ-PST-buy

likoloba
yesterday

‘The fruit that people bought yesterday.’ (Diercks 2011 :117)

Compare example (11) from Nez Perce and examples (13) & (14) from Lubukusu.

An important point to note here is that the complementizer in Lubukusu does

not agree with both the subject and the object at the same time as it does in Nez

Perce. These empirical facts highlight two different patterns: TYPE-I and TYPE-II in

Table 1.1. I argue that these patterns emerge as a result of FIP. In other words, it is

the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes that result in TYPE-I and TYPE-II agreement

patterns.

To account for the agreement patterns (in 13 and 14) in Lubukusu, I argue that

the probe on the C◦ in Lubukusu is of the form in (15). In (15), ‘II’ in the interaction

condition(s) indicates that the probe in Lubukusu is of TYPE-II as illustrated in Table

1.1. That is to say, the probe in Lubukusu, only interacts with the goal that fulfills its

satisfaction condition(s).

(15) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

Since the probe on the C◦ in Lubukusu only agrees with the information structurally

relevant argument, as a result, the complementizer only agrees with the extracted

argument. I argue that the difference in Lubukusu when compared to Nez Perce is

that the probe on the C◦ in Lubukusu, copies both the Ā-features andϕ-features from

the same goal that fulfills its Satisfaction conditions, (the extracted argument).

Next, I discuss the evidence for FIP. It is essential to establish the overambitious

nature of probes for two main reasons. First, FIP could be key to answering one

of the core questions of this thesis, i.e., what allows agreement and information

structure to interact with each other in any given language? I argue that it is the

ability of the probes to maximize the copying of features that allows for agreement

and information structure to interact in a given language. Second, since FIP shows

that probes ([ϕ]-probe or [Ā]-probe) can interact with bothϕ-features and Ā-features,

it serves as evidence in favor of a more unified theory of probes, I call the Probe
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uniformity condition, given in (7).

I provide evidence for FIP in three parts. In the First Part, I propose that a probe,

whether [Ā] or [ϕ] has access to the same set of features. Furthermore, it is precisely

due to this behavior of probes that I propose that narrow syntax does not distinguish

between the types of probes. However, I continue to use the traditional terminology

of [Ā]-probe and [ϕ]-probe in this thesis for expository reasons. The claim that a

probe has access to the same set of features is a direct consequence of the feature

geometry in (8). In other words, both an [Ā]-probe and a [ϕ]-probe can copy both

Ā-features andϕ-features from a goal, as shown in (16) and (17), respectively, adapted

from Baier (2018:275).5

(16) [Ā]-probe copying [iĀ,iϕ] (17) [ϕ]-probe copying [iĀ,iϕ]

To show that a [ϕ]-probe can copy bothϕ-features and Ā-features, I give examples

from Wh-agreement in Abaza (O’Herin 2010; Baier 2018). I follow Baier (2018), who

argues that Wh-agreement in Abaza is a clear case of a [ϕ]-probe copying both

ϕ-features and Ā-features. Within the Wh-agreement paradigm in Abaza, each agree-

ment paradigm includes a morpheme that indexes arguments bearing Ā-features: y-

for absolutive agreement and z- for ergative agreement. I illustrate these in (18)-(21).

Absolutive Wh-agreement: y-

In examples (18) and (19), the prefix y- appears only in the absolutive context. In

(18), the prefix y- cross-references the intransitive subject.

5The projections CP and TP in example (16) are used only for expository reasons this does not indicate
that only this set of projections are involved in the process of an [Ā]-probe copying [iĀ,iϕ]-features. These
projections can be different for different languages.
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(18) a-cwwal
DEF-sack

dzac’w@y@
what

y@-ta-wa
ABS.WH-IN-PRS

‘What is in the sack?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018 :58)

In example (19), the prefix y- that appears on the main verb see, cross-references

the wh-word dzac’w@y@ (who) in the absolutive context. In example (19) the prefix

cross-references the object.

(19) Izmir
Izmir

pro
3PL

dzac’w@y@
who

y@-r-bawaz
ABS.WH-3PL-see.PL.PST

‘Who did they see in Izmir?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018 :58)

Now let us look at the ergative Wh-agreement patterns. In the ergative patterns, the

prefix z- surfaces. I show this in examples (20) and (21).

Ergative Wh-agreement: z-

In example (20), both the Wh-word d@zda (‘who’) and the verb z@G@cj ‘steal’ carry

the prefix z-.

(20) d@zda
who

s-axcja
1SG-money

z@G@cj

ERG.WH-steal
‘Who stole my money?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018 :58)

In example (21), the Wh-word d@zda (‘who’) and the main verb y-na-z-axw (‘take’)

carry the prefix z-.

(21) a-facj@Gw

DEF-sugar
a-finjjan
DEF-cup

a-pn@
3SG.INAN-AT

d@zda
who

y-na-z-axw

3SG.INAN-PFV-ERG.WH-take
‘Who took the sugar out of the cup?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018 :58)

Baier (2018) analyzes the prefix z- as a marker of Ā-feature on the verb. O’Herin (2002)

analyzes as the Wh-agreement marker. Crucial evidence for this claim stems from

the fact that these prefixes (y- and mainly z-), apart from appearing in Wh-questions,

cross-reference the null operator found in relative clauses, as seen in example (22).
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Absolutive relative clause in Abaza:

(22) CP[Opi pro
3SG.M

y@-aw@-y-Sjt@-z]
ABS.WH-3SG.M-throw-PST

a-haq w-d@wi

DEF-stone-big
‘The big rock that he threw.’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018 :59)

O’Herin (2002) argues that relativization in Abaza involves Ā-movement of the null

operator to Spec-CP. Evidence for this comes from the fact that possessive relatives

involve pied-pipping of the possessed DP to the left edge of the clause, as seen in

example (23). The null operator in (23) pied-pipes the possessee wife when it moves

to the left periphery.

(23) [CP [DP Opi zi -phw@s]k

POSS-WH-wife
y-pa
3SG.POSS-son

tk y@-z-zak-wa ]
3SG.M.ABS-3SG.M.ERG-HIT-PTCP

a-qac’ai

DEF-man
‘The man whose wife his son hits.’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018 :59)

Although I use data sets from Baier (2018) and build on some of his proposals, it

is important to note that we pursue different lines of enquiry. Baier’s (2018) main

interest lies in studying anti-agreement effects, whereas I argue for a unified approach

to the theory of probes (PUC). Furthermore, I propose that the OVERAMBITIOUS

nature of probes facilitates the agreement and information structure relationship.

Thus, although at first glance both works (the theory I discuss in this thesis and the

proposals made in Baier (2018)) may seem to overlap, they are in fact vastly different,

as they diverge into distinct theoretical questions.

Moving on, there is more to the probe story than meets the eye. I will

present evidence from agreement on negation, in Surati Gujarati with examples

(examples 2 and 4) from Joshi (2019) and Joshi (2020). I also present evidence

from complementizer agreement in Lubuksu described in Baier (2018), to show

that even [Ā]-probes can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features. I give examples from

complementizer agreement in Lubukusu in (13) and (14).

To account for the agreement on negation patterns in Surati Gujarati, I argue

that the NEG◦ hosts a probe of the form [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }. Thus, this probe on

negation interacts only with the goal that has iĀ-features to fulfill its satisfaction

condition. In the process, it copies both ϕ-features and Ā-features from the goal. I

9
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discuss my proposal in greater details in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Next, to account for the complementizer agreeing with a goal with Ā-features

in Lubukusu, I argue that the C◦ in Lubukusu hosts a probe with Ā-features as its

Satisfaction condition. Previous studies (e.g., Miyagawa 2017) have argued for the

idea that the C◦ is the locus of [Ā]-probe. Miyagawa argues that both ϕ-features and

δ-features (discourse configurational features, my Ā-features) originate on the C◦.

Moving on to the noun class agreement features present on the complementizers

in examples (13) and (14), I attribute this to FIP given in (5), repeated in (24). I

argue that complementizer in Lubukusu and negation in Surati Gujarati agree for

both Ā-features and ϕ-features because of the general tendency of probes to be

OVERAMBITIOUS.

(24) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it can.

Next, as evidence for FIP, in the Second Part, I use the data from complementizer

agreement in Nez Perce from Deal (2015). Deal (2015), shows that in some syntactic

contexts, a probe can agree with more than one goal. And I will argue that this is

due to the basic tendency of probes to be overambitious. I give the core pattern of

complementizer agreement in Nez Perce in examples (25) and (26). This core pattern

in Nez Perce suggests that when the subject is 2nd person and the object is 1st person,

there is agreement only with the 2nd person subject. However, when the arguments

are reversed, however, there is agreement with both the subject and the object. In

example (25), the subject is 2nd person and the object is 1st person. As a result,

the complementizer ke- carries a suffix -m, and it agrees only with the 2nd person

subject.

(25) ke-m
C-2

kaa
then

pro.2
pro.2

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.1
pro.1

2SUBJ/1 OBJ:‘when you call me.’ (Deal 2015 :03)

However, in example (26), the subject is 1st person and the object is 2nd person, and

as a result, the complementizer agrees with both the subject and the object. Thus, we

see two suffixes, -m and -ex, on the complementizer ke- in example (26).
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(26) ke-m-ex
C-2-1

kaa
then

pro.1
pro.1

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.2
pro.2

1 SUBJ/2 OBJ: ‘When I call you.’ (Deal 2015 :03)

It is precisely to handle the data in examples (25) and (26) that Deal (2015) proposed

the theory of Interaction and Satisfaction conditions on probes. I give those

conditions below in (27). Deal argues that the features that are transferred to a

probe by Agree need not be confined to those which cause the probe to stop probing.

To be more precise, Deal proposes that we must distinguish between Interaction

condition(s) and Satisfaction condition(s), given in (27) and illustrated in (28) where,

G is a subset of the feature set F.

(27) Interaction and Satisfaction in ϕ-agreement: (Deal 2015)

A probe H may interact with feature set F even if it may only be satisfied

feature set G, G ⊆ F.

a. Interaction: Probe H interacts with feature [f] by copying [f] to H.

b. Satisfaction: Probe H is satisfied by feature G if copying G to H makes H

stop probing.

I propose a slight modification to the model proposed in Deal (2015) schematized in

(28). I propose that although a probe has both Interaction and Satisfaction conditions,

narrow syntax is mainly concerned with fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions. This

is crucial, as a probe halts its search for features only after the probe’s Satisfaction

condition(s) has/have been fulfilled.

(28) Interaction & Satisfaction conditions:

In the Third and final Part, as evidence for FIP, I will discuss contexts of what
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Coon and Keine (2020) call Feature Gluttony and argue that these contexts provide

additional evidence in favour of my proposal that I outline as FIP. Except, that

in Feature Gluttony cases, this tendency often results in ungrammaticality. The

discussion on feature gluttony in the context of FIP is crucial, as it provides evidence

for the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes in syntactic hierarchy effects, a syntactic

context other than the one in ϕ/Ā-agreement. Thus, it provides independent reasons

to argue in favor of the approach I outline in FIP.

Coon and Keine (2020) develop a new model to account for the syntactic hierarchy

effects. They propose that hierarchy effects are the result of having too much Agree.

Specifically, they argue that in hierarchy-violating structures, a probe participates

in more than one agree relation, effectively “biting off more than it can chew,” a

configuration that they refer to as feature gluttony. I illustrate what a feature gluttony

context would look like in (29).

(29) FEATURE GLUTTONY (Coon and Keine (2020) :3)

Feature gluttony arises when agree takes place in addition to agree with the higher

DP. Let us look at the core patterns in German copula constructions, which serve as

independent evidence for my proposal that probes are overambitious.

Coon et al. (2017) and Keine et al. (2019) investigate a curious person and number

restriction in so-called “assumed-identity” sentences in German. In such sentences,

one DP is assigned the role of another DP (e.g., in a play or a game of charades; for

more see Heycock (2012) and Béjar and Kahnemuyipour (2017). I give the examples in

(30)-(33). For example, (30) conveys the meaning that the hearer is assigned the role

of Martin to impersonate in a play or game; analogously, (32) conveys the meaning

that a group of children are together playing the role of a tree. For example, while the

2 > 3 configuration in (30) is grammatical, the 3 > 2 configuration in (31) is not.
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Person Hierarchy (Coon & Keine 2020 :31)

(30) Du
you.NOM

bist
are

Martin
Martin.NOM

‘You are Martin.’ (X 2 > 3)

(31) *?Martin
Martin.NOM

ist
is

du
you.NOM

cf. ‘Martin is you.’ (* 3 > 2)

In addition, there is a number hierarchy effect such that the PL > SG configuration in

(33) is possible, but the SG > PL configuration in (34) is not.

Number Hierarchy (Coon & Keine 2020 :31)

(32) Die
the

Kinder
children.NOM

sind
are

der
the

Baum
tree.NOM

‘The children are the tree.’ (X PL > SG)

(33) *?Maria
Maria.NOM

ist
is

die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

cf. ‘Maria is the trees.’ (* SG > PL)

In Chapter 6 of this thesis, I will lay out the feature gluttony account developed

in Coon and Keine (2020) and argue that the feature gluttony account stems from

FIP and serves as independent evidence in favor of FIP as this is where we observe

the overambitious nature of probes in a context other than ϕ/Ā-agreement. In the

following section, I provide independent evidence for my proposal and show that

the behavior of a derivational process, which I outline in FIP is not unique to syntax;

rather, such a tendency to be OVERAMBITIOUS is also visible in other domains of

grammar (areas of phonology).

1.1.1 Extension of the Featural interaction of probes model to

Vowel Harmony

So far, in my attempt to demonstrate that the fundamental tendency of probes is

to be OVERAMBITIOUS, so far, I have presented data from Wh-agreement in Abaza,

complementizer agreement in Lubukusu and Nez Perce and agreement on negation
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in Surati Gujarati. I describe this condition in (34), in what I call the Featural

interaction of probes.

(34) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it can.

The main of aim of this section is to link FIP to vowel harmony. This is only to point

out that the tendency of being OVERAMBITIOUS, which is exhibited by probes in

narrow syntax, can also be found in other domains of grammar. This, I believe, serves

as additional evidence for the existence of the OVERAMBITIOUS behavior described in

FIP. Vowel harmony is a phonological process by which vowels in adjacent syllables in

some domain (typically, the word) agree with each other in terms of some distinctive

feature(s), hereafter referred to as the harmonic feature(s).6

Kenstowicz (1995), defines vowel harmony as “a phonological state which the

vowels in a given domain share or harmonize for a particular feature”. In other words,

vowel harmony is a type of prosodic alignment where certain features of one vowel in

the stem spreads to certain affixes.

Following the Bakovic (2003), I schematize vowel harmony in (35), where ’[αhf ]’

represents the value of the harmonic feature specified on the root vowel ’
p

V’, and

the arrows represent the propagation of [αhf ] outward from ’
p

V’ to the affix vowels

of the word.

(35) Root-outward vowel harmony (Bakovic (2003):01)

I take the fact that in vowel harmony, certain features of vowels spread across to

affixes that fit the context, as evidence that a tendency of a derivational process to

do as much as it can such as the one described in FIP is not unique to probes, but

6There have been previous studies linking vowel harmony to verbal agreement. The most notable
being Nevins (2010), who argues for an approach that is inspired by the agree operation in Minimalist
syntactic theory (Chomsky 2000). The agree operation holds between a probe that searches a value for a
feature (e.g., the verb) and a goal that provides this value (e.g., the argument) and allows for the probe to
copy the goal’s value into its own feature matrix. Analogous to verbal agreement, a vowel might bear an
unvalued and hence uninterpretable phonological feature (e.g., [_ ATR]) thus being a probe enables it to
start searching for a value in the adjacent vowels (the possible goals). Once it has found an appropriate
value (e.g., +) it copies it to its unvalued feature (e.g., [+ATR]) and surfaces as a tense vowel.
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it can also be seen in examples from vowel harmony. For instance, all vowels and

consonants in Turkish words agree in their specification for backness, and all high

vowels agree with preceding vowels in their specification for roundness (Clements

et al. (1982):01). Here, the features of certain vowels look to spread to as many

affixes as possible before the process comes to a halt. For instance, as Van der

(2012) describes, in Turkish any following vowel must agree with the preceding vowel

in frontness. As a result, all vowels in a regular stem agree in frontness. This is

traditionally called palatal harmony. I give examples of palatal harmony in (36).

(36) Palatal harmony (Van der (2012))

hyviyet ‘identity’

kysyly ‘annoyed’

oyuncak ‘plaything’

In addition, a non-initial high vowel agrees with the preceding high or non-high

vowel in roundness. This is apparent in the form oyuncak (‘plaything’): the high

/u/ is rounded just like the initial /o/, but the /a/ is not rounded, as it is low. This

process is called labial harmony. This behavior that we see in examples from vowel

harmony is very similar to the one we have observed with probes in the domain of

syntactic agreement. For instance, agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati (Refer

examples (2) and (4)) is one such example where A′-features only play a role in

targeting/satisfaction, but are never “copied” in the clear, morphologically verifiable

sense. However, the probe interacts with both A′-features and ϕ-features of a goal.

This is evident as the agreement on negation is only possible with a nominal (with

both A′-features and ϕ-features). Analogously, in vowel harmony systems, there can

be a difference/imperfect overlap in the features that establish goals (targeting) and

the features that are shared. 7 Another connecting link is found in Van der (2016), who

describes vowel harmony as having agreement for one or more than one harmonic

features for which the vowels form harmonic pairs. In the following section, I describe

some restrictions, (mainly syntactic) on FIP.

7I thank Sameer ud Dowla Khan p.c for bringing the correlation between FIP and vowel harmony to
my attention. And Jonathan Bobaljik for helping me understand the nuances of this correlation.
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1.1.2 Regulations on FIP

In this section, I address the following key question: how does a language system

regulate the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes in a way that it does not overgenerate?

Agree exists to create redundancy. And redundancy is an important property of

language because it is useful for effective communication. But as Deal (2015) points

out that redundancy is adaptive only in moderation. There are several ways in

which probes are regulated from overgenerating. In this section, I will discuss some

of the strategies, like hierarchy effects, overt case marking, and the importance

of the structural position of the goals that a language system employs to regulate

the overambitious tendency of probes. Recall, I outline FIP as the main cause for

agreement and information structural effects. If FIP is not regulated, we would see

agreement for both ϕ-features and Ā-features, as in the case of Surati Gujarati, and

agreement with ϕ-features of multiple goals, as in Nez perce in all instances of agree.

However, we do not see such patterns in all instances of agree. Thus, it is crucial to

outline the strategies that a language system uses to regulate this OVERAMBITIOUS

nature of probes.

1.1.2.1 Hierarchy effects

As discussed in the previous section, (in § 1.2.1), one of the main puzzles from Nez

Perce which Deal (2015) talks is a pattern in which one probe can agree with more

than one goal. I show this in example (26) in §1.1. In example (26), the subject is

1st person and the object is 2nd person, and as a result, the complementizer agrees

with both the subject and the object. Thus, we see two suffixes, -m and -ex, on

the complementizer ke- in (26). However, such a behavior of probes is not always

encouraged. For instance, in example (37), the subject is 2nd person and the object is

1st person. As a result, the complementizer ke- carries a suffix -m, and it agrees only

with the 2nd person subject.

Second person subject: suffix -m

(37) ke-m
C-2

kaa
then

pro.2
pro.2

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.1
pro.1

2SUBJ/1 OBJ:‘when you call me.’ (Deal 2015 :04)
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In example (38), the alignment is all third person arguments. A result of that is no

agreement on the complementizer ke. Thus, ke does not have any suffix attached to

it.

All third person arguments: No complementizer agreement

(38) ke
C

kaa
then

Angel-nim
Angel-ERG

pe-cew’cew’-teetu
3/3-telephone-TAM

Tatlo-na
Tatlo-ACC

3SG/SG: ‘when Angel calls Tatlo.’ (Deal 2015 :04)

In example (39), the complementizer ke- only agrees with the 1st person subject

and once again the person hierarchy prohibits the complementizer from agreeing

with both the subject and the object.

First person subject or object, all other arguments Third person: suffix -(e)x

(39) ke-x
C-1

kaa
then

prosub j

PRO.1SG

’e-cew’cew’-teetu
3OBJ-telephone-TAM

Angel-ne
Angel-ACC

1SG/3SG: ‘when I call Angel.’ (Deal 2015 :04)

Thus, the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes is constrained by the system in several

contexts, as indicated in examples in (37)-(39). Another mechanism that is used to

regulate the overambitious tendency of probes is overt case marking.

1.1.2.2 Case marking

Recall, I previously illustrated that agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati tracks a

contrastively focused argument (Refer examples (02) and (04), repeated in (41) and

(43)). As a result, the negation marker nho- can either agree with the subject or the

object. I show this in examples (41) and (43). In example (41), the negation marker

nho- agrees with the subject Shahrukh for masculine, singular features.

(40) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh did

not get a goat.

(41) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG
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Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

In sentence (43), the negation marker nho- agrees with the object bakri (‘goat’) with

respect to feminine, singular features. In example (43) for the context in (42), the

direct object bakri (‘goat’) is contrastively focused as a result the nho- agrees with the

direct object.

(42) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

the goat.

(43) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently but something

else.’

However, such an agreement pattern, where the negation marker nho- agrees

independently from the main verb is visible only if the arguments are not overtly case

marked (except accusative case marking; See Mistry (1998) for more on accusative

case marking and agreement in Gujarati). For instance, in an example such as in (45),

with a contrastively focused ergative subject Shahrukh, the negation must agree with

the direct object bakri (‘goat’). However, an important point to note here is that in

such contexts, the negation marker nahi is preferred over nho-.

(44) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to buy a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not buy a goat.

(45) [shahrukh-e]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nahi/?nho-ti/*nho-to
NEG/NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

kharidi
buy-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

Example (45) shows that overt case marking is another strategy a language uses to

regulate the overambitious nature of probes. As a result, the probe on negation, falls
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back on the default of being parasitic on the main verb for agreement in cases when

its Satisfaction conditions are not fulfilled.

I argue that the probe on negation is of TYPE-II, in the sense that it only interacts

with the goal that fulfills it Satisfaction conditions (which is Ā-features). In example

(45), the subject Shahrukh is the contrastively focused argument but since it is overtly

case marked (ergative), the probe on negation cannot interact with the subject.

Hence, it falls back on the default strategy to save the derivation from crashing,

which happens mainly because the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of the probe on negation

is restricted by overt case marking (except accusative case in Gujarati).

1.1.2.3 Structural position of goals

The structural position of goals is a very crucial condition that may prohibit a probe’s

tendency to copy as many features as it can from a goal. For instance, in Italian,

the probe can agree with an argument with ϕ-features and Ā-features only if that

argument is in the preverbal position. Otherwise, the probe falls back on the default

agreement morphology.

Consider the following example: Italian has lost object-past participle agreement

in all contexts (Loporcaro (2003)), except when the direct object is an established topic

in discourse-pragmatic terms (Bentley (2011)). In example (46), the past participle

pres-e (‘get’) agrees with the direct object due multe (‘two fines’) with respect to

number and gender. Note that the direct object due multe (‘two fines’) is in the

preverbal position.

(46) Le
the.FPL

due
two-F.PL

multe,
fine-F.PL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres-e
get.PTCP-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines , I got them yesterday.’

On the other hand, in example (47), when the argument due multe (‘two fines’)

remains in the in situ position this results in failure to trigger agreement on the past

participle pres (‘get’).

(47) Le
the.F.PL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres
get.PTCP

due
two-F.PL

multe
fine-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines, I got them yesterday.’
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If we force object agreement on the past participle pres-e (‘get’) in cases when object

due multe (‘two fines’) is in situ, it renders the construction infelicitous, as seen

in example (48). To put it more explicitly, the examples from Italian, indicate that

structural positioning of arguments can be another possible mechanism that restricts

the tendency of probes to copy as many features as possible from a goal.

(48) #Le
the.FPL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres-e
get.PTCP-F.PL

due
two-F.PL

multe
fine-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines, I got them yesterday.’

I will discuss the Italian examples in a different light in Chapter 7 to show that the

structural condition in SCHĀ, given in (49), is a potential way for probes to circumvent

the restriction on the structural position by triggering the movement of these goals to

a designated specifier position.

(49) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ) [pronounced as ska:]:

An Ā-probe can copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly

moves into a designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

In the following section, I provide an interim summary of my discussion so far.

1.1.3 Interim summary

In the previous sections, I propose, FIP, where I argue that probes are OVERAMBITIOUS

and PUC where I argue that narrow syntax does not distinguish between types of

probes. To provide evidence for my proposals, I provided data and demonstrated the

three distinct patterns summarized in Table 1.2, that serve as evidence for FIP and

PUC.
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Table 1.2: OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes

STRATEGIES EMPLOYED CASE-STUDY

PATTERN-I [Ā]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Lubukusu, Surati Gujarati

PATTERN-II [ϕ]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Abaza

PATTERN-III [ϕ]-probe copying multiple
ϕ-features

Nez Perce

Following Baier (2018), to demonstrate PATTERN-I, I give examples from comple-

mentizer agreement in Lubukusu, and following Joshi (2020), I give examples from

agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati. Here, I argue that an [Ā]-probe copies both

[iĀ,iϕ]-features from a goal. This is unexpected, and I take this as the first piece of

evidence in favor of the condition in FIP. I illustrate the mechanism in (50).

(50) [Ā]-probe following FIP: (Adapted from Baier 2018)

For PATTERN-II, I give examples from Wh-agreement in Abaza and build on

O’Herin (2002) and in particular Baier (2018), who argues that Abaza Wh-agreement

is an example where a [ϕ]-probe copies both [iĀ,iϕ]-features from a goal.

Next, to show PATTERN-III, I give examples from complementizer agreement in

Nez Perce. As described in Deal (2015), the complementizer in Nez Perce can show

agreement with multiple goals. Such a pattern further corroborates my claim that

probes are OVERAMBITIOUS and want to copy as many features as they can from a

single or multiple goals.

Recall, I argue that the structural position of goals is a crucial condition which
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could restrict the probes from agreeing with that goal. I propose that probes can

circumvent this restriction by triggering movement of the goal to the specifier position

of a designated phrase. I call this the Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement

(SCHĀ). In the following section, I show that SCHĀ and FIP both can be actively seen

in cases of agreement on negation and agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati.

Furthermore, I will show that SCHĀ and FIP are not unique to Surati Gujarati but it

can be attested in several languages.

1.2 Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement and

its connecting link to FIP

In many languages, agreement is used as a strategy to overtly mark information

structure. I argue that it is a result of FIP, the approach I outline in this thesis that

allows for this agreement and information structure interaction. But as we have

seen in §1.1.2 of this chapter, a language system can restrict FIP by using several

strategies. One of the strategies is by not allowing the goal to be in the structural

position that allows for an overt manifestation of FIP. However, this restriction can be

obviated if the probe triggers an overt/covert movement of the goal into the specifier

position of a designated phrase. I argue that the use of agreement to overtly mark

information structure in a language is contingent on the movement of the goal. I call

it the Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ), given in (49), repeated

in (51).

(51) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ) [pronounced as ska:]:

An Ā-probe can copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly

moves into a designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

To show the workings of SCHĀ, I first discuss examples from agreement on negation

and agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati. Next, with examples from Luguru,

Italian and Dinka, I will show that the approach I outline in this section is not unique

to Surati Gujarati and that it can be extended to other unrelated languages.
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1.2.1 Agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati

I show with examples from agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati that [Ā]-probes

can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features. It is precisely due to this property of the [Ā]-

probe that a negation marker can show agreement for number and gender features

of the argument it agrees with. I show this in examples (52) and (53). In sentence (52),

the negation nho-ti agrees with the contrastively focused direct object bakri (goat)

for feminine, singular features.

(52) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently, but something

else.’

Whereas, in example (53), the negation nho-to agrees with the contrastively focused

subject Shahrukh for masculine, singular features.

(53) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring the goat frequently, but someone

else did.’

There are a few crucial observations to be made here. First, agreement on the negation

in examples (52) and (53) tracks a contrastively focused argument (To read more on

the details of the syntactic analysis of the data set in examples (52) and (53), refer

to Chapter 4, section 4.7). Second, the agreeing element in the sentence always

appears to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’). For instance, in example

(52), the negation marker nho- agrees with the contrastively focused object bakri

(‘goat’). Comparing example (52) to example (53), the structural position of the direct

object bakri (‘goat’) in example (52) is higher than in (53), as it appears to the left of

the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) and carries an overt accusative case marker in

(52). Whereas in example (53) the direct object bakri (‘goat’) appears lower on the

clausal structure, to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’). I take the data

point in example (52) as evidence for SCHĀ since it shows that the goal must be in an

appropriate structural position for it to be able to trigger agreement on negation.

Based on the observations from examples in (52) and (53), I argue that the
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distribution of the probes in Surati Gujarati negation contexts is of the form in

(54). I show that the probe on the NEG◦ requires Ā-features to fulfill its Satisfaction

conditions, and the probe on the T◦ requires ϕ-features to fulfill its Satisfaction

conditions. The ‘II’ in (54) indicates that the probe on negation in Surati Gujarati has

Interaction conditions which are of TYPE-II. That is, in Surati Gujarati the probe on

negation interacts only with the goal that fulfills its Satisfaction condition(s).

(54) Distribution of probes in Surati Gujarati negation

[uP1] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

[uP2] = {INT: II, SAT:ϕ}

TP

NegP

vP

VP v◦

Neg◦

uP1

T◦

uP2

As for FIP, example (52) demonstrates that the negation marker can agree

independently from the main verb. In example (52), the negation nho- agrees with the

direct object bakri (‘goat’) for feminine singular features. The agreement on negation

in (52) and (53) tracks a contrastively focused argument. I take this empirical point as

evidence for the claim that an [Ā]-probe can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features. I

argue that there is a probe on negation which is of the form {INT: II, SAT:Ā}; as a result,

agreement on negation tracks contrastive focus. And the probe on T is of the form

{INT: II, SAT:ϕ }; thus, we see an overt reflex of ϕ-agreement on T on the main verb. I

provide a detailed structural analysis of the position of negation and agreement on

negation in Surati Gujarati in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Although the main aim of this section is to establish a connecting link between

SCHĀ and FIP in three unrelated languages, I digress slightly at this point to address

an important question that arises as a result of this approach which is how do Ā-

probes copy their features? For this, I argue that Ā-probes are bound by the condition

I call, Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH), defined in (55). ABAH is a more specific condition

(specific version of FIP) on probes that require Ā-features to fulfill their Satisfaction
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conditions. The idea that Ā-features entail ϕ-features in Béjar (2003) is problematic

as it cannot account for Wh-adverbs and PPs. Whereas ABAH in (55) is designed

to only consider nominals, thus it will not overgenerate for all elements that carry

Ā-features.

(55) Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH):

Condition I:

Whenever a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages with a goal β to copy

an [Ā]-feature of that goal, it also wants to copy β’s ϕ-features iff

(i) β is an active goal &

(ii) β is an NP with both Ā-features & ϕ-features

Else

Condition 2:

checks the default option.

According to ABAH, in cases when a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages

with a goal to copy its Ā-features, it can also copy ϕ-features of that goal. As a result,

we see ϕ-feature agreement on the main verb in Lubukusu (Refer examples 13 &

14) and on the negation marker in Surati Gujarati with an information structurally

relevant argument (refer to examples 52 & 53). Since ABAH is a more specific version

of the Featural interaction of probes or FIP, just like FIP even ABAH is contingent on

the economy condition on probes, given in (56).

(56) ECONOMY CONDITION ON PROBES: At every step in a derivation, iff two

operations A (copy the entire feature bundle) and B (copy just a single Ā/ϕ-

feature) are possible, since A checks off more features than B, the grammar

prefers A; Else, it checks the default option.

However, the condition in (56), raises some pertinent questions on the status of

ABAH in languages such as English and German where we see information-structural

related movement, but it does not in any way lead to a change in the agreement on

the verb. Consider the topicalization example from English in (57). In example (57),

the verb like agrees with the first person singular subject I and it does not agree with

the topic constituent The book.
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(57) The book, I really like/*likes.

Thus, the condition in (55) must be such that it does not overgenerate for an example

such as the one in (57). Furthermore, I argue that it does not overgenerate because

the probe on the T◦ in English is of the form in (58). This indicates that the probe in

English requires the valuation of ϕ-features to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions, and

its interaction condition(s) are of TYPE-II, i.e., the probe interacts only with the goal

that fulfills its Satisfaction conditions.

(58) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:ϕ}

Since this probe on the T◦ requires the valuation ofϕ-features to fulfill its Satisfaction

conditions, which it receives from the subject, English topics (non-subject) in most

cases cannot control agreement. My approach seems to predict that there should be

ϕ-agreement on the C◦. However, it is difficult to substantiate this prediction, as ϕ-

agreement on C is not overtly realized in English. As for ϕ-agreement on the T◦, there

are some intriguing data points in English that suggest that English topicalization too

could be accounted by condition-I in ABAH. Consider the following examples in (59)

and (60) from English Topicalization:

(59) It is the girls, John like to kiss. (Kimball and Aissen (1971):6).

(60) It is the girls, John likes to kiss. (Kimball and Aissen (1971):6).

Examples (59) and (60) have been reported by Kimball and Aissen (1971) from the

Boston dialect of English. In example (60), the verb likes agrees with its subject

John. This is the expected pattern in English. However, it is example (59) that is

surprising, as the verb like agrees with the topic constituent girls instead of its subject

John. Kimball and Aissen (1971) call it Non-standard agreement in English. The

other contexts where they observed similar patterns were relativization and Wh-

fronting. Considering that topicalization, relativization and Wh-fronting all involve

Ā-movement, one could argue that English may not be completely out of the purview

of ABAH and SCHĀ.

One of the key innovations of the theory I develop in this thesis is that narrow

syntax does not distinguish between different types of probes, namely [Ā]-probe and
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[ϕ]-probe. Such a unified approach to the theory of probes allows a language to use

agreement as a strategy to overtly mark information structure. Next, I discuss data

from agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati.

1.2.2 Agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati

More evidence in favor of SCHĀ and FIP comes from the discussion on causatives in

Surati Gujarati. In a nutshell, agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati tracks an

argument with the [+FOCUS] feature (new-information focus). Such an agreement

pattern not only supports a unified approach to probes that I describe in PUC but

it also provides evidence in favor of FIP. To begin, the focused argument must move

into the specifier position of a designated focus phrase for it to trigger agreement on

the causative predicate. This is predicted in SCHĀ, where I argue that agreement for

information structural reasons is contingent on movement of the goal to the specifier

position of a designated phrase. Let us look at some basic agreement facts for ordinary

transitive predicates before we explore the agreement patterns in causative predicates.

Cardona (1965), Mistry (1998) and Suthar (2005) claim that in Standard Gujarati, when

both the subject and the object are overtly case marked, the predicate must agree

with the case marked object as seen in (61). In example (61), the subject Ram is

ergative case marked and the direct object bakri (‘goat’) is accusative case marked

and the main verb khaa (‘eat’) must agree with the direct object bakri (‘goat’) for

feminine singular features.

(61) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhi
eat.PFV.F.SG

(Standard Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’

Further, if the predicate shows the default neuter agreement, it renders the sentence

ungrammatical. In example (62) the main verb khaa (‘eat’) shows a default

neuter singular agreement morphology and thereby results in an ungrammatical

construction.8

(62) *ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhu
eat.PFV.N.SG

(Standard Gujarati)

8The Gujarati spoken in the cities of Vadodra and Ahemdabad of the Gujarat state in India is considered
the Standard variety of Gujarati.
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‘Ram ate the goat.’

The agreement facts described in (61) and (62) for Standard Gujarati also hold for

Surati Gujarati. Now let us look at examples from Surati Gujarati causatives. The

facts are more intriguing when we turn our attention to causative predicates. Here,

in a particular syntactic context, when both the subject and object are overtly case

marked the causative predicates must agree with the focused direct object or else it

renders the construction ungrammatical, as seen in example (64) for the context in

(63). Example (64) is acceptable, as the direct object ghoda (‘horse’) is the focused

element of the construction. However, default neuter singular morphology on the

causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’) in example (64) is not acceptable. Also

note that the direct object ghoda-ne in example (64) appears to the left of the adverb

varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(63) CONTEXT: Whom did Priyanka make run?

(64) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

[ghoda-neAcc ]F

horse.M.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

dawdaivo/*dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/N.SG

‘Priyanka made the horse run frequently.’

Whereas in example (66), the direct object ghoda (‘horse’) is not the focused element

of the construction; as a result, the only possible option is default agreement on on

the causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’). Note that the default agreement

was not a possible option for an ordinary transitive predicate such as khaa- (‘eat’) as

seen in example (66). It is also crucial to note that the structural position of the direct

object ghoda-ne is lower on the clausal spine compared to its position in example

(64). In (66), it appears to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’), whereas in

(64) it appears to the left of the adverb.

(65) CONTEXT: What did Priyanka do?

(66) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

ghoda-ne
horse.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu/*dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG/M.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run frequently.’

Thus, what we observe is that both the object agreement, as seen in example (64), and

default agreement, as seen in (66), on the causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’)
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are possible options for causative predicates, unlike ordinary transitive predicates.

I argue that examples (64) and (66) demonstrate a focus-driven object movement.

Thus, based on these empirical observations, I argue that agreement on causatives in

Surati Gujarati is a crucial piece of evidence that shows that SCHĀ is an important

condition for agreement and information structure to interact. Subsequently, I pro-

pose that the Focus based agreement in Surati Gujarati causatives is a consequence

of FIP as this is an example where the probe on the T◦ in Surati Gujarati copies both Ā-

features and ϕ-features from a goal. This probe is of the form in (67). We see an overt

reflex of ϕ-features on the causative predicate only when it engages with a focused

argument, as in example (64). Otherwise, it shows default agreement morphology, as

in example (66). Thus, it is plausible to argue that the satisfaction condition of the

probe can only be fulfilled by a goal that has Ā-features, in this case [+FOCUS].

(67) Distribution of the probe in causative constructions in Surati Gujarati

[uP] = {INT:II, SAT:Ā}

TP

T′

vP

vhellu dawdaivu

T◦

{INT:II,SAT:Ā}

The empirical facts from agreement in causative predicates in Surati Gujarati

suggest that object movement for focus feeds differential object marking. I discuss

this agreement puzzle and provide a syntactic analysis for the data in question in

Chapter 5 of this thesis. Next, we will see how the proposals (SCHĀ & FIP) that I

outline to account for Surati Gujarati data can also be extended to other languages.

We start by looking at data from Luguru (a language that belongs to the Bantu family),

which shows agreement only with the preverbal topic argument.
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1.2.3 Example from Luguru

Bantu languages post verbal subjects cannot receive topical interpretation. For

the subjects to be topical, they must move to a preverbal position (See Colley and

Privoznov (2019) for more discussion on topic movement in Bantu languages). Now

let us turn to the agreement facts. The primary motivation for the movement of the

arguments seems to be to receive a topic interpretation, and focus is interpreted in

situ. We expect the agreement on the verb to be with the topic argument and not

with the focused argument.

In subject-object reversal (SOR) constructions, the agreement is always with the

argument that is in the preverbal position since it is the topic of the construction.

I show this in examples from Luguru in (68) and (69).9 In example (68), the main

verb ka-tula (‘broke’) agrees with the topic of the construction Imw-ana (‘Child’) for

Noun class 1. Note that Imw-ana (‘Child’) is in the preverbal position.

Luguru: (Marten and Van der Wal (2014):20)

(68) Imw-ana
1-child

ka-tula
SM1-broke

ici-ya
7-pot

‘The child broke the pot.’

In example (69), the main verb ci-tula (‘broke’) agrees with the preverbal topic Ici-ya

(‘pot’) for Noun class 7.

(69) Ici-ya
7-pot

ci-tula
SM7-broke

imw-ana
1-child

‘The child broke the pot.’ (lit. ‘The pot broke the child.’)

If the agreement on the verb is not with the preverbal topic of the construction, it

renders the construction ungrammatical, as seen in example (70). Example (70) is an

unacceptable construction in the language, as the main verb ka-tula (broke) does not

agree with the preverbal topic Ici-ya (‘pot’) and instead agrees with the post verbal

DP imw-ana (‘child’), which is not the topic of the construction in (70).10

9Luguru is a Bantu language spoken by the Luguru people of the Morogoro region of Tanzania. The
name is also spelled Lughuru, Lugulu, or Ruguru. It is closely related to Gogo and Zaramo, but is not
intelligible with other languages (Petzell 2012 via Colley & Privoznov 2019).

10I thank Justin Colley and Dmitry Privoznov for bringing example (70) to my attention.
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(70) *Ici-ya
7-pot

ka-tula
SM1-broke

imw-ana
1-child

‘The child broke the pot.’ (lit. ‘The pot broke the child.’)

The ungrammaticality of example (70) is what my account predicts. This follows from

the structural condition in SCHĀ, which states that for agreement for information-

structural reasons is contingent on the movement of the goal to the designated

specifier position. Thus, if topic goals do not move to the preverbal position, they

cannot trigger agreement on the verb, as seen in (70). Further, as for FIP, I argue that

the agreement probe in Luguru copies both Ā-features ([+TOPIC] in this case) and

ϕ-features from its goal; as a result, we see agreement on the verb with respect to

noun class features only with the topic of the construction.

1.2.4 Example from Italian

Miyagawa (2017) shows with data from the northern variety of Italian that the

arguments have to be in a relevant structural position to be able to trigger agreement

for information-structural reasons. Miyagawa (2017) discusses cases of ϕ-agreement

with topics, most notably in the case of northern Italian varieties. In example (71),

the participle venut (‘come’) cannot agree with the argument ragazz-e (‘girls’), as it is

not in the preverbal topic position.

(71) Gli
SCL

è
is.2SG

venut-o
come.PRT-SG.M

dell-e
some-PL.F

ragazz-e
girls-PL.F

‘Some girls have come.’

Miyagawa (2017) analyzes these data as involving the movement of the subject to

Spec,TP for ϕ-agreement reasons, which then results in agreement with the DP that

has moved to Spec,TP (a topic position). If the DP subject stays in situ, the finite

verb will fail to show agreement. Here, agreement is a consequence of movement. I

show the minimal pair to example (71) in (72). In example (72), the participle arrive

agrees with the argument ragazz-e (‘girls’) for feminine, plural features as it is in the

preverbal topic position as opposed to being in the postverbal position as in example

(72).11

11I thank Patrick Grosz p.c for pointing out the example in (72).
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(72) Delle
Some.PART.F.PL

ragazz-e
girl-F.PL

sono
are

arrivate
arrived.F.PL

‘Some girls have arrived.’ (Cardinaletti & Giusti 2016)

Just as observed in previous examples from Surati Gujarati and Luguru, where SCHĀ

seems to be an important structural condition for Ā-agree, even in Italian SCHĀ

seems crucial, as topic arguments can trigger agreement on the verb only if they

move to the preverbal position as seen in example (72). Also, the fact that the verbs

agree with topic arguments is evidence that the probe on the T◦ in Italian copies both

Ā-features ([+TOPIC] in this case) and ϕ-features from its goal. I take this as more

evidence in favor of the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes or FIP.

Next, we will look at examples from Dinka. Dinka provides more evidence in favor

of the proposal I outline in FIP and SCHĀ.

1.2.5 Example from Dinka

A crucial argument in favor of SCHĀ and FIP (overambitious nature of probes)

comes from the analysis in Van Urk and Richards (2015) for Dinka. Dinka, a V2

language,—the highest verb or auxiliary moves to C, and some constituent moves

to Spec-CP via Ā-movement. As shown by Van Urk (2015) and Van Urk and Richards

(2015), Ā-movement to Spec-CP is accompanied by ϕ-agreement on the second

position verb/auxiliary in C, as seen in examples (73) and (74).

(73) Yè
be

kOO-kói

people-which.PL

CP[Opi e-kè-thet
PST.INTER-PL-COOK

]?

‘Which people were cooking?’ (Van Urk 2015: 104)

(74) Yè
be

kOO-kói

people-which.PL

CP[Opi e-kè-cíi
PST.INTER-PL-AUX

Áyèn
Ayen

ké
3PL

gàam
give

gàlàm]
pen

‘Which people had Ayen given a pen to?’ (Van Urk 2015: 104)

The data and some of the previous analyses from northern variety of Italian and

Dinka suggest that SCHĀ and FIP, given in (75) and (76), respectively, seem to play a

vital role in the derivation. This is mainly because in Dinka the verbs only agree with

topic goals. I take these as evidence for FIP (given in 75). These topic goals undergo

overt movement to C, as argued in Van Urk and Richards (2015). This overt movement

of the topic goals is exactly what SCHĀ (given in (76)) predicts.
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(75) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it can.

(76) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ) [pronounced as ska:]:

An Ā-probe can copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly

moves into a designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

In the following section, I discuss some of the previous works that describe data

(mainly from Khanty) to show that some of these patterns where agreement and

information structure interact have been described in previous studies.

1.3 Previous works on agreement and information

structure: Example from Khanty

The interaction between agreement and information structure has been noted and

previously mentioned in Corbett (2006). Corbett (2006), in his textbook discusses

the role of agreement in expressing topicality and definiteness. Following (Polinsky

(1995): 360), Corbett (2006) describes a clause as having three distinct levels of

representation, namely: the meaning of the clause, represented by thematic roles and

verbal semantics, and the form of the clause, represented by grammatical relations

and communicative functions. I illustrate the levels in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: The three levels of representation (Corbett 2009: 186)

Thematic roles: Agent Theme

Grammatical relations: Subject Direct Object

Communicative functions: Topic Focus

For Corbett (2006), a full account of agreement must include communicative

functions. He cites examples from languages, such as Tsez and Khanty (Ostyak),

which show agreement with the topic of the construction.

According to the data in Nikolaeva (2001) via Corbett (2006), Khanty (Ostyak) has

optional object agreement but obligatory subject agreement. Agreement with the

object is secondary agreement, seen only if the object is the secondary topic. The

primary topic role is often associated with the subject. In Khanty, the subject must
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be the primary topic. It follows from this that although agreeing objects are always

topical, they are not primary topics but secondary topics.

Nikolaeva (2001) defines the secondary topic as “an entity such that the utterance

it construed to be about the relationship between it and the primary topic.” In

example (78), for the context in (77), the verb we:l-s-am (‘killed’) only agrees with

the subject ma (‘I’) since the context in (77) is a narrow focus context with object

kala:n (‘reindeer’) being the focused element of the construction. Nikolaeva (1999)

shows that when objects are focused, it does not trigger agreement on the verb. That

is exactly what we see in example (78) for the narrow focus context in (77).

(77) What did you kill?

(78) ma
I

tam
this

kala:n
reindeer

we:l-s-am
kill-PST-1SG

(Subject agreement)

‘I killed this reindeer.’

However, in focus structures where the object is part of the presupposition, it always

elicits agreement. In example (80), for the context in (79), the verb we:l-sa-l-a:m

(‘kill’) shows agreement with the subject ma (‘I’), and it must also obligatorily agree

with the object kala:n (‘reindeer’). Thus, we see both subject and object agreement

morphology on the main verb we:l-sa-l-a:m (‘kill’). Compare (78) vs (80). In example

(78), the main verb we:l-s-am (‘killed’) only agrees with the subject ma (‘I’). Also, in

example (80), the main verb we:l-sa-l-a:m (‘killed’) must agree with both the subject

and the object.

(79) Who killed these reindeer?

(80) ma
I

tam
this

kala:n
reindeer

we:l-sa-l-a:m
kill-PST-PL.OBJ-1SG

‘I killed these reindeer.’

In cases where the information structure status of the object is that of a secondary

topic, it must trigger agreement on the verb. If the verb does not show agreement

with both the subject and the object for the context in (79), it renders the sentence

unacceptable. I show this in example (81), which is an unacceptable construction

because the main verb we:l-s-am (‘killed’) only exhibits subject agreement in a

context where it should have exhibited both subject and object agreement. I give
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Nikolaeva’s definition of a secondary topic in (82).

(81) *ma
I

tam
this

kala:n
reindeer

we:l-s-am
kill-PST-1SG

‘I killed these reindeer.’

(82) SECONDARY TOPIC: Secondary topic is an entity such that the utterance is

construed to be about the relationship between it and the primary topic.

At this point, a reader may ask what a primary topic is in this case. A lucid response

to the question would be that for a language such as Khanty, the subject is always

the primary topic of the construction (Nikolaeva (2001)). Thus, a secondary topic

is an entity that has a relationship with respect to the subject. For instance, for the

context in (79), the subject (the one who killed) has a direct relationship with the

object reindeer (the grammatical object that was killed). The ungrammaticality of

the construction in (81) clearly shows that object agreement for Ā-features is very

crucial for the given context. In the following section, I discuss some of the theoretical

assumptions and theoretical background necessary for this thesis.

1.4 Theoretical background

1.4.1 Defining the term “agreement”

Traditionally, the term agreement was defined as “systematic covariance between a

semantic or formal property of one element and a formal property of another”. (Steele

1978: 610). However, I will adopt a slightly more restricted definition of agreement,

given in (83), which is a slightly revised version of the definition in Preminger (2011).

In the languages that will be considered here, agreement is promiscuous, being

sometimes with a subject, sometimes with an object. Here ‘ϕ’ represents the formal

properties of NPs that typically enter into agreement: person, number, and gender.12

12The term ‘ϕ-Agreement’ itself has been around in the literature at least since the early 1990s. For
more, see Giorgi and Pianesi (1991) and Sarma (1999)
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(83) Agreement or (ϕ-Agreement): (Preminger (2011):17)

“The appearance of a morpheme on a verb, adverb, negation or a TAM marker, whose

form co-varies with the ϕ-features of (at least) one nominal argument in the clause.”

Where, TAM = Tense, Aspect and Mood

ϕ-features = Person, Number and Gender features

1.4.2 Agreement and movement correlation

To highlight the issues and questions at stake, it is crucial to revisit some of the key

developments in the history of the correlation between agreement and movement.

In the minimalist framework, which has developed over the last three decades, there

are two competing models of ϕ-agreement. The first and older model, the Spec-

Head theory (Kayne (1989); Chomsky (1995)), holds that agreement is an essentially

local operation, limited to taking place between a head and its specifier. With this

view, then, agreement and movement are formally correlated: A head H can trigger

agreement with a phrase XP if and only if H attracts XP into its specifier. The basics of

the model are illustrated in (84).

(84) SPEC-HEAD AGREE MODEL (Kayne (1989); Chomsky (1995) via Longenbaugh

(2019))

However, soon after the development of the Spec-Head agree model, there

emerged a crucial piece of evidence that agreement is not contingent on a Spec-Head

configuration, and can, in fact, take place between a head H and a phrase XP that it

asymmetrically c-commands. Evidence of this sort has been attested in a wide variety

of genetically unrelated languages, including Basque (Etxepare (2006); Preminger

(2009)); Itelman (Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2002)); Icelandic (Sigurðsson (1996);

Sigurðsson (2008)); Tsez (Polinsky and Potsdam (2001)); Hindi-Urdu (Boeckx (2004);

Bhatt (2005); Keine (2013)), Kashmiri (Bhatt (2005)); Passamaquoddy (Bruening

(2001)); English (Chomsky (2001)).

The basic form of this agreement pattern is as follows, a head exhibits ϕ-

agreement with a phrase that it asymmetrically c-commands at both LF and PF.
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I illustrate with the English example from Longenbaugh (2019) in (85), where the

matrix raising predicate seems agrees with the embedded internal argument only two

good ideas. This argument, however, appears within the embedded clause at both

PF, as is evident in the surface string, and LF, as illustrated by the fact that it can take

narrow scope with respect to seem.

(85) There seem/*seems to have emerged only two good ideas.

(X seem > only, *only > seem) (Longenbaugh (2019))

These data, in conjunction with independent conceptual arguments (see, e.g.,

Chomsky (2001)), have lead to widespread acknowledgement that agreement is not

confined to Spec-Head configurations. The resulting theory, which does not require

Spec-Head configurations, instead postulates that a head H may agree with a phrase

XP provided H asymmetrically c-commands XP, and XP is sufficiently local to H. With

this model, then, agreement and movement are formally dissociated: The former

does not require the latter. I illustrate this in (86).

(86) Agreement without Spec-Head configurations (Longenbaugh 2019: 09):

While the evidence in support of the agree at-a-distance model is convincing,

the theory seems to miss the fact that there are a large number of instances cross-

linguistically where agreement does seem to be contingent on movement, at least

descriptively speaking. In §1.2, I show examples from four unrelated languages

(Luguru, Surati Gujarati, Italian, and Dinka) to demonstrate that agreement requires

movement when the process agree involves both ϕ-features and Ā-features. I expand

more on this topic in Chapter 7 of this thesis.

The analysis I develop here is within the frameworks of Minimalism (Chomsky

1995, 2000, 2001). In the minimalist approach to syntax that I assume here, a

hierarchical representation is built by multiple applications of Merge and Agree. Merge

is a structure building operation that combines two syntactic items and forms a new

one. Whereas Agree is a syntactic operation that copies a feature value from one

head to another (Chomsky, 2001). Specifically, agree is an operation in which a head
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bearing a probe for some uninterpretable feature ([uF]) initiates search into its c-

command domain for the closest goal bearing the interpretable feature ([iF]). In other

words, the agree is a result of copying back features of the goal ([iF]) to the probe

([uF]). Based on the empirical observation which I discuss in this thesis, I assume a

feature copying approach as opposed to a feature checking one.

Typically, features that are copied back to the probe are those that narrowly match

the probes (Chomsky (2001)). In this work, however, I assume that a probe can have

access to the entire feature bundle present on the goal. Furthermore, a probe, whether

it is an [Ā]-probe or a [ϕ]-probe, has potential access to the same set of features. In

other words, both of the following scenarios are possible in languages: First, an

[Ā]-probe copying both [iĀ, iϕ]-features, and second, a [ϕ]-probe copying both [iϕ,

iĀ]-features. However, their Satisfaction conditions in the sense of Deal (2015) are

different from one another. Deal argues that the features which are transferred to a

probe by Agree need not be confined to those which cause the probe to stop probing.

To be more precise, Deal proposes that we must distinguish Interaction condition(s)

and Satisfaction condition(s).

(87) Interaction and Satisfaction in ϕ-agreement: (Deal (2015):03)

A probe H may interact with feature set F even if it may only be satisfied

feature set G, G ⊆ F.

a. Interaction: Probe H interacts with feature [f] by copying [f] to H.

b. Satisfaction: Probe H is satisfied by feature G if copying G to H makes H

stop probing.

When a probe interacts with a feature but it is not satisfied by that feature, it continues

searching until its satisfaction condition is met. This allows probes to Agree with

multiple goals in their c-command.
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(88) Interaction & Satisfaction conditions

In (90), a probe satisfied by feature [G] (illustrated as [uG]) on H interacts with

XP, resulting in [f] being copied back to H. Since H’s satisfaction condition is not

met, it continues to search. When it finds the goal ZP, it copies back [G] to H and the

probe halts the probing operation. Further, in Chapter 6 I argue that a probe can have

access to the entire feature bundle on a goal. However, not all features satisfy a probe,

in the sense of Deal (2015). I assume the feature geometry proposed by Harley and

Ritter (2002) for ϕ-features, given in (89).

(89) ϕ-feature geometry (Harley and Ritter (2002))

ϕ

PART

SPKR ADDR

#

As for the Ā-features, which constitute an integral part of my thesis, I assume

that the Ā-features are internally complex, and this class includes [WH], [FOC], [REL],

[TOP]. Following works by Starke (2001), Rizzi (2004), Abels (2012), Aravind (2018),

and others, I assume the feature geometry for Ā-features, given in (90).

(90) Ā-feature geometry:

Ā

OP

WH FOC REL

TOP
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In the following section, I summarize the findings of this dissertation I discussed

in this chapter and provide an overview of the contents of the thesis.

1.5 Summary and outline of the thesis

In Chapter 2 of the thesis, I discuss the clausal spine of Surati Gujarati and establish

some generalizations to show how negation interacts with tense in the language, as

this is crucial information for the latter chapters.

In chapter 3, I show how the word order and the syntactic positions in Surati

Gujarati correlate with information structure. Here, I show that Surati Gujarati has a

designated focus position, but topics do not have one specific position on the clausal

spine. Rather they have a layer, which I call the topic layer following Grosz (2016) for

German and Patel-Grosz (2017) for Kutchi Gujarati.

In chapter 4, I discuss agreement puzzle in negation in Surati Gujarati, which

forms one of the core data points for the thesis. Here, I argue that [Ā]-probes can

copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features. It is precisely due to this property of the [Ā]-

probe that a negation marker can show agreement for number and gender features

of the argument it agrees with. I show that the probe on the NEG◦ requires Ā-features

to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions, and the probe on the T◦ requires ϕ-features to

fulfill its Satisfaction conditions. To provide evidence for this claim, I show data from

agreement on negation, where in a particular syntactic context, the main verb and

negation can agree with different goals. The agreement probe on negation agrees

with a contrastively focused argument.

In chapter 5, I discuss the agreement on causative predicates in Surati Gujarati,

where in a particular syntactic context, the causative predicates only agree with the

object, if the object is the focused constituent of the construction. I argue that in these

cases, the object moves to a designated focus position, thereby triggering agreement

on the causative predicate. If the object is not the focused element, it remains in situ

and does not trigger agreement on the causative. Thus, the causative predicate shows

default agreement. Further, I argue that agreement on causatives in Surati Gujarati

is an example for a context where the probe on the T◦ copies both ϕ-features and

Ā-features from its goal, thereby providing further evidence to motivate FIP.

In Chapter 6, I discuss evidence for FIP from a cross-linguistic perspective. For
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this, I provide examples from complementizer agreement in Lubukusu and Nez Perce,

agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati, and Wh-agreement in Abaza as evidence

in favor of my proposal in FIP.

In Chapter 7, based on the SCHĀ, I provide a crosslinguistic classification, where

I classify languages in the following way and summarize the classification in Table 1.4:

(I) T-type or Topic prominent-languages: These are languages that have agree-

ment with the topic and movement of the topic constituent.

(II) F-type or Focus prominent-languages: These are languages that have agreement

with the focus and movement of the focused constituent.

(III) T/F-type or Topic/Focus prominent languages: These are languages that have

agreement with the topic, focus, and movement of the topical and the focused

constituent.

The ‘X’ in Table 1.4 suggests that the particular type of movement (T-type or

F-type) results in the following effects agreement with Topics or agreement with

focus. And ‘*’ marks an absence of the type of movement and thereby absence of the

effect.

Table 1.4: Cross-linguistic classification based on SCHĀ

Agreement
with topics

Agreement
with focus

Movement for topic (T-type) X *

Movement for focus (F-type) * X

Movement for topic and focus (T/F-type) X X

To substantiate my claims, I discuss data from languages like Standard Italian,

Tuscan variety of Italian, Northern Sotho, Tundra Nenets, Khanty, Dinka, Surati

Gujarati, and Sinhala.
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Chapter 2

Surati Gujarati clausal structure

2.1 Introduction & Background

In this chapter, I look to establish an understanding of the extended projections in

Surati Gujarati, and the realizations of functional elements. Surati Gujarati is a aspect

based split-ergative language of the Indo-Aryan family. It is mainly spoken in the

Surat city in India. Further, I also discuss negation and its distribution with respect

to tense in Surati Gujarati. There are no published works on the clausal structure of

Surati Gujarati, thus it becomes essential to discuss some of the basic properties of

the Surati Gujarati clause structure. Standard Gujarati (a dialect of Gujarati, which is

mainly spoken in Ahmedabad and Vadodara cities of Gujarat) has been described

previously. The earliest descriptive works on Standard Gujarati was published by

Cardona (1965). There have been works on the clausal structure of Standard Gujarati

(For more see Suthar (2005) and Desai (2018)). It is crucial to describe the patterns in

Surati Gujarati from the scratch mainly because Standard Gujarati does not use some

of the negation markers that interact with tense and agreement as in Surati Gujarati.

Since these patterns form a crucial part of this dissertation, I do not assume that the

generalizations that have been developed for Standard Gujarati also hold for Surati

Gujarati. The main aim of this chapter is to provide a fair idea to the reader of some

of the basic syntactic properties of Surati Gujarati.

2.2 Basic word order patterns in Surati Gujarati

In this section, I describe a few important word order properties of Surati Gujarati.

The basic word order in Surati Gujarati is Subject Object Verb (SOV). The examples

in (91) and (92) illustrate the SOV pattern. In example (91) the subject mhe (‘I’) is

ergative and the object chaapu (‘newspaper’) is unmarked for case.
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(91) mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

‘I read a newspaper.’

In example (92), the subject vaagh (‘tiger’) is ergative case marked and the object

bakri (‘goat’) is accusative case marked.

(92) vaagh-e
tiger.M.SG-ERG

bakri-ne
goat.F.SG-ACC

khaa-dhi
eat-PFV.F.SG

‘The tiger ate the goat.’

In Surati Gujarati, the main verb always follows its arguments. If the main verb

precedes any of the arguments, the sentence is grammatically deviant, this is seen

in (93). Example (93) is grammatically deviant as the main verb vãach-yu (‘read’)

precedes the direct object chaapu (‘newspaper’).

(93) ??mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

‘I read a newspaper.’

Another important word order property is that the auxiliary must always follow the

main verb as seen in (94). In example (94), the auxiliary ha-tu must follow the main

verb vãach-yu (‘read’).

(94) mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

ha-tu
AUX-N.SG

‘I had read a newspaper.’

The auxiliary can never precede the main verb, this renders the sentence ungram-

matical as seen in example (95) where the auxiliary ha-tu precedes the main verb

vãach-yu (‘read’).

(95) *mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

ha-tu
AUX-N.SG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

‘I had read a newspaper.’

The main verb and the auxiliary form a closed unit, as Surati Gujarati does not license

DP arguments between the verb and auxiliary as seen in sentences (96) & (97) and it

also does not license adjuncts between the verb and the auxiliary as in sentence (98).
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Example (96) is unacceptable as the direct object chaapu (‘newspaper’) intervenes

between the main verb vãach (‘read’) and the auxiliary hat-.

(96) *mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

ha-tu
AUX-N.SG

‘I had read a newspaper.’

In example (97), the subject mhe (‘I’) intervenes between the main verb and the

auxiliary. This results in an unacceptable construction.

(97) *chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

ha-tu
AUX-N.SG

‘I had read a newspaper.’

Example (98) is unacceptable as an adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) in this case,

intervenes between the main verb and the auxiliary.

(98) *mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

varamvaar
frequently

ha-tu
AUX-N.SG

‘I had frequently read a newspaper.’

In the next section, I describe the syntactic relationship between forms of negation

and auxiliaries as I will use this information in the discussion of tense and aspect in

Surati Gujarati.

2.3 Negation and auxiliaries

In what follows, I will draw on the behaviour of negation for my argumentation in the

following sections. Therefore, I wish to describe the data to exhibit the distribution of

negation and auxiliaries. There are three forms of negation in Surati Gujarati nathi,

nho-, and nahi as seen in examples (100), (102) and (103), respectively. The Surati

Gujarati negation marker nathi in example (100), is exclusively used for present tense

contexts, nho- in example (102) is exclusively used in the past tense contexts and nahi

in example (103) is the elsewhere form of negation and can be used in any temporal

context. It must be noted that nho- and nathi seem to be the suppletive forms for

negated past and present tense auxiliaries.
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Compare examples (99) vs (100), where the negation nathi in (100) replaces

the present auxiliary chiye when we negate the proposition in (99). Also compare

examples (101) vs (102) where the negation marker nho-ta in (102) replaces the past

tense auxiliary ha-ta when we negate the proposition in (101). It is crucial to note

that Surati Gujarati uses the same verb (translated as English ‘be’) for past tense and

present tense auxiliary and for the copula (present vs past). The verbs in examples

(99)-(103) are copula verbs.

(99) amhe
we.1.PL

sundar
beautiful

chiye
be.1.PL.PRES

‘We are beautiful.’

(100) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

nathi
NEG.PRES

‘We are not beautiful.’

(101) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

hata
be.1P.PL.PAST

‘We were beautiful.’

(102) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

nho-ta
NEG.PAST.PL

‘We were not beautiful.’

(103) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

nahi
NEG

hata
be.1P.PL.PAST

‘We were not beautiful.’

Note that the future tense does not have such a suppletive form as seen in sentences

(104)-(105). This is clear from the example in (105) as the future tense uses the

elsewhere form of negation nahi in combination with the future tense auxiliary hoisu

to negate the proposition in (104). This is unlike the present and past tense forms

where the auxiliaries where replaced by the suppletive forms for negated past (nho-)

and present tense (nathi) as seen in examples (100) and (102).

(104) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

hoisu
be.1P.PL.FUT

‘We will be beautiful.’

(105) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

nahi
NEG

hoisu
be.1P.PL.FUT

‘We will not be beautiful.’

In Table 2.1, I summarize the paradigm of auxiliaries and negation used in the present,

past and future tense contexts with plural subjects. Note that, we observe gender

and person agreement with singular subjects in the past tense. As a result, we have

three forms each (masculine, feminine, and neuter) for the auxiliary and the negative
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particle in the past tense. As illustrated in Table 2.1, the masculine gender agreement

marker is ‘-o’ and feminine agreement marker is ‘-i’. These gender agreement markers

should not be confused with the person/number markers ‘-u’ (1st person plural) and

‘-o’ (2nd person plural feature). Also note that ‘-i’ in the negation marker nathi is not

an agreement marker, but an uninflected form.

Table 2.1: Negation and Auxiliaries (with Plural Subjects)

PERS/TENSE/NUM AUXILIARY NEGATION

1P Pres.PL

1P Past.PL

1P Fut.PL

chiye
hata
hoisu

nathi
nhota
nahi hoisu

2P Pres.PL

2P Past.PL

2P Fut.PL

cho
hata
haso

nathi
nhota
nahi haso

3P Pres.PL

3P Past.PL

3P Fut.PL

che
hata
hase

nathi
nhota
nahi hase

And in Table 2.2, I summarize the paradigm of auxiliaries and negation used in the

present, past and future tense contexts with singular subjects. An important point to

note here is that since the suppleted negated forms nathi and nho- cannot co-occur

with the auxiliaries, hence in Table 2.2, they appear as singletons. This is unlike the

negation nahi which can co-occur with the auxiliaries and as a result these have been

added to Table 2.2 along with the future tense auxiliaries.

Table 2.2: Negation and Auxiliaries (with Singular Subjects)

PERS/TENSE/NUM AUXILIARY NEGATION

1P Pres.SG

1P Past.SG

1P Fut.SG

chũ
hato/hati/hatu
hois

nathi
nhoto/nhoti/nhotu
nahi hois

2P Pres.SG

2P Past.SG

2P Fut.SG

che
hato/hati/hatu
hase

nathi
nhoto/nhoti/nhotu
nahi hase

3P Pres.SG

3P Past.SG

3P Fut.SG

che
hato/hati/hatu
hase

nathi
nhoto/nhoti/nhotu
nahi hase
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2.4 Tense & Aspect in Surati Gujarati

2.4.1 Encoding Tense and Aspect

Taking the word order facts into account, it seems that Standard Gujarati VPs are

right-headed and select their object complements on the left. Doctor (2004) describes

“simple forms” in Standard Gujarati, which include only the main verb and no tense

or modal auxiliary. The same holds for Surati Gujarati, I show examples from Surati

Gujarati in (106)-(109). The example in (106) shows the present habitual form, (107)

past perfective, the example in (108) shows the past habitual form and (109) shows

future habitual (See also Cardona 1965). The present tense form ‘-ũ’ in example (106)

and the future tense form ‘-se’ in (109), inflect for number and person agreement.

The future tense form ‘-se’ cannot co-occur with the future tense auxiliary hase.

(106) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-ũ
read-PRES.1.SG

‘I read a book (regularly).’ (Present Habitual)

(107) mhe
I.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

‘I read (and finished) a book.’ (Past Perfective)

(108) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

‘I read a book (regularly).’ (Past Habitual)

(109) tu
you.2P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-se
read-FUT.2.SG

‘you will read a book (regularly).’ (Future Habitual)

In the following sections, I describe the encoding of the tense and aspect information

in greater details. I provide an upshot of the empirical generalizations that are to be

discussed in the following sections in Tables 2.3-2.6. The first two cells in the Tables

2.3-2.6 indicate the morphology seen on the main verb and the auxiliary.

Table 2.3 summarizes the empirical generalizations for present tense. In present

habitual, the main verb carries the present tense information and the auxiliary is

absent, as seen in example (110). In Present-progressive, the main verb carries the

tense information and the auxiliary encodes the progressive information, as seen

in example (112). In the present perfect form, the main verb encodes the perfect
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(aspect) information and the auxiliary carries the present tense information. I provide

arguments for this asymmetry between the present progressive forms vs the present

perfect forms in §2.4.3.

Table 2.3: Summary of Present Tense Generalizations

TENSE-ASPECT MAIN VERB AUXILIARY EXAMPLE

PRES-HABITUAL Present Tense Aux Absent (110)
PRES-PROG Present Tense Progressive (112)
PRES-PERF Perfective Present (117)

Table 2.4, summarizes the generalizations of the past tense data. In past habitual,

the main verb carries the imperfective aspect information and the tense marking

is past tense by default as the auxiliary is absent, this seen in example (138). In

past progressive, the auxiliary encodes the progressive aspect information as seen in

example (140). And in past perfect, the auxiliary encodes the tense information as in

(142). I provide evidence for my claims in §2.4.5.

Table 2.4: Summary of Past Tense Generalizations

TENSE-ASPECT MAIN VERB AUXILIARY EXAMPLE

PAST-HABITUAL Imperfective Aux Absent (138)
PAST-PROG Imperfective Progressive (140)
PAST-PERF Perfective Past (142)

Table 2.5 summarizes the empirical generalizations on data from Future tense.

In future habitual, the main verb carries the future tense information as in example

(149). In future progressive, the main verb carries the imperfective information and

the auxiliary encodes the future tense information, as seen in (153) and in future

perfect, the main verb carries the aspectual information and the auxiliary carries the

future tense information. I show this in example (155). I provide evidence for claims

on the future tense data in §2.4.7.

Table 2.5: Summary of Future Tense Generalizations

TENSE-ASPECT MAIN VERB AUXILIARY EXAMPLE

FUT-HABITUAL Future Aux Absent (149)
FUT-PROG Imperfective Future (153)
FUT-PERF Perfective Future (155)
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2.4.2 Present: Tense & Aspect Morphology

In this section, I describe and analyze facts from the present tense data. The empirical

generalizations for present tense are given in Table 2.6. In Present-progressive, the

main verb carries the tense information and the auxiliary encodes the progressive

information, as seen in example (112). In the present perfect form, the main verb

encodes the perfective aspect information and the auxiliary carries the present tense

information.

Table 2.6: Summary of Present Tense Generalizations

TENSE-ASPECT MAIN VERB AUXILIARY EXAMPLE

PRES-HABITUAL Present Tense Aux Absent (110)
PRES-PROG Present Tense Progressive Aspect (112)
PRES-PERF Perfective Present (117)

One of the core empirical proposals for present habitual is as follows:

Empirical proposal 1: I propose that in the present habitual, the -ũ morpheme on

the main verb in sentence (110) encodes the present tense information.

(110) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach -ũ
read-PRES.1.SG

‘I read a book.’ (Present Habitual)

Empirical proposal 2: For the present progressive in sentence (112), I propose

that the -ũ morpheme encodes the present tense information and the auxiliary

ch- encodes the progressive aspect information. Another important fact about the

ch-ũ auxiliary is that it only occurs in the present tense context. There is only one

single/universal auxiliary form in the present tense that is used for the copula as

shown in section 2.2.1. Thus, the forms of the auxiliary are the same as the forms of

the copula e.g., the first person plural form would be chiye, compare examples (112)

& (113) and examples (114) & (115).

(111) Context: John asks Mary who is very busy with her exams, what are you

doing? To this Mary replies:

(112) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

vãach -ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

ch -ũ
be-PROG.1P.SG

‘I am reading books.’ (Imperfective: Present Progressive)
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(113) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

sundar
beautiful

ch-ũ
be-PROG.1P.SG

‘I am beautiful.’ (Imperfective: Present Progressive)

The form of the copula is always the same as the form of the auxiliary. I show this in

examples (114) and (115). Here, both the copula in (115) and the auxiliary in (114)

have the same form chiye.

(114) amhe
we.1P.PL

chopdi
book

vãachiye
read.IPFV.1P.PL

chiye
be.1P.PL.PRES

‘We are reading books.’

(115) amhe
we.1P.PL

sundar
beautiful

chiye
be.1P.PL.PRES

‘We are beautiful.’

However, things look different in present perfect from the imperfective. For the

present perfect data, I make the following empirical claims:

Empirical proposal 3: In sentence (117), I propose that the -i morpheme on the

main verb encodes the perfective aspect information.

Empirical proposal 4: It is the addition of the auxiliary che in sentence (117) in

combination with the perfective -i morpheme on the main verb that provides the

present perfect reading. Without auxiliary che the sentence would receive a past

perfective interpretation as seen in example (118). che in the present perfect is

obligatorily marked for third person singular, which is the default person + number

agreement.

(116) Context: Mary asks her students for an update on the previous assignment,

to this John replied:

(117) mhe
I.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach -i
read-PFV.F.SG

che
be.PRES

‘I have read (and finished) a book.’ (Present Perfect)

(118) mhe
I.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach -i
read-PFV.F.SG

‘I read (and finished) a book.’ (Past Perfective)
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The examples in (119) and (120) shows that che is a default agreement form as a

sentence with object agreement on the auxiliary is an ungrammatical construction.

I show this in example (120), where the construction with the ch-ũ form is

ungrammatical as ch-ũ shows agreement with the first person direct object mane.

This indicates that it can neither agree with the subject nor with the object.

(119) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

mane
I.1P.DAT

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

che
be.PRES-DEF

‘Priyanka has seen me.’ (Present Perfect)

(120) *priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

mane
I.1P.DAT

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

ch-ũ
be.1P.SG

‘Priyanka has seen me.’ (Present Perfect)

The claim that in present imperfective (Table 2.7) constructions as illustrated in

examples (110) and (112), repeated in (121) and (122), the tense information is

encoded on the main verb whereas in present perfect (Table 2.8) the auxiliary encodes

tense information (proposal 3, above), must be backed by evidence, which I provide

in §2.4.3. The most important point here is that in the present perfect, the auxiliary

che encodes the present tense information as in example (117) repeated in (123).

And in the imperfective context, the -ũ on the main verb vaach- (‘read’) encodes the

present tense information as in example (121) and (122).

(121) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach -ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

‘I read a book.’ (Present Habitual)

(122) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

vãach -ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

ch-ũ
be-PROG.1P.SG

‘I am reading books.’ (Present Progressive)

(123) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

mane
I.1P.DAT

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

che
be.PRES-DEF

‘Priyanka has seen me.’ (Present Perfect)

It must be noted that in Table 2.7, the verb and the auxiliary agree with the subject

(masculine, in this case) and hence show agreement features of the subject.
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Table 2.7: Present Tense Main Verb and Auxiliaries (Imperfective)

PERS/NUM/ASPECT MAIN VERB

(READ)
AUXILIARY

1P.SG.habitual
1P.PL.habitual
2P.SG.habitual
2P.PL.habitual
3P.SG.habitual
3P.PL.habitual

vaãch-ũ
vaãch-iye
vaãch-e
vaãch-o
vaãch-e
vaãch-e

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

1P.SG.progressive
1P.PL.progressive
2P.SG.progressive
2P.PL.progressive
3P.SG.progressive
3P.PL.progressive

vaãch-ũ
vaãch-iye
vaãch-e
vaãch-o
vaãch-e
vaãch-e

ch-ũ
ch-iye
ch-e
ch-o
ch-e
ch-e

In Table 2.8, as mentioned previously since Surati Gujarati is a split ergative

language, the subject in the perfective is overtly marked for ergative case and as a

result the main verb agrees with the object.

Table 2.8: Present Tense Main Verb and Auxiliaries (Perfective)

PERS/NUM/ASPECT MAIN VERB (READ) AUXILIARY

1P.SG.PFV

1P.PL.PFV

2P.SG.PFV

2P.PL.PFV

3P.SG.PFV

3P.PL.PFV

vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

1P.SG.PERF

1P.PL.PERF

2P.SG.PERF

2P.PL.PERF

3P.SG.PERF

3P.PL.PERF

vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya

ch-e
ch-e
ch-e
ch-e
ch-e
ch-e

2.4.3 Evidence

In this section, I provide evidence for the claims made in §2.4.2. They are as follows:

Empirical proposals 1 & 2: In the present progressive illustrated in (122), repeated

in (124), the -ũ morpheme encodes the present tense information. If the auxiliary is
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absent, the -ũ morpheme attaches to the main verb and if the auxiliary is present it

attaches to both the main verb and to the auxiliary.

(124) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

vãach-ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

ch-ũ
be-PROG.1P.SG

‘I am reading books.’ (Present Progressive)

Evidence I: The evidence for proposal 1 is provided by negation. Recall that in §2.3, I

show that Surati Gujarati has a negative particle nathi, which is exclusively used for

present tense contexts (example 100), a negative particle nho-, which is exclusively

used in the past tense contexts (example 102) and a negative particle nahi (example

103), which is the elsewhere form of negation and can be used in any temporal

context. Also I previously mention that nathi is the suppletive form of present tense

auxiliary (che/chũ/chiye) and nho- is the suppletive form of past tense auxiliaries (ha-

to/ha-ti/ha-tu/ha-ta) (See §2.3 & §4.1.1 for more on properties of negation markers

in Surati Gujarati).

The observation that nathi is exclusively used in present tense context is illustrated

in examples (125)-(127), where sentences (126) and (127) without the present tense

context do not license the use of nathi to negate the proposition.

(125) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

nathi
NEG.PRES

vaach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh is not reading the book.’

(126) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

(*nathi)
NEG.PRES

laav-elo
bring-PAST.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not got the car.’

(127) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

(*nathi)
NEG.PRES

laav-se
bring-FUT.3P

‘Shahrukh will not get the car.’

Thus, we expect the use of negative particle nathi, which has the properties of [+PRES,

+NEG] to negate the proposition in sentence (128), instead the only way to negate the

present progressive construction in (129) is by altering the morphology on the verb

from -ũ as in example (128) to -to as seen in (129).
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(128) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

vãach-ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

ch-ũ
be.PROG-1P.SG

‘I am reading books.’ (Present Progressive)

(129) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F-SG

nathi
NEG-PRES

vãach-to
read-IPFV.1P.SG

‘I am not reading a book.’ (Present progressive)

Thus, I argue that since tense information is already encoded by the agreement

morpheme -ũ on the main verb, the language blocks the use of a tensed negative

particle like nathi as seen in sentence (130). As a result, the only way to negate the

proposition in (128) is to use the strategy in (129), which includes the use of nathi

but with the -to morpheme on the main verb vãach (‘Read’). I argue that the -to

morpheme in example (129) spells out [IPFV] feature where as the -ũ morpheme

spells out a feature combination of [IPFV+PRES]. Thus, once we delete the feature

[PRES] from -ũ, we get the -to morpheme as a result.

(130) *hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

nathi
NEG-PRES

vãach-ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

ch-ũ
be.PROG-1P.SG

‘I am not reading books.’ (Present Progressive)

Evidence II: Another piece of argument for the claim that it is the -ũ morpheme on

the main verb in Surati Gujarati that encodes the tense information, comes from the

theoretical claims made for a closely related language, Hindi-Urdu. Participles in

Hindi-Urdu, are marked for gender and number features and not for person (Mahajan

(1994), Amritavalli (2019):07). We also find this in Surati Gujarati.

Based on this empirical generalization, Amritavalli (2019) claims that person

checking is a crucial diagnostic for agreement with a Tense head. Thus, if presence

of the person feature is a reflex of tense, then this provides additional theoretical

argument in favor of the claim that -ũ morpheme on the main verb encodes

tense information, as the main verb vãach-ũ (‘read’) in sentence (121), repeated

in (131) encodes both number and person features. Compare, the present habitual

construction in (131) with the present perfect example in (132). In present perfect,

the main verb only encodes number and gender features of the object and behaves

like a participle. Also it does not encode person information.
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(131) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-ũ
read-PRES.1.SG

‘I read a book.’ (Present Habitual)

(132) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read.PFV.F.SG

che
be.PRES-DEF

‘I have read a book.’ (Present Perfect)

Empirical proposal 3 & 4: In the present perfect, the auxiliary encodes the present

tense information and the main verb encodes aspect information.

Evidence III: As for the empirical proposals in 3 & 4, without the auxiliary che

in sentence (132), the sentence is interpreted as past perfective as seen in sentence

(133). Thus, it is only the use of the auxiliary che, which provides the present tense

information.

(133) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read.PAST-F.SG

‘I read a book.’ (Past Perfective)

Evidence IV: An important piece of evidence to show that the main verb in present

perfect encodes aspectual information (and not tense) is the fact that the same -i

morpheme on the main verb is used in all present, past & future tense contexts. I

illustrate this in sentences (134)-(136), where the main verb is marked by the same

morpheme across all temporal contexts, but it is the different auxiliaries that provide

the difference in tense interpretation. In example (134), the morpheme -i is used

in the present perfect context, with the auxiliary che encoding the present tense

information.

(134) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach -i
read.PFV.F.SG

ch-e
be.PRES-DEF

‘I have read a book.’ (Present Perfect)

In example (135), the morpheme -i is used in the past perfect context and the auxiliary

hati marks the past tense information.
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(135) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach -i
read-PFV.F.SG

ha-ti
be-PAST.F.SG

‘I had read the book.’ (Past Perfect)

In example (136), the morpheme -i is used in the future perfect. Here, the auxiliary

hase provides the future tense information.

(136) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
work.F.SG

vãach -i
read.PFV.F.SG

ha-se
be-FUT.DEF

‘I will have read a book.’ (Future Perfect)

Thus, based on the data in sentences (134)-(136), it is plausible to say that the -i

morpheme on the main verb marks perfective aspect (i.e., it is [+PFV]). The default

interpretation of the -i morpheme (i.e., in absence of a tensed auxiliary) is past

perfective as seen in sentence (133), but this can be overridden if a present or future

tense auxiliary is added, as illustrated in sentences (134) & (136).

2.4.4 Past: Tense & Aspect Morphology

In this section, we take an even closer look at the past tense of the language. The

empirical generalizations for past tense are summarized in Table 2.9. In past habitual,

the main verb carries the imperfective aspect information and the tense marking

is past tense by default as the auxiliary is absent, this is seen in example (138). In

past progressive, the auxiliary encodes the progressive aspect information as seen in

example (140). And in past perfect, the auxiliary encodes the tense information as in

example (142).

Table 2.9: Summary of Past Tense Generalizations

TENSE-ASPECT MAIN VERB AUXILIARY EXAMPLE

PAST-HABITUAL Imperfective Aux Absent (138)
PAST-PROG Imperfective Progressive (140)
PAST-PERF Perfective Past (142)

The main empirical claims for past tense are as follows:

Empirical proposal 1: In past imperfective, the -to morpheme on the main verb

marks a imperfective aspect (i.e., it is [+IPFV]), as seen in sentence (138) for the

context in (137). The use of -to morpheme is blocked in present tense examples like
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(128) (but not in (129) where the negation marker nathi encodes the present tense

information) due to competition with a more specialised present tense form -ũ on

the main verb. The default interpretation of the -to morpheme is past tense, but this

can be overridden if a future tense auxiliary hase is added I will discuss this in §2.4.6

in greater details.

(137) Context: Mary asked John, why was your teacher always happy with you?

To this John replied:

(138) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

‘I (used to) read books.’ (Past Habitual)

Empirical proposal 2: In sentence (140), the auxiliary ha-to encodes both past tense

information and the progressive aspect information.

(139) Context: John wasn’t in the school when they screened the game of thrones

episode. Thus, Mary asked John what was he doing when everyone were at

the screening of the episode? To this John replied:

(140) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PROG.M.SG

‘I was reading a book.’ (Past Progressive)

Now moving onto past perfect, we find slightly different observations compared to

the past imperfective. The core claims for past perfect are as follows:

Empirical proposal 3: The auxiliary ha-ti in sentence (142), encodes the past

tense information similar to the present tense auxiliary che that encoded present

tense information. The only difference between examples (133) and (142) is the

presence of the auxiliary hati. Although this difference is superficial, I will argue that

hati in fact encodes past tense information.

(141) Context: Mary scolded all of her students for not having read the book. But

John escaped the scolding. Bill asked John why did Mary did not scold him?

To this, John replied:
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(142) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

ha-ti
be-PAST.F.SG

‘I had read the book.’ (Past Perfect)

Empirical proposal 4: In past perfective (also in past perfect), the -i/-yo/-ya/yu

morpheme on the main verb marks the perfective aspect (i.e., it is [+PFV]) as seen in

sentence (142). The default interpretation of the -i/-yo/-yu/-ya morpheme as argued

earlier, is past tense, but this can be overridden if a present or a future tense auxiliary

is added. Recall that I have previously argued for and provided evidence for -i/-yo/-

yu/-ya morpheme being the marker of the perfective aspect. It must be noted that in

Table 2.10, the verb and the auxiliary agree with the object and hence show agreement

features of the object.

Table 2.10: Past Tense Main Verb and Auxiliaries (Perfective)

PERS/NUM/ASPECT MAIN VERB (READ) AUXILIARY

1P.SG.PFV

1P.PL.PFV

2P.SG.PFV

2P.PL.PFV

3P.SG.PFV

3P.PL.PFV

vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

1P.SG.PERF

1P.PL.PERF

2P.SG.PERF

2P.PL.PERF

3P.SG.PERF

3P.PL.PERF

vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya

ha-ti/-to/-tu/-ta
ha-ti/-to/-tu/-ta
ha-ti/-to/-tu/-ta
ha-ti/-to/-tu/-ta
ha-ti/-to/-tu/-ta
ha-ti/-to/-tu/-ta

2.4.5 Evidence

In this section, I turn to past tense and negation data to provide the evidence for the

claims I make in §2.4.4. The empirical claims I make for the past tense data are as

follows:

Empirical proposals 1 & 2: The -to morpheme on the main verb marks the imper-

fective aspect (i.e., it is [+IPFV]). Default interpretation of the -to morpheme is past

tense, but this can be overridden if a future tense auxiliary or a present tense auxiliary

(nathi in example 129) is added. The second claim is that the auxiliary in the past

progressive encodes the past tense information and progressive aspect.
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Evidence I: A compelling piece of evidence to argue for the first claim is that

the -to morpheme attaches to the verb in both the past progressive and the future

progressive contexts as seen in sentence (143) & (144), respectively. Since the same

-to morpheme is used for two different temporal contexts, I argue that it does not

encode tense information, and that tense is encoded on the auxiliaries instead.

(143) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach- to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PAST.PROG.M.SG

‘I was reading a book.’ (Imperfective: Past Progressive)

(144) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach- to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ho-is
be-FUT.1P.SG

‘I will be reading a book.’ (Imperfective: Future Progressive)

Evidence II: The second piece of evidence is provided by negation. The language

allows the use of the tensed negative particles nho- and nathi in connection with

the main verb vãach- (‘read’) that carries the -to morpheme, but the usage of

the elsewhere nahi form is not allowed as seen in sentence (146). This further

corroborates that the -to morpheme that attaches to the verb lacks tense information

and that the auxiliaries provide the tense information. The derivation either requires

auxiliaries or tensed negative particles (if the proposition in the sentence is negated)

to convey tense information in the sentence. I illustrate this in (145) & (146). Also

note that in sentence (145), the use of nho- gives a negated past progressive reading

and the use of nathi provides a present negated reading.

(145) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

nho-to/nathi
NEG-PAST.M.SG/PRES

‘I was not reading a book/I am not reading a book.’

(146) *hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

nahi
NEG

‘I was not reading a book.’

The analysis I present has a clear prediction that to negate the sentence in (143), the

language should only allow the use of nahi as seen in sentence (147) (because the

sentence already consists of a tensed auxiliary) or drop the auxiliary and instead

use the negative particle nho- as seen in sentence (145). And this is exactly what we
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observe. The language blocks the use of tensed forms of negation like nho- and nathi

from co-occurring with the auxiliaries to negate the sentence in (147). I illustrate

this in sentences (147) & (148), where the example in (147) is grammatical when the

sentence is negated using nahi but the sentence in (148) is ungrammatical when it

is negated using a tensed negative auxiliary like nho-. This is mainly because the

example in (143) already contains a tensed auxiliary ha-to. As a result, the language

does not allow the use of a tensed negative particle. Another important point that

must be mentioned here is that there is no semantic difference between the use of

nho- in sentence (145) and the use of nahi in sentence (146).

(147) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

nahi
NEG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PAST.PROG.M.SG

‘I was not reading a book.’

(148) *hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-PAST.M.SG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PAST.PROG.M.SG

‘I was not reading a book.’

Empirical proposals 3 & 4: The auxiliary in the past perfect, encodes past tense

information. And the aspectual information is encoded on the main verb in the past

perfect.

Evidence IV: Remember I previously argued and provided evidence to prove that

the -i/-yo/-yu/-ya morphemes on the main verb marks the perfective aspect i.e., it

is [+PFV] as it occurs in all present, past and future tense contexts. I show this in

sentences (134)-(136), and it is only the auxiliary in these sentences that distinguishes

one temporal context from another.

2.4.6 Future: Tense & Aspect Morphology

In this section we look at the future tense data. The empirical generalizations for

future tense are summarized in Table 2.11. The future habitual has tense marking

on the main verb, the auxiliary is absent in this case as seen in example (149). In

the future progressive form, the main verb hosts the imperfective morpheme and

the auxiliary encodes the future tense information as in (153). And in the future

perfect, the main verb carries aspectual information and the auxiliary carries the
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tense information as seen in example (155).

Table 2.11: Summary of Future Tense Generalizations

TENSE-ASPECT MAIN VERB AUXILIARY EXAMPLE

FUT-HABITUAL Future Aux Absent (149)
FUT-PROG Imperfective Future (153)
FUT-PERF Perfective Future (155)

The core claims for future tense data are as follows:

Empirical proposal 1: I claim that in future habitual, the -is morpheme which

attaches to the main verb vãach- (‘read’) in (154), encodes the future tense

information.

(149) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-is
read-FUT.1P.SG

‘I will read a book.’ (Imperfective: Future Habitual)

An important empirical point that must be made explicit at this point is that the -is

suffix can only occur once in the sentence. Thus, if it occurs more than once in the

sentence it results in an ungrammatical sentence as seen in example (150), where

both the main verb vãach- (read) and the future tense auxiliary ho-is have the -is

suffix attached on them.

(150) *hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-is
read-FUT.1P.SG

ho-is
be-FUT.IP.SG

‘I will read a book.’

This is an important fact in comparison with the present tense paradigm where the

-ũ suffix can occur more than once in a sentence that is on both the main verb and

the auxiliary as seen in present progressive in sentence (128) repeated in (151).

(151) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi-o
book.F-PL

vãach-ũ
read-PRES.1P.SG

chũ
be.PROG-1P.SG

‘I am reading books.’ (Imperfective: Present Progressive)
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Empirical proposal 2: One important difference in the future tense paradigm op-

posed to present and past tense paradigm is the difference in the verbal morphology

of the future habitual as in example (149) and the future progressive as in example

(153). In future progressive as in (153), the future tense information, is encoded on

the -is suffix on the auxiliary ho-is. As argued previously for past tense data that the

‘-to’ morpheme on the main verb marks imperfective aspect (i.e., it is [+IPFV]).

(152) Context: John asked Bill if he would come and play with him the following

evening, to which Bill replied:

(153) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ho-is
be-FUT.1P.SG

‘I will be reading a book.’ (Future Progressive)

Empirical proposal 3: Next, in the future perfect, the -se suffix on the auxiliary ha-se

in (155), encodes future tense information and the -i suffix, which is attached to the

main verb encodes the perfective information. Also ho-is in sentence (153) and ha-se

in sentence (155) in fact are two different agreement forms (1SG vs 3SG respectively)

of the same auxiliary.

(154) Context: The teacher threatened to punish the students if they do not

complete the reading assignment the next day. All the students except

Mary looked convinced. Bill asked Mary why aren’t you scared? To this Mary

replied:

(155) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

ha-se
be.FUT.3P

‘I will have read the book.’ (Future Perfect)

It must be noted that in Table 2.12, the verb and the auxiliary agree with the subject

(masculine, in this case) and hence show agreement features of the subject.
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Table 2.12: Future Tense Main Verb and Auxiliaries (Imperfective)

PERS/NUM/ASPECT MAIN VERB

(READ)
AUXILIARY

1P.SG.HAB

1P.PL.HAB

2P.SG.HAB

2P.PL.HAB

3P.SG.HAB

3P.PL.HAB

vaãch-is
vaãch-isu
vaãch-se
vaãch-so
vaãch-se
vaãch-se

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

1P.SG.PROG

1P.PL.PROG

2P.SG.PROG

2P.PL.PROG

3P.SG.PROG

3P.PL.PROG

vaãch-to/ti/ta
vaãch-ta
vaãch-to/ti/ta
vaãch-ta
vaãch-to/ti/ta
vaãch-ta

ho-is
ho-isu
ha-se
ha-so
ha-se
ha-se

In Table 2.13 as mentioned previously since Surati Gujarati is a split ergative

language, the subject in the perfective is overtly marked for ergative case and as a

result the main verb agrees with the object. Also the forms in Table 2.13 are for a

transitive verb; if the verb is intransitive, then the form is always the -ũ form.

Table 2.13: Present Tense Main Verb and Auxiliaries (Perfective)

PERS/NUM/ASPECT MAIN VERB (READ) AUXILIARY

1P.SG.PFV

1P.PL.PFV

2P.SG.PFV

2P.PL.PFV

3P.SG.PFV

3P.PL.PFV

vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent

1P.SG.PERF

1P.PL.PERF

2P.SG.PERF

2P.PL.PERF

3P.SG.PERF

3P.PL.PERF

vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya
vaãch-i/-yo/-yu/-ya

ha-se
ha-se
ha-se
ha-se
ha-se
ha-se

In the next section, I provide evidence for the above claims. The generalizations

of the future tense data are summarized in Table 2.12 and 2.13.
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2.4.7 Evidence

In this section, I again turn to the negation data to provide the evidence for the claims

I make in §2.4.6.

Empirical proposal 1: In future habitual, the -is morpheme which attaches to the

main verb in sentence (156), encodes the future tense information.

Evidence I: The future habitual form cannot combine with any of the tensed negative

particles, and only licenses the use of the negative particle nahi, as seen in sentences

(156) and (157). Thus, I argue that since the -is morpheme encodes tense information,

as a result the language does not license the use of a tensed negative particle to

negate the proposition, thereby suggesting that it is the -is morpheme on the verb

that encodes the tense information along with the imperfective aspect.

(156) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F-SG

nahi/*nathi/*nho-to
NEG/NEG-PRES/NEG-PAST

vãach-is
read-FUT.IPFV.1P.SG

‘Henceforth, I will not read a book.’ (Imperfective: Future Habitual)

(157) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

nahi/*nathi/*nho-to
NEG/NEG-PRES/NEG-PAST

vãach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ho-is
be-FUT.1P.SG

‘I will not be reading a book.’ (Future Progressive)

Empirical proposal 2: In future progressive in sentence (158), the future tense

information, is encoded on -is suffix on the auxiliary and as argued previously in

§2.4.5 for past tense data that the -to morpheme on the main verb encodes the

imperfective aspect information.

Evidence II: The -to morpheme, on the verb used in the future progressive, is

used in future and past tense contexts, and it is the use of different suffixes on the

auxiliaries that marks different tense, ho-is marks future tense as in sentence (158)

and ha-to marks past tense as seen in sentence (159) that provide the difference in

tense interpretation. Thus, it seems clear that the tense information is not encoded

on the verb but on the auxiliaries.
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(158) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach- to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ho- is
be-FUT.PROG.1P.SG

‘I will be reading a book.’ (Future Progressive)

(159) hũ
I.1P.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach- to
read-IPFV.M.SG

ha- to
be-PAST.PROG.M.SG

‘I was reading a book.’ (Past Progressive)

Empirical proposal 3: In the future perfect in sentence (155), repeated in (160) the

-se suffix on the auxiliary ha-se, encodes future tense information and the -i suffix

which is attached to the main verb encodes the perfective information.

(160) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach- i
read-PFV.F.SG

ha- se
be.FUT.DEF

‘I will have read the book.’ (Future Perfect)

Evidence III: As argued previously, an important evidence to show that -i morpheme

on the main verb marks aspect and not tense is the fact that the same -i/-yo/-

yu/-ya morphemes are used all present, past & future tense contexts. I illustrate

this in sentences (134)-(136) in section 2.4.3, where the main verb is marked by

the same morpheme in all present, past and future tense contexts, but it is the

different auxiliaries that provide the difference in tense interpretation. Thus, it is the

presence of the auxiliary ha-se in sentence (160) that gives the sentence future tense

interpretation as without the auxiliary, sentence (160) would have the past perfective

reading as shown earlier in sentence (133) repeated in (161).

(161) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

‘I have read a book.’ (Past Perfective)

In the following section, I illustrate the structural position of complementizers and

argue that although Surati Gujarati is a head-final language, its CPs are left headed.

2.4.8 Structural Position of the Complementizers

To provide a comprehensive picture of the clausal spine of Surati Gujarati, we

now look at the complementizer phrases. The complementizer ke in Gujarati is
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used for ‘that,’ as the example in (162) show below. I have glossed it as Comp, for

Complementizer.

(162) ma-ne
I-DAT

khabar
knowledge

che
be.PRES.3.SG

ke
comp

ramesh-e
Ramesh-ERG

aa
this

saree
saree.F

khari-di
buy-PFV.F.SG

‘I know that Ramesh bought this saree.’ (example adapted from Desai (2018))

If Surati Gujarati CPs were right-headed, we would expect to see the complementizers

appearing after the main verb of the embedded clause. However, we always see

them appearing clause-initially, which is the order that would result from CPs being

left-headed, and selecting their complement TPs on the right. With this last piece in

place, a full clausal spine of Surati Gujarati is as shown in (163) below.

(163) CP

C0 TP

VP v0 Asp0
T0

2.5 Summary & Conclusion

Since Surati Gujarati is a lesser studied dialect of Gujarati, it is very crucial to build

the clausal structure of the language from the scratch. Other works on the clausal

spine of Gujarati include Desai (2018), who discusses the properties of tense & aspect

and negation in Standard Gujarati. However, my analysis of the clausal structure of

Surati Gujarati differs from the analysis in Desai (2018). Desai (2018) assumes the

presence of a Polarity phrase immediately below T and above Asp, illustrated in (164).

(164) TP

V v Asp
Pol

T0

One of the main arguments for the presence of a polarity phrase is based on word
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order facts of the negation nahi. According to Desai (2018) nahi cannot occur in the

post-verbal position in Standard Gujarati. I show this in example (165) adapted from

Desai (2018:15).1

(165) *mina-e
Mina-ERG

pustak
book(N)

lakh-y-u
write-PERF-N.SG

nahi
NEG

‘Mina will not have written a book.’ (Desai 2018: 15)

However, this empirical point that nahi cannot appear post-verbally, is not true of

Surati Gujarati. As post-verbal negation is a possibility in Surati Gujarati. I illustrate

this in (166), here nahi appears after the main verb vãach-i (‘Read’)

(166) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vãach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

nahi
NEG

‘I have not read a book.’ (Past Perfective)

Thus, the clausal structure of Surati Gujarati with respect to negation is different from

the one described in Desai (2018) for Standard Gujarati. I address the question of

the structural position of negation in Surati Gujarati and provide a detailed analysis

of this question in Chapter 4 of this thesis. This difference in the word order facts

could possibly be a dialectal difference between Standard Gujarati described in Desai

(2018) vs Surati Gujarati. I will argue for a different analysis for the structural position

of negation than the one suggested in Desai (2018) for Standard Gujarati. With data

from ellipsis and scope tests I will show that the structural position of negation in

Surati Gujarati is in a projection above TP but below C.

In this chapter, I hope to have established an understanding of how tense and

negation interact in the language. In the following chapter, I show how the word order

and the syntactic positions in Surati Gujarati correlate with information structure.

Here, I show that Surati Gujarati has a designated focus position but topics do not

have one specific position on the clausal spine, rather they have a layer, which I call

the topic layer following Grosz (2016) for German and Grosz & Patel-Grosz (2017) for

Kutchi Gujarati.

1The glosses and translation in example (165) have adapted from (Desai (2018):15)
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Chapter 3

Information structural movement

in Surati Gujarati

The main aim of this chapter is to investigate how the word order and the syntactic

positions correlate with information structure in Surati Gujarati. I begin by illustrating

the structural position of focused elements in Surati Gujarati in §3.1. Here, building

on previous works by Jayaseelan (2001) for Malayalam, Irani (2014) for Hindi-Urdu,

I establish the preverbal focus position, which is immediately above vP in Surati

Gujarati. Next in §3.2, I discuss the structural position of topics in Surati Gujarati.

Building on Grosz (2016) for German and Grosz & Patel-Grosz (2017) for Kutchi

Gujarati, I claim that Surati Gujarati has a topic layer rather than a designated topic

position.

3.1 Focus and movement in Surati Gujarati

In this section, I will show that Surati Gujarati has an information structural FocP in

the preverbal position (immediately above vP), as previously argued for Malayalam in

Jayaseelan (2001), for Hindi-Urdu in Irani (2014) and for Kutchi Gujarati in Patel-Grosz

and Beck (2019). Further, I will show that the word order in Surati Gujarati is tightly

connected to information structure. I will start by discussing two pieces of evidence.

First, we observe that Surati Gujarati is a scrambling language, where scrambling

reflects information structure. Focus can be detected by means of question-answer

pairs, (cf. Rooth (1985), Rooth (1992)). The focus in the answer corresponds to the

new information, which in turn corresponds to the wh-element in the question.

Surati Gujarati is descriptively wh-in-situ, but information structure determines the

word order, as shown by the examples in (167)-(173). Here the position of the focused

element is identical with the position of the wh-word. I have added the adverb

varamvaar (‘frequently’), assuming that it has a rigid position as vP adjunct.
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In examples in (167)-(170), I show that the focused element always occurs to

the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) whereas other arguments of the verb

appear to the right. In example (168) for the question in (167), the focused element of

the sentence is Megha and it appears to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

Question: Subject Focus (Narrow Focus)

(167) vidya-ne
Vidya.F.SG-DAT

(kone)
who

varamvaar
frequently

(??kone)
who

pel-i
that-F.SG

gaadi
car.F.SG

aap-i?
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Who frequently gave that car to Vidya?’

(168) vidya-ne
Vidya.F.SG-DAT

[megha-e]F

Megha.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

(??megha-e)
Megha.F.SG-ERG

pel-i
that-F.SG

gaadi
car.F.SG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

‘[Megha]F frequently gave that car to Vidya.’

In sentence (170) for the question in (169), the focused element is Vidya. Here, the

object Vidya appears to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

Question: Object Focus (Narrow Focus)

(169) megha-e
Megha.F.SG-ERG

kone
whom

varamvaar
frequently

pel-i
that-F.SG

gaadi
car.F.SG

aap-i?
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Whom did Megha frequently give the car to?’

(170) megha-e
Megha.F.SG-ERG

[vidya-ne]F

Vidya.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

(??vidya-ne)
Vidya.F.SG-ACC

pel-i
that-F.SG

gaadi
car.F.SG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Megha frequently gave that car to [Vidya]F.’

In example (172), for the question in (171), which is a context for broad focus, both

the constituents, the indirect object Megha, and the direct object peli gaadi (‘that

car’) are in focus, however, both the constituents cannot move to this focus position

as the focus position can only host one constituent. As a result, only the answer to the

higher wh-question, whom did vidya give? moves higher on clausal spine to the left

of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’). In example (172), the answer to the question
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whom did vidya give? is megha-ne, which moves to the left of the adverb varamvaar

(‘frequently’). The other focused constituent that answers the what question, does

not move higher up. If all the constituents move higher to the specifier of this focus

position, it results in a grammatically deviant construction. I illustrate this in example

(173). Thus, the example in (172) indicates that highest focused constituent moves

into the designated focus position.

Question: Broad Focus

(171) vidya-e
Vidya.F.SG-ERG

kone
who

su
what

aap-y-u?
give-PFV-N.SG

Literal Translation: ‘Whom did Vidya give what?’

(172) vidya-e
Vidya.F.SG-ERG

[megha-ne]F

Megha.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

[pel-i
that-F.SG

gaadi]F

car.F.SG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Vidya frequently gave [that car to Megha]F

(173) ??vidya-e
Vidya.F.SG-ERG

[megha-ne
Megha.F.SG-ACC

pel-i
that-F.SG

gaadi]F

car.F.SG

varamvaar
frequently

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Vidya frequently gave [that car to Megha]F

Jayaseelan (2001) and Butt and King (2014) argue that wh-elements in Malayalam

and Hindi-Urdu, respectively, must be located in an immediately preverbal position

by default. I show that in examples (167)-(173) that the exact same pattern arises in

Surati Gujarati. Based on examples (167)-(173), I propose that Surati Gujarati has

an information structural FocP directly above the VP (immediately above vP), as

previously argued for Malayalam in Jayaseelan (2001) and for Hindi-Urdu in Irani

(2014).

In example (174), the focus is narrow focus on accusative object megha-ne

and in (175), the ergative case marked megha-e is the focused element. Generally,

only subjects can license ergative case by that logic megha-e is the subject of the

construction. Note that the subject megha-e appears in a different position in the

word order than the canonical subject position.
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I argue that this is the specifier Focus position, which hosts the ergative subject

megha-e in example (175). Also note that the subject Vidya in both the examples (174

& 175) is above the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’), which is a TP-level adjunct.

(174) vidya-e
Vidya.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

[megha-ne]F

Megha.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

gaadi
car.F.SG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Probably Vidya frequently gave the car to [Megha]F.’

(175) vidya-ne
Vidya.F.SG-DAT

lagbhag
probably

[megha-e]F

Megha.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

gaadi
car.F.SG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Probably [Megha]F frequently gave the car to Vidya.’

Building on examples (167)-(170) and (174)-(175) I illustrate the following. First, Foc◦

hosts a probe which is of the form given in (176). ‘II’ here indicates that the probe is of

the TYPE-II i.e., it interacts only with the goal that fulfills its satisfaction condition(s).

(176) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

The type of the probe is a direct consequence of the theory of probes I develop in this

thesis, where I argue that narrow syntax does not distinguish between types of probes.

It is only concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions of the probe. Thus, the

probe on the Foc◦ attracts an argument with an Ā-feature (in this case +FOCUS) to its

specifier position. Second, topical arguments must evacuate the VP (and thus move

above the FocP). I illustrate this in (177) for the example in (174) and in (178) for the

example in (175).1

1The adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) (an Asp-frequentative (I) type of adverb see Cinque 1999:106)
that adjoin to the vP-adjunct position. This is exemplified in sentence (i), where only the position
immediately below the adverb kadaach (‘possibly’), (which is in the TP-adjunct position) is available
to varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(i) (??varamvaar)
frequently

ram
Ram

kadaach
possibly

(varamvaar)
frequently

vhello
early

ghare
house.OBL

(??varamvaar)
frequently

aav-yo
come-PFV.M.SG

(*varamvaar)
frequently

‘Ram possibly frequently came home early.’
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(177)

TP

DP
vidya-ei

T’

Adv
lagbhag

T’

FocP

DP
megha-neAcc j

Foc’

vP

ti v’
...

Adv
varamvaar

VP

DP
gaadi

V ’

t j V◦
aap-i

Foc◦

T◦
+PAST

(178)

TP

DP
vidya-ne j

T’

Adv
lagbhag

T’

FocP

DP
megha-ei ERG

Foc’

vP

ti v’
...

Adv
varamvaar

VP

DP
gaadi

V ’

t j V◦
aap-i

Foc◦

T◦
+PAST

I discuss the structural position of topical argument in Surati Gujarati in the

following section.

3.2 Syntactic topic layers in Surati Gujarati

In this section, building on Grosz (2016) for German and Patel-Grosz & Grosz (2017)

for Kutchi Gujarati, as opposed to a single topic position, SpecTopP, I will propose a

syntactic topic layer for Surati Gujarati. I show that topics must precede the adverb

lagbhag (‘probably’). I use the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’) assuming it has a fixed

position as a TP adjunct. In example (180), vidya is the aboutness topic as indicated

by the question in (179) and it occurs to the left of the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’).

Question 4: Aboutness topic

(179) vidya
Vidya.F.SG.NOM

kem
how

che?
be.PRES.3P

aaj-kal
nowadays

su
what

kar-e
do-PRES.3P

che?
be.PRES.3P

‘How is Vidya? What is she doing nowadays?’
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(180) [vidya]TOP

Vidya.F.SG.NOM

lagbhag
probably

gaam
village

gay-i
go.PFV-F.SG

che
be.PRES.3P

‘Vidya has probably gone to the village.’

To add to this, non-topical constituents cannot occur to the left of the adverb lagbhag

(‘probably’). I show this in example (184), based on the context in (183). Comparing

examples (182) and (184), in (182), for a context in (181) the topic of the construction

dar-ek vaagh (‘every tiger’) occurs to the left of the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’).

(181) Context: What happened to the tigers?

(182) [dar-ek
every

vaagh]TOP

tiger
lagbhag
probably

bachi
save

gaya
go.PFV-M.PL

‘Probably every tiger was saved.’

However, in (184), for a context in (183), a downward monotonic quantifier vadhaare-

ma vadhaare be vaagh (‘atmost two tigers’) cannot appear to the left of the adverb

lagbhag (‘probably’). When non-topical elements occur to the left of the adverb

lagbhag (‘probably’), it results in a grammatically deviant construction as downward

monotonic quantifiers are considered to be obligatorily non-topical (For more see

Szabolcsi (1981) and Tomioka (1999)). Thus, (184) suggests that only topic can move

into this part of the structure.

(183) Context: Which animals were saved?

(184) ??[vadhaare-ma
atmost-in

vadhaare
atmost

be
two

vaagh]FOC

tiger
lagbhag
probably

bachi
save

gaya
go.PFV-M.PL

‘Probably, atmost two tigers (non-specific) were saved.’

Next, I show that aboutness topics can also follow the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’). I

illustrate this in examples (186) and (187). For the context in (185), the topic of the

construction Sachin can occur to the right of the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’) as in

example (186) but it can also appear to the left of the adverb as seen in example (187).

Question:

(185) mane
me.DAT

sachin-ni
Sachin.M.SG-GEN

kai
some

khabar
update

aap
give

‘Give me some updates on Sachin’.
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Possible Answers:

(186) lagbhag
probably

[sachin]TOP

Sachin.M.SG-NOM

retire
retire

thase
happen.FUT.3P

‘Probably Sachin will retire.’

(187) [sachin]TOP

Sachin.M.SG-NOM

lagbhag
probably

retire
retire

thase
happen.FUT.3P

‘Probably Sachin will retire.’

A crucial argument for having a topic layer instead of a designated topic position is

that there does not seem to be one to one matching between a topic position and

a constituent. Compare examples (174) and (191). The example in (174) shows a

correspondence between exactly one focused constituent that occurs in the focus

position. This is in contrast to what we find for topic constructions, illustrated in

(191). It is this correspondence that motivates a designated focus position as opposed

to a topic layer. I illustrate this in examples (189) and (191) for the context in (188). In

example (189), the aboutness topic Sachin and pela bat (‘that bat’) occur to the left of

the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’).

Question:

(188) sachin-e
Sachin.M.SG.ERG

pel-a
that

bat-nu
bat-GEN

su
what

kar-yu?
do-N.3P

‘What did Sachin do to that bat?’

Answer:

(189) [sachin-e]TOP

Sachin.M.SG.ERG

[pel-u
that

bat]TOP

bat
lagbhag
probably

vech-i
sell-PFV.F.SG

kaadhyu
remove.N.3P

‘Sachin probably sold that bat off.’

The answer in (189) is not surprising given what we have already seen in examples

(186) and (187) where topical elements always appear to the left of the adverb lagbhag

(‘probably’). In example (189), Sachin and pelu bat (‘that bat’) are topics of the

construction and thus they appear to the left of lagbhag (‘probably’).
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However, we also find constructions where the topical elements can be separated.

I illustrate this in (191) for the question in (190). In example (191), the topic elements

appear on either sides of the adverb. Sachin occurs to the left of the adverb lagbhag

(‘probably’), whereas pelu bat (‘that bat’) occurs to the right of the adverb. This is in

sharp contrast with the example (189).

Question:

(190) Sachin-ni
Sachin.M.SG-GEN

su
what

khabar
update

che?
be.PRES.3P

‘Any updates from Sachin?’

Answer:

(191) [sachin-e]TOP

Sachin.M.SG.ERG

lagbhag
probably

[pel-u
that

bat]TOP

bat
vech-i
sell-PFV.F.SG

kaadhyu
remove.N.3P

‘Sachin probably sold that bat off.’

Based on the data in example (191), where the correspondence between a topical

element and its syntactic position is not the same as we see in the cases with focused

elements. As a result, in light of these observations, I conclude that Surati Gujarati has

a topic layer rather than a designated topic position. Building on Grosz & Patel-Grosz

(2017), I show the structural position of the topic layer in Surati Gujarati in (192).
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(192)

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have seen that the focus position in Surati Gujarati immediately

precedes the vP and high vP-internal adverbs like varamvaar (‘frequently’). This is

mainly because as seen in examples (167)-(172), varamvaar (‘frequently’) occurs

between the focus position and the verb. To show this I use the question-congruence

pairs in examples (170)-(173). Here, the position of focus in the answers, corresponds

to the WH-element in the question. Thereby confirming the claim for a preverbal

focus position in Surati Gujarati. Further, we saw that there cannot be a designated

topic position in Surati Gujarati. I show this in example (191) where there is no clear

one-to-one matching between a topic position and one constituent. Thus, following

Grosz (2016) for German and Grosz & Grosz Patrick and Pritty Patel-Grosz (2017)

for Kutchi Gujarati, I propose a topic layer instead of a designated topic position for

constituents to move into. In the following chapter, I will discuss a detailed analysis

and discussion of the agreement puzzles in Surati Gujarati Negation. I will argue

that negation in Surati Gujarati string vacuously moves to a position above TP but

does not move all the way to C. Further, I argue that the agreement on negation in
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Surati Gujarati is an example for cases when an Ā-probe copies both Ā-features and

ϕ-features. To provide empirical evidence to this claim, I show data from agreement

on negation, where in a particular syntactic context the main verb and negation can

agree with different goals. The agreement probe on negation prefers to agree with a

contrastively focused argument, thereby substantiating my claim.
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Chapter 4

Case study I: Agreement and

Information structure in negation

In this chapter, I take a detailed look at a particular form of negation, the nho- form in

Surati Gujarati, which exhibits a unique relationship to agreement and information

structure. The negation marker nho- is very distinct from the default non-agreeing

negation marker nahi. These agreement patterns in Surati Gujarati negation will

be useful in proving the existence of two different conditions, namely the Featural

interaction of probes (FIP), given in (193) and Structural condition hypothesis on

Ā-probe (SCHĀ), given in (194).

(193) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

(194) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

In the due course of this chapter, I will show that agreement on negation is an

intriguing example where we find an [Ā]-probe copying both Ā-features and ϕ-

features. I describe this behavior in (195), I call it Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH). This is a

more specific version of FIP because this applies only in contexts where an [Ā]-probe

copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features.

(195) Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH):

Condition I:

Whenever a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages with a goal β to copy

an [Ā]-feature of that goal, it also wants to copy β’s ϕ-features iff

(i) β is an active goal &
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(ii) β is an NP with both Ā-features & ϕ-features

Else

Condition 2:

checks the default option.

Next, I will also show that this agreement on negation is contingent on information

structure and movement of the goal to a designated specifier position, thereby

providing evidence for my claim in SCHĀ, which I give in (194). However, before

moving onto the agreement facts and analysis we must first acquaint ourselves with

the empirical landscape that is associated with Surati Gujarati negation. As first

part of the analysis, we must identify the structural position of negation in Surati

Gujarati. For this, I begin by building on Kumar (2013), and Homer and Bhatt (2020)

(henceforth H&B) who argue that negation is located above Asp in Hindi-Urdu. H&B

(2020) further argue that, the V + Asp forms a complex and rightward adjoins with the

Neg to form a complex head. (For ore on head movement see Travis (1984), Koopman

(1984), Baker (1985), 1988, Harizanov & Gribanova 2019).

However, there is more to this story. To provide a complete picture of the structural

position of negation in Surati Gujarati, with evidence from ellipsis data and based on

certain scope facts, I show that The V + Asp and the negation string vacuously move

higher above the TP but remain below C. To provide evidence for my claim, I use

the verb-echo answers, to first establish that Neg + V + Asp form a single constituent.

Next, I use scope tests to establish that Neg + V + Asp complex string vacuously moves

higher than T. And as final part of the argument, I show that negation does not survive

sluicing, which shows that although negation moves higher than T but it does not

move all the way up to C. Finally, I provide a syntactic analysis for agreement facts in

negation observed in Surati Gujarati.

Based on the empirical facts I will argue that narrow syntax does not distinguish

between types of probes. Narrow syntax is only concerned with the Satisfaction

conditions on a probe in the sense of Deal (2015). However, I will continue using

‘Ā-probe’ and ‘ϕ probe’ as terminologies for expository reasons. Next, I argue that

the probe on the NEG◦ requires Ā-features to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions and the

probe on the T◦ requires ϕ-features to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions. I illustrate

this in (196).
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(196) Distribution of probes in Surati Gujarati negation

[uP1] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

[uP2] = {INT: II, SAT:ϕ}

TP

NegP

vP

VP v◦

Neg◦

uP1

T◦

uP2

Further, I will show that the sensitivity of agreement on the negative marker

nho- to contrastive focus is explicitly seen only when the syntax allows for it. In

other words, I argue that the agreement and information structure interaction on

agreement on negation is governed by ABAH and Structural condition hypothesis on

Ā-probe (SCHĀ).

4.1 Empirical landscape

In this section, I lay out the empirical landscape of negation in Surati Gujarati. Since

the data on agreement on negation and on agreement in causatives (in Chapter 5)

required very subtle judgments, I conducted a fieldwork in the city of Surat to collect

data on Surati Gujarati. The field study was conducted on twenty-five language

consultants, it consisted of fourteen female and eleven male speakers. Their age

groups ranged between 20-70 years. There are three forms of negation in Surati

Gujarati, nahi, nathi, and nho-. nathi only occurs in the present tense context,

nho- only occurs in the past tense context. Thus, the nho- form of negation has the

property [+TENSE] as shown in Table 4.1. nahi is an elsewhere form of negation and

the usage of nahi is not restricted to any particular temporal context. Thus, nahi only

has the [+NEG] as one of its property as illustrated in Table 4.1.

Further, nho- cannot co-occur with auxiliaries but nahi can co-occur with

auxiliaries. The ability of negation markers to co-occur with auxiliaries is illustrated

in Table 4.2 In Table 4.2, ‘*’ denotes that if nho- and the past tense auxiliary co-

occur, it results in an ungrammatical construction as seen in example (204) in §4.1.1.
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Table 4.1: Properties of Negation

NEGATION PROPERTY

nho- [+PAST],[+NEG]

nahi [+NEG]

Conversely, ‘X’ denotes that the combination of nahi and auxiliaries can co-occur as

seen in example (218) in §4.1.2. I provide the data on both nho- and nahi in more

detail in §4.1.1 and §4.1.2.

Table 4.2: Negation & Auxiliary

NEGATION COMBINING ELEMENT OUTPUT

nho- AUX *
nahi AUX X

In the next section, we will take a closer look at the properties of the negation

marker nho-.

4.1.1 Properties of negation nho- in Surati Gujarati

In this section, I outline the main properties of the negation marker nho-. First, we

will see the basic agreement patterns exhibited by the nho- marker, followed by its

distribution properties. I will also show that nho- can only be used in the past tense

context and if it is used outside of the past tense context, it produces ungrammatical

constructions. And finally, I illustrate that nho- cannot co-occur with the past tense

auxiliary hat-.

Property 1: Ability to manifest Agreement

There are three forms of negation in Gujarati. Of the three forms, one form of negation,

only nho- can agree with the subject or the object with respect to number and gender.

In sentence (197) the negation marker nho- agrees with the subject Shahrukh with

respect to masculine, singular features.

(197) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not brought the car.’ (Past Perfective)
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In sentence (198) the negation marker nho- agrees with the object gaadi (‘car’) with

respect to feminine, singular features. It is very important to note that laav- (‘bring’) is

one of the few predicates that can license a nominative subject instead of an ergative

subject in a perfective construction.

(198) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not brought the car.’ (Past Perfective)

The agreement on the negative particle is sensitive to case marking. Since sentence

(199) has an ergative subject shahrukh-e, the negation marker nho- must agree with

the object gaadi (‘car’), as ergative case marking on the subject Shahrukh blocks

agreement of the negation marker with the subject.

(199) shahrukh-e
Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

jo-yi
see-PFV.F.SG

‘Shahrukh had not seen the car.’ (Past Perfective)

Property 2: Restricted to a specific Tense

The agreeing form of negation (the nho- form) can only occur in the past tense context

and never in the present or the future tense contexts. I illustrate this in sentences (200)

and (201) where the sentences with the negative marker nho- in the present tense in

example (200) and in future tense context in (201) are both considered unacceptable

constructions in the language.

(200) *shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

chalaav-e
drive-PRES.3P.SG

che
be.PROG-3P.SG

‘Shahrukh is not driving the car.’

(201) *shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

chalaav-se
drive-FUT.IPFV.3P.SG

‘Shahrukh will not drive the car.’

The use of nho- is not only restricted to the past perfective but it is also used in

past imperfective contexts as seen in sentence (202), where nho- is used in a past
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progressive construction. 1,2

(202) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

chalaav-i
drive-IPFV

rahyo
PROG.M.SG

‘Shahrukh was not driving the car.’ (Past Progressive)

Property 3: Cannot co-occur with Auxiliaries

Another crucial property of the negation marker nho- is that it cannot co-occur

with the auxiliaries. I show that in (203) & (204). Sentence (204) is ungrammatical

when the negation marker nho- co-occurs with the auxiliary ha-ti.

(203) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

vaach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

ha-ti
be-PAST.F.SG

‘I had read a book.’

(204) mhe
I.1P.ERG

chopdi
book.F.SG

(*nho-ti)
NEG-F.SG

vaach-i
read-PFV.F.SG

(*nho-ti)
NEG-F.SG

ha-ti
be-PAST.F.SG

‘I had not read a book.’

Property 4: Word-Order Distribution

An important property that must be made explicit is the fact that when the negative

particle agrees with the subject, it can occur in both pre-verbal position or in the

post-verbal position as in sentence (205).

nho- + V: Default

(205) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

(nho-to)
NEG-M.SG

vaach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

(nho-to)
NEG-M.SG

‘Shahrukh was not reading the book.’ (Past Progressive)

Recall, I show that nho- can either agree with the subject or the object in examples

(197) and (198), respectively. However, the post verbal position is no longer available

1Ramchand (2004), describes a similar case in Bangla, which possesses two negation markers that
occur in different morphosyntactic contexts, and different aspectual consequences.

2A past habitual example is negated as in (i) where nho- is used to negate a past habitual construction.

(i) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

chalaav-to
drive-IPFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh was not driving the car.’ (Past habitual)
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to nho- when it agrees with object as in example (206) vs (207). Here, the sentence is

ungrammatical when the post-verbal nho- agrees with the direct object gaadi (‘car’)

for feminine singular features.

(206) *shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

‘Shahrukh had not got the car.’

(207) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not got the car.’

When the negative particle occurs post-verbally, a primary interpretation of the

example in (209) is with contrastive focus on the predicate vaach-to. I illustrate this

in (209) for context (208).

V + nho-: contrastive reading over the verb easily available

(208) CONTEXT: Shahrukh had been reading the same book for over 30 days. This

astonished his wife. To which she said the following:

(209) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

vaach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

pan
but

gokh-to
memorize-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PAST.M.SG

‘Shahrukh did not use to read the book but memorize it.’ (Past Habitual)

However, this contrastive reading over the verb is not available when the negative

particle is in the pre-verbal position as seen in (210) for the same context in (208).

(210) #shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

chopdi
book.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

vaach-to
read-IPFV.M.SG

gokh-to
memorize-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PAST.M.SG

‘Shahrukh did not use read the book but memorize it.’ (Past habitual)

The canonical word order position of nho- is in the pre-verbal position. This is unlike

auxiliaries as they cannot occur in the pre-verbal position. I show the position of an

auxiliary in sentence (211). Although nho- looks like a negated auxiliary, the word
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order facts thus do not entirely support such a view.

(211) *mhe
I.1P.SG.ERG

chaapu
newspaper.N.SG

ha-tu
AUX-N.SG

vãach-yu
read-PFV.N.SG

Lit. ‘I had read a newspaper.’

After having seen the properties of the agreeing form of negation in Surati Gujarati,

I now turn to the properties of the default from of negation, nahi, in the following

section (§4.1.2).

4.1.2 Properties of the default negation nahi

In this section, I outline the main properties of the negation marker nahi. First, I

show that unlike the negation nho-, which can only be used in the past tense context,

nahi does not have such a restriction. Next, I describe the distributional properties of

nahi. And I show that unlike nho-, nahi can co-occur with the auxiliaries.

Property 1: nahi: The Default Negation

Negative particle nahi can be used across all the temporal contexts. It can be used in

the present tense as seen in example (212), past tense as in (213) and in future tense

context as seen in sentence (214). It must be noted that the negative particle is in the

pre-verbal position in all of these examples.

nahi + V: Default

(212) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nahi
NEG

laav-e
bring-PRES.3P.SG

‘Shahrukh does not get the car.’ (Present Habitual)

(213) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nahi
NEG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not got the car.’ (Past Perfective)

(214) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nahi
NEG

laav-se
bring-FUT.3P

‘Shahrukh will not get the car.’ (Simple Future)

However, the distribution of nahi is not restricted only to the pre-verbal position. I
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illustrate this in sentences (215)-(217) in property 2.

Property 2: Post verbal position of nahi

The negation marker nahi can also occur in the post-verbal position. This is seen in

(215)-(217). A change in the position of nahi in the word order does not affect the

interpretation of the sentence.

V + nahi: contrastive reading easily available

(215) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

laav-e
bring-PRES.3P.SG

nahi
NEG

‘Shahrukh does not get the car.’ (Present Habitual)

(216) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

nahi
NEG

‘Shahrukh has not got the car.’ (Simple Past)

(217) shahrukh
Shahrukh.3P.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

laav-se
bring-FUT.3P

nahi
NEG

‘Shahrukh will not get the car.’ (Simple Future)

Property 3: NEG-AUX is allowed but *AUX-NEG position is not allowed

The canonical word order position of nahi is pre-verbal as seen in example (218).

nahi is the only form of negation that can co-occur with the auxiliaries. An important

fact about the distribution of nahi is that it can only precede the auxiliary as in

sentence (218) and it cannot occur after the auxiliary as seen in example (219) which

is a grammatically deviant sentence. The word order position of other negative

particles like nho- with respect to the auxiliaries cannot be made explicit as it is in

complementary distribution with the auxiliaries as seen in example (204). And nahi

is the only negative particle that can co-occur with the auxiliaries.

(218) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

(nahi)
NEG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

(nahi)
NEG

ha-se
be-FUT.3P

‘Shahrukh must not have got the car.’

(219) ??shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

ha-se
be-FUT.3P

nahi
NEG

‘Shahrukh must not have got the car.’
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I repeat the summary of the key properties of the negative particles nho- and nahi

in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The nho- form of negation is only used in the past tense

context thus it has the property [+PAST] as shown in Table 4.3. nahi is an elsewhere

form of negation and the usage of nahi is not restricted to any particular temporal

context. Thus, nahi has the [+NEG] as one of its property as illustrated in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Properties of Negation

NEGATION PROPERTY

nho- [+PAST],[+NEG]

nahi [+NEG]

Further, nho- cannot co-occur with auxiliaries but nahi can co-occur with

auxiliaries. The ability of negation markers to co-occur with auxiliaries is illustrated

in Table 4.4 In Table 4.4, ‘*’ denotes that nho- and the past tense auxiliary cannot

co-occur as seen in example (204) in §4.1.1. Conversely, ‘X’ denotes that the

combination of nahi and auxiliaries can co-occur as seen in example (218) in §4.1.2.

Table 4.4: Negation & Auxiliary

NEGATION COMBINING ELEMENT OUTPUT

nho- AUX *
nahi AUX X

In the following section, we turn to the analysis for locating the structural position

of negation. I will use scope tests and data from ellipsis to argue that the structural

position of negation in Surati Gujarati is in a projection which is above TP but below

C. To provide a complete picture of negation in Surat Gujarati, I will argue that Neg + V

+ Asp string vacuously moves rightward to form a complex head with αP, a projection,

which is above TP but below C.

4.2 Structural position of the negation in Surati Gujarati

I begin with the working hypothesis that NEG is higher than Asp in Surati Gujarati.

To check if the working hypothesis holds let us test the scope relations of negation

with respect to the adverb hammesha (‘always’). Following Cinque (1999) I assume
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that the adverb hammesha (‘always’) has a fixed point because adverbs are not

believed to raise or lower covertly. The adverb hammesha (‘always’) seems to

adjoin to the Asp-adjunct position (See also Rizzi and Cinque (2016):150)). This

is mainly because it appears higher than both varamvaar (‘frequently’) and the

agreeing adverbs like ochnit- (‘suddenly’) and vhell- (‘early’) but lower than kadaach

(‘possibly’).3 I treat the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) as a vP-adjunct and the

adverb kadaach (‘possibly’) as a TP-adjunct. The only relevant position between

the adverbs varamvaar (‘frequently’) and kadaach (‘possibly’) is AspP. Sentence

(220) is grammatical only if hammesha (‘always’) adjoins higher than varamvaar

(‘frequently’) and agreeing adverbs like ochnit- (‘suddenly’) and vhell- (‘early’). The

example in (220) is ungrammatical if hammesha (‘always’) adjoins to a position

lower than varamvaar (‘frequently’) and higher than kadaach (‘possibly’) as seen in

example (220).

(220) ram
Ram

(*hammesha)
always

kadaach
possibly

(hammesha)
always

varamvaar
frequently

(*hammesha)
always

gaadi
car.F.SG

ochin-to
suddenly-M.SG

(*hammesha)
always

dheeme
slowly

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram possibly always frequently suddenly got the car slowly.’

After establishing the structural position of hammesha (‘always’) we now turn to the

scope diagnostics. Here, we observe that the negation takes scope over the adverb

hammesha (‘always’) i.e., it occupies a higher position than the adverb. I illustrate

that in (222) for the context in (221). The secondary reading in example (222) is

available but it is false for the given context in (221).

(221) Context: Shahrukh was considered to be a very hard working student in the

class but it was not the case that he completed his work at all times.

(222) shahrukh-e
Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

hammesha
always

kaam
work

nahi/nho-tu
NEG

kar-yu
do-PFV

‘Shahrukh did not do the work all the time.’

Primary Reading: [NEG > ALWAYS]

3Both Standard Gujarati and Surati Gujarati have several agreeing adverbs like ochint- (‘suddenly’),
vhell- (‘early’), mod- (‘late’), pach- (‘back/again’) and others. This is by no means an exhaustive list of
agreeing adverbs in Gujarati. The agreement on the adverbs maybe with the subject or the object only
with respect to number & gender, never with respect to person.
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Secondary Reading: [ALWAYS > NEG]

Thus, what we learn from the example in (222) is that negation can scope over the

adverb ‘hammesha’ (always). This observation supports the working hypothesis that

we started with that NEG is higher than Asp in Surati Gujarati. To locate the scope

position of negation with respect to subjects, I replace the subject in sentence (224)

with a subject-NPI ek-pan chokra-e (‘any boy’).4

(223) Context: There were ten students in a class and they were expected to finish

all the assignments. These assignments were weekly assignments spread

out over 10 sessions. However, not single boy completed all his assignments.

(224) ek-pan
one-even

chokra-e
boy.M.SG-ERG

hammesha
always

kaam
work

nahi/nho-tu
NEG

kar-yu
do-PFV

‘Not even one boy did the work all the time.’ [NEG > ANY > ALWAYS]

The sentence in (224) lacks the ALWAYS > NEG > ANY reading (‘Every time no boy did

the work’). The sentence only has one reading where the negation scopes over the

adverb. To begin this discussion we must first determine the subject position in Surati

Gujarati. Based on the word order facts this indicates that the subject cannot be in

the specifer of vP as it appears higher than the adverb hammesha (always), which

is in the Asp-adjunct position. The subject cannot be in the specifier of T, since it

scopes below negation. Thus, I argue based on word order facts and scope facts that

subjects in Surati Gujarati move to the specifier of Asp.

Next, as for the structural position of negation, if negation were below Asp, the

interpretation NEG > ANY > ALWAYS in (224) cannot be easily derived. Note that the

negation scopes over the subject NPI. Thus, if we consider that negation is above

Asp then we can not only derive the interpretation in (224) but we can also explain

why the sentence in (224) lacks the ALWAYS > NEG > ANY interpretation. A way

of deriving it would be by placing the adverb hammeshaa (‘always’) higher than

negation, which would require scrambling the subject NPI higher than the canonical

Spec,AspP position (so as to derive the surface order) and then reconstructing it at LF.

However, scrambled NPIs, cannot reconstruct consider example (225).5 The sentence

4Surati Gujarati like Hindi can license NPIs in the subject position Mahajan (1990b) & Bhatt (2005).
5Uribe-Etxebarria (1995) argues that the relevant condition on NPI licensing is c-command of the

NPI by NegP at LF. In English-type languages a subject NPI is normally outside the scope of NegP at LF,
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in (225) lacks the EVERY > NEG > ANY (‘Every boy did not buy any car.’) reading,

which indicates that scrambled NPIs cannot reconstruct. Evidence for reconstruction

comes from the fact that ANY is the lowest scope taking element in the ALWAYS > NEG

> ANY interpretation.

(225) ek-pan
one-even

gaadi
car.F.SG

dar-ek
every

chokra-e
boy.M.SG-ERG

nahi
NEG

kharid-i
buy-PFV.F.SG

‘There is no car that every boy bought.’

In the canonical word order the negation has to be adjacent to the main verb. Thus, I

follow Kumar (2006) and H&B (2020) to propose that in Surati Gujarati the negation

seems to be above Asp and I mark the canonical position of subjects as ‘Spec,AspP’. I

illustrate this in (226). In (226) the subject is the specifier Asp position and position

of negation is above Asp with the adverb hammesha (‘always’) in the adjunct-Asp

position. It must be noted that structure in (226) is the structure for post verbal

negation and it does not account for preverbal negation. In the next section, I present

my account of preverbal negation.

(226)
TP

T’

NegP

Neg’

AspP

SUBJ NPI Asp’

ADV

hammesha
Asp’

vP
. . .

VP

DP V

Asp◦

Neg◦

T◦

but under a restricted set of circumstances it can ‘reconstruct’ to a position within the scope of NegP. In
languages like Surati Gujarati and Hindi (Lahiri, 1998) that allow subject NPIs, the NPI subject can be in
the scope of NegP at LF.
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4.2.1 Structural Position of Pre-Verbal Negation: Overcoming the

inadequacies of the current system

The structural position of negation in (226) predicts that negation in Surati Gujarati

is always in the post-verbal position, which is clearly not the only case as seen in

examples (215)-(217) where the negative particle nahi appears in the pre-verbal

position. Thus, the structure in (226) does not account for the pre-verbal position of

negation in Surati Gujarati. Thus, to account for the pre-verbal position of negation,

my proposal hinges on H&B (2020) who in turn build on Kumar (2006). I propose

that the negative particles head a head-final NEGP.

Further, I propose that V forms a complex head with the negative particle and the

intermediate Asp, by head movement (Travis (1984), Koopman (1984), Baker (1985),

Harizanov and Gribanova (2019)). This tree has the negative particle as the head of

NEGP. In cases when the negation is in the pre-verbal position, I take this to indicate

that the negative particle and V form a complex head via head movement (See Kumar

(2013) and H&B (2020) for Hindi). I illustrate this in (228) for sentence in (227).

(227) shahrukh-e
Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

kaam
work

nahi
NEG

kar-yu
do-PFV.N.SG

‘Shahrukh did not do the work.’
(228)

TP

NEGP

AspP

Asp’

vP

DP v’

VP

V ’

DP V◦

tV

v◦

Asp◦

tAsp

NEG◦

NEG

nahi

V + Asp

kar-yu

T◦

I provide supporting evidence for the negative particle and V forming a complex
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head via head movement in examples (229) and (230). I show in example (230) that

a higher adverb like sacche ‘honestly’ cannot intervene between the negation and

the main verb. I use a higher level adverb like sacche ‘honestly’ as a diagnostic in

sentences (229) and (230) to ensure that the ungrammaticality of sentence (230) is

due to the intervening adverb and not due to a lower adverb appearing higher on the

clausal spine. This is crucial as I argue that the position of negation is higher in the

structure.

(229) shahrukh-e
Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

kaam
work

sacche
honestly

nahi
NEG

kar-yu
do-PFV

‘Honestly, Shahrukh did not work.’

(230) *shahrukh-e
Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

kaam
work

nahi
NEG

sacche
honestly

kar-yu
do-PFV

‘Honestly Shahrukh did not work.’

Thus, the data in examples (229) and (230) is exactly what the analysis predicts. I take

the ungrammaticality of example (230) to indicate that the negative particle and V

form a complex head via head movement.

Based on data from ellipsis and scope facts, in the following section, I show that

the H&B (2020) model for Hindi/Urdu negation makes incomplete predictions for

the negation in Surati Gujarati. And thus we need to make slight modifications to the

analysis in order to accommodate Surati Gujarati negation facts.

4.3 Completing the journey of negation

So far we have seen the H&B (2020) story for negation. According to H&B, the V +

Asp forms a complex and rightward adjoins with the NEG to form a complex head.

However, there is more to this story. In this section, with evidence from ellipsis data

and based on certain scope facts, I will show that The V + Asp and the Negation, string

vacuously move higher above the TP but remain below C.

To provide evidence for my claim, I use the verb-echo answers, to first establish

that NEG + V + Asp form a single constituent. Next, I use scope tests to establish that

NEG + V + Asp complex string vacuously moves higher than T. And as final part of the

argument, I show that negation does not survive sluicing, which shows that although

negation moves higher, it does not move all the way up to C. In the next subsection,
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following Sato and Hayashi (2018) for Japanese, I will show that NEG + V + Asp forms

a single constituent and that this constituent can be fronted to C.

4.3.1 Verb-echo Answers

Verb echo answers are cross-linguistically a very widespread form of answer to a

yes-no question, as evidenced by Holmberg’s (2016:64–72) recent large-scale survey

of languages, which have been reported to permit this answer type. The idea central

to verb-echo answers as mentioned in Sato and Hayashi (2018) is that answers to

these questions, even when they consist of a single word, are derived by ellipsis

from a full sentential expression. Because the elided constituent is identical to the

constituent in the preceding question. Sato and Hayashi (2018), used this as a test to

show V-to-C movement in Japanese. This is because Holmberg (2016) shows that verb

echo answer is a form of clausal ellipsis more specifically, subject raising to [Spec,

TP] and overt verb raising all the way to C, followed by TP-ellipsis in the phonological

component. I illustrate this idea from Holmberg (2016) for Finnish in (231).

(231)

However, I use this test to provide further evidence for the claim that NEG + V +

Asp form a single constituent and that this constituent can be fronted to C.

Consider the Yes-No question in (232). The reply to this question can be with NEG

+ V + Asp in that order. I show this in (232)-(234). But never in V + Asp + NEG order

(see examples (235) & (236)). Here both nahi and nho- forms of negation are allowed
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provided we have the preverbal negation.6,7

Question:

(232) su
Did

koi-ye
somebody

kaale
yesterday

daaru
alcohol

pidhu
drink.PFV.N.SG

ha-tu?
be-PAST.N.SG

‘Did someone drink alcohol yesterday.’

(233) nahi
NEG

pidhelu
drink.PFV.N.SG

‘No one drank alcohol yester-

day.’

(234) nho-tu
NEG-N.SG

pidhu
drink.PFV.N.SG

‘No one drank alcohol yes-

terday.’

However, the answers in (235) & (236) are not well-formed answers for the question

in (232). This is exactly what the analysis developed in (228) predicts. Thus, the data

in this subsection, serves as further evidence for preverbal negation and V + Asp

forming a single constituent as V + Asp moves rightward and right adjoins forming

a complex head with NEG. Postverbal negation lacks the rightward movement of

V + Asp to the NEG◦. As a result, (235) and (236) do not constitute answers for the

question in (232). This is borne out of the analysis.

(235) *pidhelu
drink.PFV.N.SG

nahi
NEG

Lit. ‘No one drank alcohol yester-

day.’

(236) *pidhu
drink.PFV.N.SG

nho-tu
NEG-N.SG

Lit. ‘No one drank alcohol yester-

day.’

However, this is still not a complete picture. In the next subsection, using scope

tests, I will show that the NEG + V + Asp string vacuously moves above T.

6The use of nathi is also acceptable in this context. The analysis I develop for nahi and nho- work well
for nathi.

7The question word su can be used in a canonical yes-no question as in example (232) but it can also
be used as a wh-question as in example (i). However, the structural position of su in (i) is different from the
position in (232). This difference in the structural position of the question word su results in the difference
in the interpretation (Yes-No vs Wh-question). This information is crucial a descriptive fact and I do not
present an analysis of the structural position of Su in this thesis.

(i) te
you.2P.SG

su
what

karyu?
do.PFV.N.SG

‘what did you do?’
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4.3.2 Scope tests: Movement of negation higher than T

In this subsection, I will show that the NEG + V + Asp complex string vacuously moves

to a position higher than T.

Consider the data in (237)-(238). The only available reading for example with

a postverbal negation in (237) is where the adverb only scopes above the entire

constituent [probably did not bring the car]. This result of the scope test supports my

claim that in the cases with post verbal negation, we do not have NEG moving higher

on the clausal spine as NEG not only scopes below khaali (‘only’) in example (237)

but also below the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’), which is TP-level adjunct.

(237) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

khaali
only

lagbhag
probably

gaadi
car.F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

Interpretation: only > not: Shahrukh only [probably did not bring the car.]

(There is nothing worse he may have done)

However, things get more intriguing when we have a closer look at an example with

a preverbal negation as in (238). Here, the only available interpretation is where

negation scopes above the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’) and khaali (‘only’). This is

crucial evidence to indicate that the NEG + V + Asp complex moves to a position

higher than T as the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’) is a TP-level adjunct. An important

point here is that negation moves to the position above TP along with the V-Asp

complex as argued later in (241).

(238) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

khaali
only

lagbhag
probably

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Interpretation: not > only: Shahrukh did not only [possibly bring the car]

(But also something else)

To prove the movement of negation to a position higher than T, it is crucial to locate

the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’) on the clausal spine. I take ‘lagbhag’ (probably) to

be a TP-level adjunct (See Cinque (1999): 178). First piece of evidence to support

this claim comes from word order facts. I illustrate this in example (239), where the

adverb ‘lagbhag’ (probably) can only appear in the position higher than the adverb

hammesha (‘always’). Recall that in section 4.2 (refer to the example 220) I argue that

the adverb hammesha (‘always’) is an AspP-adjunct.
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(239) (lagbhag)
probably

john
John

(*hammesha)
always

(lagbhag)
probably

(hammesha)
always

varamvaar
frequently

vhello
early

gaam
village

(?lagbhag)
possibly

jase
go.FUT

‘John will probably always frequently go to the village early.’

Based on the word order facts in (239), I illustrate the structural position of lagbhag

(‘probably’) in (240).

(240)
TP

(SUBJ) T′

lagbhag T′

vP

(SUBJ) v′

VP

DP V◦

v◦

T◦

The second piece evidence is a semantic argument. lagbhag (‘probably’), is an

epistemic modal adverb and following Stechow and Beck (2015) who argue that

modal adverbs must modify temporal propositions. And if we consider TP to be

the locus of tense in the structure then this is possible only if modal adverbs are

positioned higher in the structure.

Diagnosing rightward movement in a head-final language is a well known

problem in the literature. As Murphy (2019) discusses this problem with respect

to some Germanic languages. For Germanic OV-languages such as German and

Dutch, it has been claimed that there is no evidence for rightward movement of the

verb. However, for head final languages like Surati Gujarati, diagnosing the scope

relations can be of great utility.

Thus, based on the above arguments it is plausible to conclude that preverbal

negation string vacuously moves to a position higher than T. I call this position the

αP and I illustrate this in (241).
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(241)

αP

TP

NegP

Neg’

AspP

Asp’

vP

VP

V◦

tV

Asp◦

tAsp

Neg◦

tAsp

T◦

α

Neg V + Asp

In this subsection, I diagnosed rightward movement of the preverbal Neg + V +

Asp constituent to a position higher than T, I call it the αP. However, this still does not

prove the claim that although negation string vacuously moves higher than T it still

does not move all the way up to C. In the following subsection, I will provide tests

from sluicing to make my claim stronger.

4.3.3 Evidence from Sluicing

In this subsection, I will show that negation in Surati Gujarati moves to a position

higher than T but not as high as C. Consider the data in examples (242)-(243).

Negation does not survive sluicing (a type of TP ellipsis). I show this in (242) and

(243), where both the sentences are ungrammatical with the negation.
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(242) koi-ye
someone

fee
fee

nahi
NEG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

ane
and

mane
I.DAT

khabar
know

che
be.PRES

kone
who

(*nahi/nathi)
NEG

‘Someone didn’t pay the fee, and I know who didn’t.’

(243) koi-ye
someone

fee
fee

nahi
NEG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

ane
and

mane
I.DAT

khabar
know

hati
be.PAST

kone
who

(*nhoti)
NEG

‘Someone didn’t pay the fee, and I know who (*didn’t).’

The examples in (242) and (243) clearly suggest that in sluicing, which is a type of

TP-ellipsis (Merchant et al. (2001)), negation gets ellided along with the entire TP.

Thus, I take this to be an evidence that negation in Surati Gujarati string vacuously

moves higher than T to a projection αP but still it remains below C on the clausal

spine as it gets elided along with the TP.8

4.4 Interim summary

In summary, I discussed the empirical landscape of the negation markers nho- and

nahi. Next, we examined the structural position of negation in Surati Gujarati. I

proposed and provided evidence for Neg being higher than TP but lower than C. In

the following section, I lay out a syntactic analysis of the agreement puzzle I described

in examples (197) and (198), repeated in (244) and (245). Here, the agreement

on negation is senstitive to constrastive focus. This pattern is explicitly seen in

a construction where both the subject and the object are unmarked for overt case.

In (244) the negative particle agrees with the subject ‘Shahrukh’ with respect to

number and gender features and thereby shows masculine singular morphology.

8Given that I have argued for an analysis where V + Asp moves to NEG forming the NEG + V + Asp
complex. Thus, the sluicing examples must also be tested with the NEG + V + Asp complex. Note that both
the examples in (i) and (ii) are acceptable. However, these can be acceptable even without sluicing due to
simple object drop, which makes it difficult to test for sluicing examples with NEG + V + Asp complex.

(i) koi-ye
someone

fee
fee

nahi
NEG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

ane
and

mane
I.DAT

khabar
know

che
be.PRES

kone
who

(nahi
NEG

aapi)
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Someone didn’t pay the fee, and I know who didn’t.’

(ii) koi-ye
someone

fee
fee

nahi
NEG

aap-i
give-PFV.F.SG

ane
and

mane
I.DAT

khabar
know

che
be.PRES

kone
who

(nho-ti
NEG

aapi)
give-PFV.F.SG

‘Someone didn’t pay the fee, and I know who didn’t.’
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(244) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not brought the car.’

In sentence (245) the negation marker agrees with the object gaadi (‘car’) with respect

to the number and gender features. It is very important to note that laav- (‘bring’) is

one of the few predicates that can license a nominative subject instead of an ergative

subject in a perfective construction.

(245) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Shahrukh had not brought the car.’

To account for the patterns in (244) and (245), I will argue for a dual probe analysis

with one probe on the T◦ hosts a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT: ϕ} and NEG◦ hosts

a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT: Ā}. However, before we start working through the

puzzle, in the next section (§4.5) I discuss basic verbal agreement patterns and the

basic agreement paradigm in negation in Surati Gujarati.

4.5 Structural analysis of agreement in Surati Gujarati

negation

In this section, we begin by going through some basic verbal agreement facts of

Surati Gujarati. Next, I discuss, the agreement paradigm in negation. Agreement with

Ā-features is explicitly seen only in contexts when there are two goals available for

agreement, I use the predicate laav- (‘bring’) as described later (see §4.5.1) is one of

the few predicates, which can license unmarked subject and an unmarked object or

an unmarked subject and an accusative object in a perfective clause. Furthermore, I

discuss evidence for overt movement of the contrastively focused argument in §4.6

and in §4.7 I provide a structural analysis for the agreement puzzle in negation.

4.5.1 Basic Agreement Patterns in Surati Gujarati

Surati Gujarati shows verbal agreement in person, number, and gender features. The

language has a three-way gender distinction: masculine, feminine, and neuter, two
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numbers: singular and plural, and three persons: first person, second person, and

third person. The number and gender features combine into a single form. I make

these features explicit in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Number & Gender Features on the Verb

SG PL

MASCULINE -o -a
FEMININE -i -i
NEUTER -ũ -ã

The verb in Surati Gujarati usually agrees with the highest unmarked DP, as seen

in sentence (246), where both the main verb kha (‘eat’) and the auxiliary hat- agree

with the nominative subject ram.

(246) ram
Ram.M.SG.NOM

roti
bread.F.SG

khaa-to
eat-IPFV.M.SG

ha-to
be-PAST.M.SG

‘Ram was eating a bread.’

When the subject is ergative, the agreement on the subject is blocked thus, the verb

agrees with the next available highest unmarked DP, which is the object roti (‘bread’)

in this case, as seen in sentence (247) (Bobaljik (2006)).9

(247) ram-e
Ram.M.SG.ERG

roti
bread.F.SG

khaa-dhi
eat-PFV.F.SG

‘Ram ate a bread.’

However, when both the subject and the object are overtly case marked, the subject

continues to block agreement as expected but the case marked object is transparent

to agreement on the verb. I illustrate this in sentence (248), where the accusative case

marked object bakri (‘goat’) is transparent to agreement on the verb.10

(248) vaagh-e
tiger.M.SG.ERG

bakri-ne
goat.F.SG-ACC

khaa-dhi
eat-PFV.F.SG

‘The tiger ate the goat.’

In table 4.6, I provide a summary of verbal agreement facts in Surati Gujarati.

9Surati Gujarati is a split-ergative language like Hindi and Standard Gujarati i.e., the subject is in the
ergative in the perfective aspect.

10The pattern in sentence (248) was first observed in Standard Gujarati by Cardona (1965):67).
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4. Case study I: Agreement and Information structure in negation

Table 4.6: Empirical Generalizations for Verbal Agreement

SUBJECT OBJECT VERBAL AGREEMENT EXAMPLE

NOMINATIVE NOMINATIVE Agreement with subject Sentence (246)

ERGATIVE NOMINATIVE Agreement with object Sentence (247)

ERGATIVE ACCUSATIVE Agreement with object Sentence (248)

4.5.2 Agreement in Surati Gujarati Negation

I begin by providing a brief summary of the empirical generalizations of agreement

in negation, that I discuss in this section, in Table 4.7. The optionality in agreement

on negation (a pattern where negation can either agree with the subject or with the

object within the same syntactic configuration) summarized in rows I and II in Table

4.7 are the intriguing patterns that must be theoretically explained.

Table 4.7: Empirical Generalizations for Agreement in Negation

No. Arg-1 Arg-2 NEG Main
verb

I. SUBJNom OBJNom/Acc SUBJ SUBJ

II. SUBJNom OBJNom/Acc OBJ SUBJ

III. SUBJEr g OBJNom/Acc OBJ OBJ

IV. SUBJDat OBJNom/Acc OBJ OBJ

The negative particle nho-, does not agree with ergative subjects as seen in

sentence (249). This pattern corresponds to the pattern illustrated in Row III in

Table 4.7.

(249) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

kharid-i
buy-PFV.F.SG

‘Ram did not buy the car.’

The negative particle agrees with the target DP with respect to both number and

gender features as seen in sentence (250), where nho- agrees with the plural object

maanas-o (‘men’) with respect to number & gender features.

(250) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

maanas-o-neAcc

man.M-PL-ACC

nho-ta
NEG-PL

jo-ya
see-PFV.PL
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‘Ram did not see the people.’

We can now turn to the more intriguing agreement patterns in negation. I argue that

this is connected to information structure, and specifically that negation in Surati

Gujarati hosts the probe of the form [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }. In the sense that the probe

on negation will halt its search only after it has copied Ā-features from its goal.

This is seen in sentence (252) for the context in (251). Also note that sentences

(252) & (254) are sentences with a non-ergative (nominative) subject due to the

transitive predicate laav- (‘bring’). This is important, since the sentences in (252) &

(254) are in the perfective aspect. The negation marker nho- agrees with the element

that is contrastively focused. Thus, in (252), the negative particle agrees with the

object, as in context (251) object is contrastively focused.

(251) Context: Ram was asked to get a car and a bicycle, but he did not get the

car.

(252) ram
Ram.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram did not bring the car.’

Having said that, the negative particle nho- can also agree with the subject in a

different context. Since the agreement on the negative particle seems to track the

contrastively focused element, in a different context it can also manifest agreement

with the subject when the subject is contrastively focused, as seen in sentence (254)

for the context in (253), where the negative particle nho- agrees with the subject Ram

for masculine, singular features. The only syntactic requirement for agreement with

the subject is that the subject should be unmarked for case as seen in sentence (254)

for context (253).

(253) Context: Ram and John both were asked to get a car each. John brought a

car but Ram did not get the car.

(254) ram
Ram.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram did not bring the car.’

Moreover, even in constructions with a nominative subject and an accusative subject,
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the negative particle can agree either with the subject or with the object. I illustrate

this in sentences (255) & (256). In sentence (255), the negative particle nho- agrees

with the subject Ram with respect to number and gender and therefore exhibits

masculine singular morphology.

(255) ram
Ram.M.SG.NOM

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram did not bring the goat.’

And in sentence (256), the negative particle nho- agrees with the object for number

and gender features, and as a consequence exhibits feminine singular morphology.

(256) ram
Ram.M.SG.NOM

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram did not bring the goat.’

Based on the data I presented in this section, I summarize the empirical generaliza-

tions in Table 4.7 repeated in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Empirical Generalizations for Agreement in Negation

No. Arg-1 Arg-2 NEG Main
verb

I. SUBJNom OBJNom/Acc SUBJ SUBJ

II. SUBJNom OBJNom/Acc OBJ SUBJ

III. SUBJEr g OBJNom/Acc OBJ OBJ

IV. SUBJDat OBJNom/Acc OBJ OBJ

And lastly, a crucial data point which must be made explicit is that the agreement

patterns on negation behave in the exactly the same way even in the imperfective

aspect. I show this in examples (257) and (258). In example (257), the negation

marker nho-ti agrees with the contrastively focused subject Priyanka for feminine,

singular features. Also note the direct object phone follows the adverb varamvaar

(‘frequently’).

(257) [priyanka]CF

Priyanka.F.SG.NOM

varamvaar
frequently

phone
phone.M.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-ti
bring.IPFV.F.SG

‘PRIYANKA did not use to bring the phone.’ (Past Habitual)
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Conversely, in example (258), the negation marker nho-to agrees with the con-

trastively focused direct object phone for masculine, singular features. Note that

the position of the direct object in example (258), is different compared to example

in (257). Here, it precedes the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’). An important point

to note here is that the direct object phone in example (258) does not carry an overt

accusative case marker -ne. This is mainly because -ne marking is an example of

differential object marking and as expected it is sensitive to animacy. Thus, only ani-

mate objects can license the overt -ne marker (See Aissen (2003) for more on animacy

and differential object marking). Since phone in example (258) is an inanimate object

it cannot license the -ne marker.

(258) priyanka
Priyanka.F.SG.NOM

[phone]CF

phone.M.SG

varamvaar
frequently

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

laav-ti
bring.IPFV.F.SG

‘Priyanka did not use to bring the PHONE.’

In the following section, I provide a structural explanation for agreement and

information structure interaction on negation. I begin by presenting some evidence

for the overt movement of the contrastively focused argument.

4.6 Evidence for movement feeding agreement

In this section, I will show that the movement of the contrastively focused argument

is very crucial for the agreement on negation to track it. Further, I will show that

this movement of the argument to the contrastive focus position, has both A and

A′ properties. I show the core patterns in (260) and (262). In examples (260) and

(262) for the contexts in (259) and (261) agreement on negation tracks contrastive

focus (This pattern is visible only in the NOM-ACC domain). This can lead to a pattern

in which the negation can agree with a constituent different than the one the verb

agrees with, as in (260) where the negative marker (nho-) in Surati Gujarati agrees

independently of the main verb. The examples in (260) and (262) exhibit the same

patterns that we saw in §4.5.2.

If the direct object is contrastively focused, the negation agrees with the direct

object as in (260), and if the subject is contrastively focused, it agrees with the subject

as seen in example (263). The canonical word order position of the direct object
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is immediately to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’). However, the

direct object must move higher to the left of the adverb if it is contrastively focused

as in (260). One potential concern in cases where negation agrees with the direct

object could be that we might be looking at constituent negation. However, the

example in (260) makes a compelling argument against the negation nho- being a

constituent negation, as the direct object bakri-ne (‘goat’) and nho-ti clearly do not

form a constituent.

(259) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

a goat.

(260) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/ ??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently, but something

else.’

(261) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a cow each. But Shahrukh

could not get the goat.

(262) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/ ??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

The direct object follows the adverb when there is no agreement as in (262), also

note the difference in case marking on the direct object bakri (‘goat’). I argue that

this movement happens for reasons of contrastive focus. The direct object moves

to the specifier of the designated phrase for contrastive focus, I call it the CFP. I will

argue that this movement of the direct object is a mixed A/A′ type movement. I call it

movement to contrastive focus position. Here, I follow (Obata and Epstein (2011),

Van Urk 2015) in arguing that syntactic positions are not inherently A or A′. Rather,

they are defined in terms of the features that create them.

(263) A-positions: created by valuation of ϕ-features.
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(264) A′-positions: created by valuation of Wh, FOC, TOP.

This movement of the object to the contrastive focus position, has both A and A′

properties. I will discuss evidence from weak cross over effects, reconstruction for

principle C and case & agreement effects, to show that this type of movement has

both A and A′ properties.

A-PROPERTY 1: NO WCO EFFECTS:

Weak cross over effects (WCO) (Postal (1993)) arises when an operator that should

be able to take scope over and hence bind a pronoun as a variable is unable to, due

(in a purely descriptive sense) to the fact that it has crossed over the pronoun in its

scope-taking movement. I indicate this in examples from English in (265) and (266).

Absence of WCO is an evidence for A-movement as seen in (265), where in spite of

crossing over pronoun his in its scope-taking movement, the QP [Every boy] can still

bind the pronoun. And absence of WCO in (265) is an evidence of A-movement.

A-movement:

(265) Every boy1 seems to his1 mother [t1 to be intelligent]

However, this is not the case in example (266), which is an example of Wh-movement,

the wh-phrase cannot bind a pronoun. Wh-movement is A-bar movement. Thus

presence of WCO in (266) is indicative of that fact that it is an instance of A-bar

movement.

A′-movement:

(266) *Which boy1 did his1 mother say [t1 is intelligent]?

Now let us turn to examples from Surati Gujarati. Here, we do not see any weak cross

over effects as in example (267) because the QP [dar-ek chokro] (‘Every boy’) just like

the English example can bind the pronoun eni (‘his’). I take this absence of WCO as

an evidence for A-movement. Also note that the agreement on negation nho- is with

the subject quantifier dar-ek chokro (‘every boy’) for masculine singular features and

not with the object maa (‘mother’).
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(267) [dar-ek
every

chokro]i

boy
enii

his
maa-ne
mother-F.SG-ACC

hoshiyaar
intelligent

nho-to/*nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laag-to
seem-M.SG

‘[Every boy]i did not seem intelligent to hisi mother.’

A-PROPERTY 2: Only nominals (DPs) undergo this movement.

Only contrastively focused nominals (DPs) can undergo this mixed A/A′ type

movement, contrastively focused non-nominal phrases like adverbs cannot. I show

this in examples (268) and (269). In example (268), the contrastively focused direct

object bakri-ne (‘goat’) moves higher on the clausal spine. I will argue in §4.8 that

these nominals move to CFP (contrastive focus phrase), a designated position for

contrastively focused arguments.

(268) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently but something

else.’

As mentioned earlier this movement is not possible in the case of non-nominal

phrases like adverbs. In example (269) the adverb bus-thi (‘bus-INST’) is contrastively

focused still it is not possible for the adverb to appear higher on the clausal spine.

(269) Rita
Rita.F.SG.NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bus-thi
bus-INST

nahi
NEG

aavi
come.PFV.F.SG

pan
but

gaadi-thi
car-INST

aavi
come.PFV.F.SG

‘Rita frequently did not come by a bus but came by a car.’

If I force the adverb to appear higher it results in an ungrammatical construction, as

seen in example (270). I use the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) in both the examples

to track the position of the adverb bus-thi (‘bus-INST’).
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(270) *Rita
Rita.F.SG.NOM

bus-thi
bus-INST

varamvaar
frequently

nahi
NEG

aavi
come.PFV.F.SG

pan
but

gaadi-thi
car-INST

aavi
come.PFV.F.SG

‘Rita frequently did not come by a bus but came by a car.’

A-PROPERTY 3: CASE ASSIGNMENT & AGREEMENT

Another crucial property of A-movement is that it results in overt case marking of the

direct object. I illustrate this in example (272) where the moved direct object bakri-ne

(‘goat’) gets an overt accusative case. Conversely, when the direct object remains

in-situ it does not receive an overt accusative -ne marking. I show this example (272).

Also note that the agreement on negation is with the moved direct object bakri-ne

(‘goat’) in example (272), but not in (274). In (274) the subject controls agreement on

both the main verb laav- (‘bring’) and negation.

(271) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

the goat.

(272) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently but something

else.’

(273) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not get the goat.

(274) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

A′-PROPERTY-1: RECONSTRUCTION FOR PRINCIPLE C

A major difference between A-movement and A′-movement is that only A′-movement

must reconstruct for principle C, as seen in example (275). Here, we see absence of
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Principle C effects in adjuncts.11

(275) [Which argument that John1 made] did he1 believe t?

Now let us turn to examples from Surati Gujarati, consider (276). As a pronoun cannot

ordinarily be bound by an expression that does not c–command it, it must be the

case that the movement dependency is what enables this interpretation here. In

the case of pronoun ena, this reconstruction is obligatory as seen in (276). Thereby

providing more evidence in favor of A′-movement as only A′-movement obligatorily

reconstructs for Principle C.

(276) [kone
who

ram-ni1

Ram-GEN

behen-ne]2

sister.F.SG-ACC

ena1

he-GEN

dostaar
friend

saathe
with

t2 nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

joi
see.PFV.F.SG

‘Who did not see Ram’s1 sister with a friend of his1?’

A′-PROPERTY-2: INFORMATION STRUCTURE EFFECTS:

As seen in examples (260) & (262) repeated in (278)-(280), the movement of the direct

object bakri-ne (‘goat’) is possible only when it is contrastively focused as in example

(278) for the context in (277), else it remains insitu as seen in sentence (280) for the

context in (279). Thus, I take this to be an empirical point exhibiting A′-property,

since this movement happens for information structural reasons.

(277) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

the goat.

(278) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently but brought the

cow.’

11To account for examples like (275), Lebeaux (1988) proposes the use of Wholesale Late merger, which
is a version of late merge. Here, Lebeaux suggests that some syntactic material can be merged counter
cyclically, based on the observation that some Principle C effects that would be observed in the base
position of a moved phrase are absent if the offending proper name is contained in an adjunct to the
moving element, as in (275).
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(279) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not get the goat.

(280) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but Raj did.’

Thus, it is plausible to conclude from the above diagnostics that the movement that

we see is a mixed A/A′ type movement. I summarize the diagnostics for movement

in Table 4.9. In Table 4.9 ‘X’ represents that the particular property is exhibited in

the given context and ‘*’ represents that a particular property is not exhibited in that

given context.

Table 4.9: Summary of the A/A′ diagnostics

Property A-movement A′ movement

WCO violation X *

Case & Agreement X *

Only nominals undergo
such movement

X *

Reconst. for Principle C * X

Info. structure effects * X

Now that we have all the pieces of the puzzle to account for the agreement in

negation, in the following section I provide a structural account of the agreement

puzzle described in examples (278) and (280).

4.7 Structural analysis of agreement on negation

In this section, I will lay out a syntactic analysis for agreement on negation in Surati

Gujarati. I will argue that the nho- form of negation in Surati Gujarati comes with an

[Ā]-probe that is relativized for contrastive focus feature. The empirical facts suggests

that for such an Agree relation to hold, the object must move into the specifier of

the contrastive focus phrase. A key innovation of the theory in this dissertation is

that narrow syntax does not distinguish between types of probes thus based on the
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theory I develop in this thesis, the probe on negation of the form {INT: II, SAT: Ā}.

This probe on negation copies both Ā-feature and ϕ-features from a goal. I describe

this in ABAH. Recall, I describe two distinct types of patterns found in the Interaction

conditions on goals in Chapter 1.

Table 4.10: Crosslinguistic patterns for Interaction condition

TYPES Example

TYPE-I A probe interacts with a goal other than the one
that fulfills its satisfaction conditions

Nez Perce

TYPE-
II

A probe interacts only with the goal that fulfills
its satisfaction conditions.

SuratiGujarati,
Lubukusu

Previously (Refer examples (278) and (280)), I have argued that agreement on

negation is sensitive to Ā-features, I show this in examples (282) and (283). In

other words, the agreement on the negation marker nho- is sensitive to information

structure. In example (282) for the context in (281), it agrees with with the subject

Priyanka as it is the contrastively focused argument.

(281) Context: Vidya ordered Priyanka and Raj to bring a phone and a laptop

every time they come for the meeting. However, Priyanka could not get the

phone.

(282) [priyanka]C F

Priyanka.F.SG.NOM

varmavaar
frequently

phone
phone.M.SG

nho-ti/#nho-to
NEG-F.SG/M.SG

laav-i
bring-PFV.F.SG

pan
but

raj
Raj

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘PRIYANKA did not bring the phone frequently but Raj got it.’

Whereas in example (283) for the same context in (281), the intended meaning is to

convey that Priyanka did not bring the phone but brought the laptop. The negation

nho- must agree with the object phone for masculine singular features to convey the

intended meaning.12

12Note that if the direct object in example (283) would have been an animate object, it would have
necessarily got an overt accusative case.
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(283) priyanka
Priyanka.F.SG.NOM

[phone]C F

phone.M.SG

varmavaar
frequently

nho-to/#nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/F.SG

laav-i
bring-PFV.F.SG

pan
but

laptop
laptop

laav-i
bring-PFV.F.SG

‘Priyanka did not bring the PHONE frequently but she got the laptop.’

Thus, what we observe from examples (282) and (283) is that agreement on negation

tracks a contrastively focused argument.

Now let us turn to the syntactic analysis of agreement on negation. To account for

object agreement in negation (sentence (283)), I propose the following: First, the V +

Asp moves rightward and right adjoins to form a complex head with the NEG◦. Second,

the subject moves to the specifier of Asp. Recall based on scope facts from examples

in (224) and (225), I argue that the subject occupies specifier Asp position. In this

case, since the subject does not have an Ā-feature it cannot move to the specifier of

CFP. Second, the T◦, which is considered a locus of ϕ-agreement, probes and fulfills

its satisfaction conditions with the highest accessible argument, which is the subject

in this case. As a result we see subject agreement on the main verb laav- (‘bring’).

Third, NEG◦ hosts a probe of the form in (284). It is the object phone in example

(283) is contrastively focused and as result I argue that it follows the Structural

condition hypothesis on Ā-probe (SCHĀ). Thus, The object overtly moves to the

specifier of CFP compare examples (282) and (283).

(284) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

The probe on the NEG◦ will only search for arguments with an Ā-feature to fulfill its

Satisfaction conditions. In example (283), the object is contrastively focused and

it can full the Satisfaction conditions on the probe and as a result it must move to

the specifier of the contrastive focus phrase. Thus, when the probe on the NEG◦

initiates its search operation, it first looks at the subject but since the subject does

not have an Ā-feature to fulfill the probe’s Satisfaction conditions, it looks past the

subject and finds the object. The probe on the NEG◦ values its features with that of the

object, as a result the probing halts, once it finds the Ā-feature on the object (in this

case). To ensure that the probe on the NEG◦ only engages with a contrastively focused

argument, I build on Aravind (2018) and propose that probes can be relativized to

more or less specific features. Thus the probe on the FOC◦ will have the structure
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in (285). Thus, the probe on the FOC◦ will be satisfied by a DP bearing the feature

structure in (285).

(285) Feature structure for FOC

Next, since the probe on NEG◦ behaves just as predicted in ABAH and it is of

TYPE-II, i.e., it interacts only with the goal that fulfills its Satisfaction conditions, the

probe on the NEG◦ copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features of the object. Thus, we see

object agreement on negation as a result. I illustrate the Agree mechanism in (287) &

(288).

Since the probe on the NEG◦ only searches for a goal with Ā-features, it can allow

skipping of one nominal in favour of another in its search operation. An important

point with respect to the timing of the derivation is to note that the negation nho-

agrees with the object in this case before string vacuously moving to αP.

One of the reasons why the probe on NEG◦ in preverbal negation can agree

independently from the T◦ is also due to the fact that the complex head formation

prohibits the NEG◦ from being the intervening head, I illustrate this in (286). In other

words, the NEG◦ is no longer an intervener in the Agree operation carried out by the

probe on the T◦. If the NEG◦ intervenes, the agreement on the NEG◦ will be parasitic

on T◦. Thus, in post verbal negation, the negation marker must obligatorily agree

with whatever the T◦ agrees with. I show this in §4.7.1. I illustrate all the steps of the

derivation for object agreement on negation in (286)-(288).13

13For more on T◦ being the agreement controller on the clausal spine, refer Bhatt (2005).
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(286) STEP 1: RIGHTWARD MOVEMENT OF V + ASP TO NEG
TP

NegP

AspP

Asp’

CFP

CF’

vP

SUBJ v’

VP

OBJ V◦

tV

v◦

CF◦

Asp◦

tAsp

Neg◦

Neg V + Asp

T◦

(287) STEP 2: OBJECT MOVEMENT TO CFP

NEGP

NEG′

ASPP

SUBJi ASP′

CFP

OBJ j

(ϕ,CF)
CF′

vP

ti v′

VP

t j V◦

v◦

CF◦

ASP◦

NEG◦

NEG

{SAT:Ā}

V+Asp

(288) STEP 3: Ā-FEATURE COPYING ON NEG

NEGP

NEG′

ASPP

SUBJi ASP′

CFP

OBJ j

(ϕ,CF)
CF′

vP

ti v′

VP

t j V◦

v◦

CF◦

ASP◦

NEG◦

NEG

(Ā,ϕ)

V+Asp
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A question that a careful reader would have at this point is why does the probe on

the T◦ not copy Ā-features of its goal given that a probe can copy both ϕ-features and

Ā-features from a goal? To answer this question I build on Deal (2015) and argue that

the probe on the T◦ is of the form in (289).

(289) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:ϕ }

As a result, when this probe starts the search operation, it finds the subject and values

its unvalued ϕ-features with those of the subject. The subject Priyanka in example

(282), clearly does not have any Ā-features. Now as the probe on the T◦ has fulfilled

its Satisfaction conditions, it can no longer copy any more features and as a result, it

cannot Interact with any Ā-features even if there any Ā-features on the goal. As for the

timing of the derivation, this analysis would work only if the subject is higher on the

clausal spine than the object when the probe on the T◦ starts searching. And I argue

that my analysis derives this fact. According to the analysis I propose in (286)-(288),

the focused object moves to the specifier of CFP whereas the subject moves to the

specifier of Asp and T is only added later to the derivation. Thus, the subject will be

higher on the clausal spine when the probe on T◦ begins its search for features.

The next step in the derivation, is the string vacuous movement of the complex

head (NEG + V + Asp) to a projection which is above TP but below CP, I call it αP .

Recall, I argue for string vacuous movement of negation using ellipsis and scope facts

in §4.3. I illustrate the movement of negation as a complex head in (290).14

14I use a dashed line to indicate movement and a complete line to indicate other interactions like
feature copying in the tree diagrams.
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(290) STEP 4: NEG MOVEMENT TO αP

αP

TP

NegP

Neg’

AspP

SUBJi Asp’

CFP

OBJ j vP

VP

t j tV

v◦

Asp◦

Neg◦

Neg

nho-to

V+Asp

laav-i

T◦

α◦

α Neg+V+Asp

To account for subject agreement on negation (sentence (282)), I propose the

following: First, the V + Asp moves rightward and right adjoins to form a complex

head with the NEG◦. I show this (286). Second, in this case, the subject moves through

the specifier of the CFP. Since the subject Priyanka in this case is contrastively focused

and as a result it follows the Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-probe (SCHĀ).

The subject finally ends up in the specifier of Asp. The T◦, which is the locus of ϕ-

agreement, probes and values it’s uninterpretable features with the highest accessible

argument, which is the subject in this case. As a result we see subject agreement on

the main verb laav- (‘bring’).

Third, the NEG◦ which hosts an [Ā]-probe, which is relativized for the contrastive

focus feature. Thus, it will only search for arguments with Ā-features. In example

(282), the subject is contrastively focused and as a result it can fulfill the Satisfaction

conditions of the [Ā]-probe on the NEG◦.
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Thus, when the probe on the NEG◦ initiates its search operation, it first looks

at the subject and agrees with the subject. The probe on the NEG◦ as predicted in

ABAH, copies Ā-features and copies ϕ-features of the subject. The search operation

is halted once the features on the probe on NEG◦ are valued with those of the subject.

As a result, we get subject agreement on negation in this case. I illustrate subject

to the specifier Asp in (291) and the copying of Ā-features and ϕ-features on the

NEG◦ in (292). My proposal that it is the NEG◦ that hosts an [Ā]-probe relativized

for contrastive focus has its grounding in the literature on semantics of alternatives.

The fact that negation has consequences for focus semantics has been argued in

the literature previously. Neeleman and Vermeulen (2012) argue that negation can

be mapped onto the focus component. Further, Beaver and Clark (2009) following

Jackendoff (1972) also argue for a relationship between focus and the interpretation

of negation.

(291) SUBJ MOVEMENT TO ASP via CFP
NEGP

NEG′

ASPP

SUBJi ASP′

CFP

ti

(ϕ,CF)

CF′

vP

ti v′

VP

t j V◦

v◦

CF◦

ASP◦

NEG◦

NEG

{SAT:Ā}

V+Asp

(292) Ā-FEATURE COPYING ON NEG

NEGP

NEG′

ASPP

SUBJi

(ϕ,CF)
ASP′

CFP

ti CF′

vP

ti v′

VP

OBJ j V◦

v◦

CF◦

ASP◦

NEG◦

NEG

(Ā,ϕ)

V+Asp

The last step in the derivation is the string vacuous movement of complex head

(Neg+V+Asp) to αP, which is a position on the clausal spine above TP but below CP. I

illustrate this in figure (290).
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4.7.1 Blocking of agreement on negation

However, we still have not accounted for the post verbal negation. In this case the

agreement on negation is parasitic on the agreement of the main verb as seen in

example (293).

(293) priyanka
Priyanka.F.SG.NOM

[phone]C F

phone.M.SG

laav-i
bring-PFV.F.SG

nho-ti/*nho-to
NEG-F.SG/M.SG

‘Priyanka did not bring the PHONE.’

To account for the agreement pattern in post verbal negation I build on the argument

in Bhatt (2005) that the T◦ controls agreement on the intervening heads on the

clausal spine. In other words, the probe on T◦ will covalue features on the probe

of an intervening head. In the case of post verbal negation, I argue for there being

no movement of V+Asp complex to the NEG◦. As a result of this lack of rightward

movement of the V + Asp, the NEG◦ in this case becomes an intervening head for

T◦. I illustrate this in (294). Further, my analysis suggests that the probe on T◦ starts

searching only after the NEG◦ + V + Asp complex has moved to αP. I illustrate the

movement of NEG◦ + V + Asp complex to αP in (290). As a result of this movement

and timing of the probing operation, T can no longer see NEG◦ + V + Asp once it has

moved to αP, which is a position above TP but below C.

(294)
TP

T’

NegP

Neg’

AspP

Asp’

Asp’

vP
. . .

VP

DP V◦

Asp◦

Neg◦

T◦

In fact, the agreement on negation in example (293) is not at all surprising. The

argument that the T◦ controls agreement on the intervening heads on the clausal
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spine can be independently motivated. Consider examples in (295) and (296). In

example (295), the subject Salman is ergative case marked and it is not available for

agreement. As a result, the T◦ probes downward and agrees with the object instead.

Note that participles also agree with whatever the T◦ is agreeing with, object in

this case. In example (296), where the verb khaadhi (‘eat’) agrees with the object

for feminine, singular features and the auxiliary hato agrees with the subject for

masculine, singular features is ungrammatical. This is because the auxiliary hat-

must agree with whatever the main verb agrees with.

Object Agreement:

(295) salman-e
Salman.M.SG-ERG

keri
mango.F.SG

khaadhi
eat.PFV.F.SG

hati
be.PAST.F.SG

‘Salman had eaten a mango.’

(296) *salman-e
Salman.M.SG-ERG

keri
mango.F.SG

khaadhi
eat.PFV.F.SG

hato
be.PAST.M.SG

‘Salman had eaten a mango.’

Now let us check if the same observation holds for subject agreement. Consider

examples in (297) and (298). In example (297) the agreement must be the subject.

Note that in (297) both the main verb khaato (‘eat’) and the auxiliary hato agree with

the subject Salman for masculine, singular features.

Subject Agreement:

(297) Salman
Salman.M.SG.NOM

keri
mango.F.SG

khaato
eat.IPFV.M.SG

hato
be.PAST.M.SG

‘Salman was eating a mango.’

Both the examples (298) and (299) are ungrammatical. Example (298) is ungram-

matical because here the main verb khaa (‘eat’) agrees with the subject Salman

for masculine, singular features but the auxiliary agrees with the direct object keri

(‘mango’) for feminine, singular features.
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(298) *Salman
Salman.M.SG.NOM

keri
mango.F.SG

khaato
eat.IPFV.M.SG

hati
be.PAST.F.SG

‘Salman was eating a mango.’

Whereas example (299) is ungrammatical because the main verb khaa (‘eat’) agrees

with the direct object keri (‘mango’) for feminine, singular features. In (299) the main

verb khaa (‘eat’) should agree with the highest unmarked DP which is the subject

Salman for it to be acceptable.

(299) *Salman
Salman.M.SG.NOM

keri
mango.F.SG

khaati
eat.IPFV.F.SG

hato
be.PAST.M.SG

‘Salman was eating a mango.’

Thus, the examples in (295)-(299) provide independent evidence for the idea that T◦

controls agreement on the intervening heads on the clausal spine.

4.7.2 Structural Status of CFP & FOCP in Surati Gujarati

Recall, in Chapter 3 I argued that the Focus phrase (New information) in Surati

Gujarati lies immediately above the vP (Refer §3.1, examples (174)-(175)). And in this

chapter, I argued for there being a Contrastive focus phrase. In this section, I will show

that contrastive focus phrase (CFP) and the focus phrase (FOCP) both have the same

structural position. An argument to support my proposal that both CFP and FOCP

have the same structural position follows from the fact that new information and

contrastive focus are in complementary distribution. A sentence can only contain

one focus because both the foci (new information & contrastive) are licensed in the

same position, which is immediately above vP. Consider the example in (301) for the

context in (300). The only interpretation that is available for the argument jacob-ne is

that of new information.

(300) CONTEXT: Whom did Rita frequently see play tennis?

(301) rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

[jacob-ne]F

Jacob.M.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

tennis
Tennis

ramta
play

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Rita frequently saw [Jacob]F play tennis.’

However, if another constituent is moved to mark contrastive focus, then the

argument jacob-ne can longer be the focused constituent. In example (303), the
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conrastively focused argument tennis is moved in to the focus position and as a result,

the argument Jacob can longer be the new information focus of the construction. The

argument Jacob is overtly -ne marked since it is obligatory for +HUMAN proper names

to license the overt -ne marker (For more discussion on object case marking refer

Chapter 5 §5.3, examples (320)-(322)).

(302) CONTEXT: Rita was unsure if she had seen Jacob play tennis or football. So

she asked his friend, to which she replied:

(303) rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

[tennisi ]C F

Tennis
jacob-ne
Jacob.M.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

ti joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

football
football

nahi
NEG

‘Rita frequently saw Jacob play [tennis]C F not football.’

If Jacob appears in the focus position for the context in (302), it result in an infelicitous

construction. I illustrate this in (304). This indicates that CFP and FOCP share the

same structural position.

(304) #rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

jacob-ne
Jacob.M.SG-ACC

[tennisi ]C F

Tennis
varamvaar
frequently

ti joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

office-ma
office-LOC

nahi
NEG

‘Rita frequently saw Jacob play [tennis]C F not football.’

4.8 Summary and conclusion

As first part of the analysis, I established the structural position of negation in Surati

Gujarati. For this, I started by building on Kumar (2013), and Homer and Bhatt (2020)

who argue that negation is located above Asp. According to H&B (2020), the V +

Asp forms a complex and rightward adjoins with the Neg to form a complex head.

(Travis (1984), Koopman (1984), Baker (1985), 1988, Harizanov and Gribanova (2019)).

However, this was by far not the complete picture. With evidence from ellipsis data

and based on certain scope facts, I illustrated that The V + Asp and the Negation

string vacuously move higher above the TP but remain below C.

To provide evidence for my claim, I used the verb-echo answers, to first establish

that NEG◦ + V + Asp form a single constituent. Next, I used scope tests to establish
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that NEG◦ + V + Asp complex string vacuously moves higher than T. And as final part

of the argument, I showed that negation does not survive sluicing, which shows that

although negation moves higher, it does not move all the way up to C.

Finally, I provided a syntactic analysis for the agreement and information

structure interaction that we see on negation Surati Gujarati. For this I argued that

the NEG◦◦ hosts a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT:Ā } and the T◦ hosts a probe of the

form {INT: II, SAT:ϕ }. Further, to describe the empirical outcomes in more traditional

terminology, I argued that agreement on negation is an example for cases when an

[Ā]-probe copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features. I describe this as Ā-agree hypothesis

(ABAH). An overt reflex of this is seen in the form of object/subject agreement on

negation. However, for this agreement relation to establish the the goal must follow

Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-probe (SCHĀ) i.e., the goal must be in a relevant

structural position for an Ā-probe to copy and check its features off that goal.

In the following chapter, I will present another case study to show how agreement

interacts with information structure with data from causative constructions in Surati

Gujarati. I will show that causative predicates in a particular syntactic context are

sensitive to focused element of the construction.
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Chapter 5

Case Study II: Agreement &

information structure in Surati

Gujarati causatives

In Surati Gujarati and in Standard Gujarati, verbal elements can agree with a

morphologically overt accusative case marked argument. This agreement pattern is

noteworthy because in other Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi and Marathi, presence

of morphologically overt case on an argument blocks agreement with that argument,

and the verb shows default agreement as a result.1 In this chapter, I show a novel

empirical fact that in the causative constructions of Surati Gujarati, the verb can

either agree with an accusative case marked object or show default agreement. I

argue that this difference in agreement (agreement with accusative marked object

vs. default agreement) is dependent on the information structure (mainly +FOCUS

+SPECIFIC) status of the direct object.

I will show that agreement on the causatives in Surati Gujarati is another example

of cases when an [Ā]-probe copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features. It is this tendency

of probes to copy as many features as they can that results in agreement on causative

predicates to track focused arguments. I call it the Featural Interaction of Probes or

FIP, given in (305).

(305) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

Further, I will argue that this behavior of probes must be facilitated by overt

1Nominative case in Hindi, Marathi, and Surati Gujarati is morphologically non-overt. Thus, referring
to non-overt as zero case marking is merely a terminological choice and should not be taken as an analytical
commitment.
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movement of the focused argument to the specifier position of the designated focus

phrase. This is part of a more general pattern I describe in SCHĀ, given in (306).

(306) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

I show the agreement patterns in examples (308) and (310). In a particular syntactic

context where both the subject and object are overtly case marked, the agreement

on causative predicates can track a focused argument. Consider the examples in

(308) and (310) for the contexts in (307) and (309). In example (308), the direct object

Salman has narrow focus as a result, the causative predicate chalaav (‘made to walk’)

agrees with the direct object for masculine singular features.

(307) CONTEXT: Whom did Rita force to walk a lot?

(308) rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

[salman-ne]F

Salman.M.SG-ACC

chaalavyo
walk.PFV.M.SG

‘Rita made Salman walk.’

Whereas in example (310), the causative predicate chalaav (‘made to walk’) shows

default neuter singular agreement morphology. In other words, the causative

predicate agrees neither with the subject nor with the object in broad focus example

like in (314).

(309) CONTEXT: What did Rita do?

(310) rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

salman-ne
Salman.M.SG-DAT

chaalavyu
walk.PFV.N.SG

‘Rita made Salman walk.’

As part of analysis I will argue that if the focus is narrow focus on the direct object, the

causative predicate agrees with the object. In this case, the object is accusative case

marked. Whereas if the focus is broad focus on the entire VP, the causative predicate

shows default agreement. The direct object in this case, gets dative case marked. In

both the above cases, we see the use of two homophonous but different case markings

on the direct object, namely differentially marked, [+SPECIFIC] Accusative case vs.
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[+/-SPECIFIC] ordinary Dative case. To account for dative case assignment, I propose

that dative case is a dependent (structural) case in Surati Gujarati.

Further, I establish a relationship between information structure and agreement.

To account for both case alternation and information structure-agreement relation-

ship in Surati Gujarati, I propose a focus-driven object shift analysis. The case study

presented in this chapter lends more support to the claim that Structural condi-

tion hypothesis on Ā-probe (SCHĀ) given in (306) and Featural interaction of probes

(FIP) (more specifically, ABAH, as we have an [Ā]-probe copying both Ā-features and

ϕ-features.) in (305) are crucial for agreement and information structure to interact.

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will look at yet another case study where agreement and

information structure interact with each other. Recall, I discuss in Chapter 1 (§1.2.2)

that Cardona (1965), Mistry (1998), and Suthar (2005) claim that in Standard Gujarati,

when both the subject and the object are overtly case marked, the predicate must

agree with the case marked object as seen in (311), and, if the predicate shows the

default neuter agreement, it renders the sentence ungrammatical, as in (312). The

agreement facts described in (311) and (312) for Standard Gujarati also hold for Surati

Gujarati.

(311) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhi
eat.PFV.F.SG

(Standard Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’

(312) *ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhu
eat.PFV.N.SG

(Standard Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’

Now switching to the Surati Gujarati data, in examples (313) and (314), the use of a

causativized predicate allows default agreement on the main verb in Surati Gujarati.

This, I argue is due to case alternation and the information-structural status of the

direct object. Consider example (313), in (313) the causative predicate dawdaav

(‘cause to run’) shows default neuter singular agreement morphology. Note that the

direct object ram-ne stays insitu inside the VP and as a result it appears to the right of
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the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(313) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ ram-neDat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

Conversely, in sentence (314), the causativised predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’),

agrees with the direct object ram for masculine singular features. Note, that the

accusative case marked object ram must always appear in a structurally higher

position than the dative marked object in (313). The accusative object invariably

appears to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) as seen in example (314).

(314) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Acc

Ram.M.SG-ACC

VP[varamvaar
frequently

ti vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

In a nutshell, I propose that Surati Gujarati has two distinct -ne markers, namely

-neAcc vs. -neDat . Although the case marker -ne is homophonous for Accusative

and Dative case, the position of an dative case marked object is lower on the clausal

spine as it appears to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’), as seen in

example (313). Whereas an accusative case marked object is higher on the clausal

spine compared to the dative object in (313) and appears to the left of the adverb

varamvaar (‘frequently’) as seen in example (314).

I will argue that in sentence (313), the causativised predicate dawdaav (‘cause

to run’) shows default neuter agreement morphology as the direct object is not in

narrow focus. As a result, it gets dative case and does not control agreement in Surati

Gujarati. A crucial point, as discussed previously, is that the dative object ram in (313)

must appear in the insitu position to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

The main goal of the chapter is to explore this puzzling nature of agreement with

causative predicates, illustrated in examples (313) and (314). I describe the puzzle in

detail in section 5.2 of the chapter. The chapter is structured as follows; in section 5.2,

I provide a detailed description of the puzzle. In section 5.3, I discuss object case in
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Surati Gujarati. Section 5.4 provides supporting evidence for case alternation in Surati

Gujarati, namely Differential Object Marking Accusative vs. Ordinary Dative case. In

section 5.5, I provide data and diagnostics to show that information structure plays a

vital role in accusative case assignment and agreement in the language. Further, I will

show that agreement on causative predicates tracking a focused argument is evidence

for FIP. In section 5.6, I account for dative case assignment in Surati Gujarati. And in

section 5.7, I argue for an object shift type of analysis, which is a direct consequence

of SCHĀ.

5.2 Revisiting the puzzle

Looking at these agreement patterns in both Standard and Surati Gujarati the use

of causative predicates with overtly case marked arguments, presents an intriguing

puzzle. We obtain an unexpected behaviour of the agreement patterns with causative

predicates (both causativized transitive and intransitive predicates). The core puzzle

here is that both object agreement and default neuter agreement on the predicate

is possible with the causative predicates, as seen in sentences (315) and (316),

respectively. Conversely, default agreement was not possible with an ordinary

transitive predicate kha (‘eat’) as seen in (311) and (312). The -neAcc on the direct

object ghoda (‘horse’) in example (315), is a case of differential object marking

(henceforth DOM) (Aissen (2003)) . I will argue that this agreement alternation

on the causative predicates seen in examples (315) & (316) is a reflex of the DOM

phenomenon, (i.e. differential object -neAcc vs ordinary -neDat .)

(315) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka made the horse run.’

(316) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run.’

For the sake of simplicity, I use a causativized unergative predicate dawdaav (‘cause

to run’) to demonstrate the puzzle in sentences (315) and (316).2

2Similar patterns are observed with causativized transitives as in (i) and (ii) with an ambiguity in (i).
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An important observation here is that the -neAcc object in (315), is definite whereas

the -neDat marked object in sentence (316) is ambiguous between definite and

indefinite. Next, the agreement pattern seen in examples (315) & (316) is also available

for +HUMAN proper names. I illustrate this in (317) and (318). In example (317), the

causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’), agrees with the -neAcc marked direct

object ram.

(317) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ram-neAcc

ram.M.SG-ACC

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka made Ram run.’

Conversely, in example (318), the causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’), shows

default neuter singular agreement.

(318) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ram-neDat

ram.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka made Ram run.’

My proposal for solving this puzzle is to argue that this distinct agreement pattern is

due to alternation in case as indicated by the subscripted ‘Acc’ and ‘Dat’ and the case

marking is contingent on the information-structural status of the object. Thereby

proposing two distinct -ne forms namely, differential object -neAcc vs. ordinary -

neDat . The phenomenon of case alternation has been attested for many languages

like Russian, Icelandic, Spanish and Dutch (See Demonte (1995), Pineda (2013),

Sigurðsson and Wood (2012)).

DOM in Surati Gujarati is only available for animates. It is obligatory for [+HUMAN]

proper names but the DOM marker can be dropped with a [-HUMAN, +ANIMATE] direct

object, in which case they receive an indefinite interpretation as seen in example

(i) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc
goat.F.SG-ACC

khawdaavi
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

Reading A: ‘Ram made the (specific) goat eat.’
Reading B: ‘The (specific) goat was fed by Ram to someone.’
(Free Translation: ‘Ram fed the goat’)

(ii) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neDat
goat.F.SG-DAT

khawdaivu
eat.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

Reading A (Only): ‘Ram made a/the goat eat.’
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(319). The direct object ghodo (‘horse’) in (319) receives an indefinite interpretation

without the DOM marker and the verb in this case must obligatorily agree with the

direct object as seen in (319). This is in sharp contrast to example (315) where the

object marked with the overt DOM marker -neAcc , receives a definite interpretation.

(319) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghodo
horse.M.SG

dawdaivo/*dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/*N.SG

‘Priyanka made a horse run.’

In the following section, I discuss object case in greater detail.

5.3 Basics of object case in Surati Gujarati

In this section, I discuss the properties and the impact of the -ne marker, a

homophonous marker for accusative and dative case on the interpretation of the

sentence (for Standard Gujarati, see Mistry (1998)). In Table 5.1, I summarize the

licensing conditions of DOM in Surati Gujarati.3

Table 5.1: Licensing conditions for DOM in Surati Gujarati

DIRECT OBJECT DOM (-neAcc ) Example

I. [+HUMAN]/Proper names Obligatory (320)

II. [+ANIMATE,-HUMAN] Optional (321)

III. [-ANIMATE] Not licensed (322)

The overt accusative case marking on direct objects in Surati Gujarati is sensitive

to animacy and definiteness. Further, the overt case marker -ne is obligatory for

direct objects that are proper names as seen in (320). The case marker -ne is optional

for objects with [+ANIMATE] features as in (321).

(320) raj-e
Raj.M.SG-ERG

ram*(-neAcc )
Ram.M.SG-ACC

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Raj saw (*a) Ram.’

3A note for optionality of DOM is in order here. The presence/absence of -ne marker is semantically
conditioned. With the -ne marker the argument receives a specific interpretation. Whereas without the
-ne marker it receives a non-specific interpretation.
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(321) raj-e
Raj.M.SG-ERG

bakri(-neAcc )
goat.F.SG-ACC

joyi
see.PFV.F.SG

‘Raj saw a (the) goat.’

[-ANIMATE] objects cannot license the overt case marker in Surati Gujarati as it is

sensitive to animacy, as seen in sentence (322), where the inanimate direct object

gaadi (car) cannot be used with the -ne marker. 4

(322) raj-e
Raj.M.SG-ERG

gaadi(*-neAcc )
car.F.SG(*-ACC)

joyi
see.PFV.F.SG

‘Raj saw a (*the) car.’

The hierarchy for licensing an overt accusative case marker on the object is illustrated

in (323).

(323) Animacy scale: Human > Animate Definite > Animate Indefinite > Inani-

mate

DOM is optional on [+ANIMATE] direct objects and its absence yields an indefinite

interpretation of these direct objects as seen in (324), where ghodo (‘horse’) has an

indefinite reading. In (324), both the adverb vhel- (‘early’) and the predicate joyo

(‘see’) agree with the direct object ghodo (‘horse’) for masculine and singular features.

(324) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(varamvaar)
frequently

ghodo
horse.M.SG

(??varamvaar)
frequently

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently saw a horse early.’

The presence of DOM imparts a definite interpretation to the object as seen in (325).

The position of the DOM marked object ghoda-neAcc (‘horse’) in (325) must be noted

as it is higher than the indefinite ghodo (‘horse’) in (325). I use adverbs varamvaar

(‘frequently’) and vhel- (‘early’) to indicate the difference in the positions of the two

objects in (324) and (325).

4The rules for licensing of an overt case marker on the object seem to be different for Standard Gujarati.
Compare Mistry (1998):429) where he claims that even a inanimate definite object like kaagal-ne (‘the
letter’) can license an overt accusative case marker.
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(325) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(??varamvaar)
frequently

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

(varamvaar)
frequently

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently saw the horse early.’

By contrast, with ditransitives the -neDat marked indirect object ghodo (‘horse’) in

(326) does not trigger agreement and can never do so. The adverb vhel- (‘early’) and

the predicate aap (‘give’) both agree with the unmarked object chana (‘chickpeas’) for

number. Another important observation is the in-situ position of the -neDat marked

object ghodo (‘horse’), which is similar to the position of the unmarked object in

(324). Note also that the indirect object is ambiguous between definite and indefinite

in (326), parallel to what we saw in (316).

(326) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(varamvaar)
frequently

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

(??varamvaar)
frequently

chana
chickpeas.PL

vhel-la
early-PL

aapya
give.PFV.PL

‘Priyanka frequently gave chickpeas to a/the horse early.’

5.4 Evidence for case alternation in Surati Gujarati

As already indicated, I propose the following explanation for the distinct agreement

pattern in Surati Gujarati: when the case on the object is accusative case, the verb

must agree with the case marked object, and when it is dative, the verb exhibits

default neuter agreement (see Mistry (1998) for Standard Gujarati). In this section, I

will provide arguments to make the difference between differential object -neAcc vs.

ordinary -neDat more explicit.

5.4.1 Diagnostics for case alternation

The hypothesis must be empirically substantiated, as the two -ne morphemes are

homophonous and this difference is visible in syntax. (also see Mistry (1998)). I

summarize the arguments I provide in this section in Table 5.2.

A piece of evidence to show the presence of accusative-dative case alternation

is seen in sentences (328) and (330) for contexts (327) and (329) respectively (see

section 5.5 on the role of information structure in case marking).
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Table 5.2: Evidence for Case Alternation

Argument Example

I. The use of -neAcc is optional but -neDat is obligatory (328) & (330) (332) &
(333)

II. -neAcc object is structurally higher than -neDat ob-
ject

(335)-(336)

III Agreement with Negative particle blocked with -
neDat object

(340)-(341)

In examples (328) vs (330), the -neAcc marker is the accusative case marker (DOM)

and it can be dropped. The predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’) and the adverb vhel-

(‘early’) in both these examples agree with the object.

(327) Context: Priyanka is a shepherd and has three horses Y1, Y2, Y3. Frequently,

Y1 entered her kitchen early.

(328) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made the horse run early.’

(329) Context: Some horse or other from Priyanka’s village frequently entered her

house early.

(330) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

ghodo
horse.M.SG

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made a horse run early.’

By contrast, the -ne case marker is always obligatory when there is default agreement

as seen in sentences (332) and (333) for context in (331). I argue that this follows from

analyzing it as a dative (non-DOM) case marker here.

(331) Context: Priyanka wanted to know the strength of her new horse. When her

mother saw the horse gasping for breath she asked

Q1: What did Priyanka do?
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(332) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made a/the horse run early.’

(333) *Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varmavaar
frequently

ghodo
horse.M.SG

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made a/the horse run early.’

It must be noted that (328), (330) and (332) are all grammatical in their respective

contexts. However, there is no context in which (333) is grammatical.

Another piece of evidence for case alternation in Surati Gujarati is presented by

double object constructions. It seems very clear from Cardona and Suthar (2003)

that SUBJ-IO-DO-VERB can be considered the base word order for double object

constructions in Standard Gujarati as seen in (334) and this also holds for Surati

Gujarati. The double object constructions are essential as dative case is considered

the case of the indirect objects (see Dryer (1986), Haspelmath (2005)) as shown in

(334). In (334), the beneficiary is unambiguously dative marked. And the verb never

agrees with the beneficiary. A causativized transitive will end up looking as in (335).5,6

(334) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

raj-neDat

Raj.M.SG-DAT

bakri
goat.F.SG

aapi
give.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram gave Raj a goat.’

(335) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

raj-neDat

Raj.M.SG-DAT

VP[bakri(*-neAcc )
goat.F.SG(*-ACC)

vhel-li
early-F.SG

khawdavi]
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram frequently fed (a/*the) goat to Raj early.’

Crucially, the language cannot license accusative case on the direct object in sentence

(335) as long as it is in the in-situ position. But when the direct object bakri (‘goat’)

moves out of the VP then it can be -ne marked as in (336). Comparing example (335)

vs. (336), I show that that the accusative case marked causee moves out of the VP

5The presence of dative subjects and dative objects in Standard Gujarati has been documented in
previous studies (see Mistry (2004) and Mistry (1998)).

6The important point that the chapter tries to make is to illustrate that Surati Gujarati has two distinct
-ne markers in causative constructions. I remain agnostic to whether these markers are truly dative or
accusative, as discussed in Manzini and Franco (2016).
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domain and it is structurally higher as seen in (336) than the dative argument raj-ne

as in example (335).

(336) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-nei Acc

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

raj-neDat

Raj.M.SG-DAT

VP[ti vhel-li khawdavi]
early-F.SG eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram frequently fed the goat to Raj early.’

A dative-marked argument can only occur to the right of the adverb varamvaar

(‘frequently’) as seen in sentences (332), (335) and (336), whereas the direct object

can only be accusative-marked if it occurs to the left of varamvaar (‘frequently’) as

seen in (328) and (336).

One more crucial evidence comes from negation in Surati Gujarati. Recall, I show

that Surati Gujarati has negated auxiliaries which can either agree with the subject or

with the object if both are available i.e., if the subject is unmarked for case as seen in

(337). Here, the main verb laav- (‘bring’) agrees with the subject Ram whereas the

negation can either agree with the subject Ram or with the object gaadi (‘car’) (For

further discussion on negation in Surati Gujarati, refer chapter 4 of the thesis).

(337) ram
Ram.M.SG.NOM

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti/nho-to
NEG-F.SG/M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram did not bring a car.’

If the subject is unavailable, i.e., if the subject is ergative case marked, both the main

verb and the pre-verbal nho- obligatorily agree with the direct object as seen in (338)

& (339).

(338) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

chalaavi
drive.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram had not driven a car.’

(339) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

khaa-dhi
eat-PFV.F.SG

‘Ram had not eaten the goat.’

The observation crucial to the argument is that negation can agree independently

of the main verb as seen in example (337), where the negation can either agree with
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the subject or with the object. Based on the above paradigm, I predict that if both

subject and object are unavailable for agreement, then the main verb and nho- both

must show default agreement. This is exactly what we observe in example (340)

where both the main verb dawdaav (‘made to run’) and the negation show default

agreement morphology. The sentence in (340) supports an analysis where ‘-ne’ is a

dative marker when the verb exhibits default agreement since, whenever the dative

object is unavailable to the main verb for agreement, it also remains unavailable to

the negation for agreement.

(340) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

nho-tu
NEG-N.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka did not make a/the horse run.’

If the object in example (340) was accusative, i.e., available for agreement then it

should have allowed the sentence in (341) to be grammatical, where the negation

marker nho- agrees with the direct object ghoda (‘horse’) for masculine, singular

features and the main verb ‘dawdaivu’ (cause to run) shows default agreement. This

is because considering the empirical fact illustrated in (337) that negation can agree

independently of the main verb. However, example (341) is ungrammatical.

(341) *Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka did not make a/the horse run.’

As a result, it confirms the analysis that the object in (340) with default agreement on

the main verb is dative and not accusative. Thus, based on the empirical evidence

presented above, I claim that the difference in the agreement patterns of Surati

Gujarati is due to accusative-dative case alternation.

5.5 Role of information structure in case assignment

In this section, I argue that information structure plays a vital role in case alternation.

To explain the role of information structure in case assignment, I propose the

following: In the Surati Gujarati examples under discussion, the case-marked objects

of the causative predicates are marked accusative case if the focus is narrow focus on
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the object. By contrast, the object is marked with dative case if the focus is focus on

the entire VP.

5.5.1 Diagnostics for focus

To test the above hypothesis, Recall, that I use the question-answer congruence test

following Hamblin (1973) in Chapter 1 (§1.2.2) and Chapter 3 (§3.1). This is a crucial

diagnostic as the main example of pragmatic focus emerges in question-answer

congruence where a question indicates the communicative goal of the questioner. In

context (342), the focus is on the entire VP. Thus, the direct object ghodo (‘horse’), is

licensed with dative case, as seen in sentence (343). Here, the presence of dative case

is evident, as the verb shows default neuter agreement and does not agree with the

direct object; recall that I have argued that dative case does not control agreement in

Surati Gujarati (See section 5.2, example 318).

Focus on the VP

(342) Context: Priyanka wanted to know the strength of her new horse. When her

mother saw the horse gasping for breath she asked

Q1: What did Priyanka do?

(343) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

[ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu/*wo]F

run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG/*M.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run.’

In context (344), the focus is on the direct object. As a result, the direct object gets

the accusative case, as seen in sentence (345). The presence of accusative case in this

sentence is evident, since the verb in (345) agrees with the direct object, as accusative

case is transparent to agreement in Surati Gujarati (see § 5.2-5.4).

Narrow focus (Focus on the direct object)

(344) Context: Priyanka had a goat and a horse. She was unsure whom she would

send to the race. So Salman asked her mother

Q2: Whom did Priyanka pick to run in the race?

(345) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

[ghoda-neAcc ]F

horse.M.SG-ACC

dawdaivo/*wu
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/*N.SG
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‘Priyanka made the horse run.’

In following section, I discuss how to derive dative case assignment in causative

structures of Surati Gujarati.

5.6 Dative case assignment in causative structures

The empirical facts presented in the chapter point us to the following direction with

respect to dative case assignment. In what follows, I propose that dative case in Surati

Gujarati causative structures is assigned by a dependent case mechanism. I build

on Baker (2015), who argues that dative case is a high dependent case in VP and a

VP-analog of ergative case. We know from sentences (335)-(336) that dative objects

occur to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’), which is exactly what we get

in sentence (346). Thus, it is safe to say that the object vaagh-ne (‘tiger’) in sentence

(346) is dative. The dative in (346) seems to be structural case as the object vaagh

(‘tiger’) has an agent theta role from the verb kha- (‘eat’). But the theta role associated

with dative case is Recipient (Jackendoff (1992)). Thus, vaagh (‘tiger’) does not have

the theta role associated with dative case (e.g.recipient). The dependent case idea is

of utility here as the causee of a transitive causative predicate like kha (‘eat’) can be

shown to be dative if and only if it c-commands a distinct NP in the same VP domain.

Notice that the object vaagh-neDat (‘tiger’) and bakri (‘goat’) in (346) are in the same

VP domain but the dative object c-commands the unmarked object bakri (‘goat’) and

thus, dative case may result from case competition between the two DPs in the same

domain.

(346) mhe
I.ERG

(??vaagh-neDat )
tiger.M.SG-DAT

(varamvaar)
frequently

VP[vaagh-neDat

tiger.M.SG-DAT

bakri
goat.F.SG

khawdaavi]
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

‘I frequently fed a/the tiger a goat.’

Now let us extend this analysis to a causativised unergative predicate like dod (‘run’).

For this, I Follow Laka (1993) and Baker and Bobaljik (2017), via Bárány and Sheehan

(2019), who propose that unergative predicates as opposed to unaccusatives are

said to be underlyingly transitive with a null cognate object. I further propose that
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causativised unergative predicates like dod (‘run’) contain an implicit object in the

VP domain, which acts as the case competitor for the causee. As a result the causee

gets dative as a dependent case, as seen in (347).

(347) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(??ghoda-neDat )
horse.M.SG-DAT

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

∅

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run.’

In line with the above-mentioned generalization, causativized unaccusative predi-

cates do not have a null cognate object, and thus, do not allow default agreement.

The evidence to show that unaccusative predicates do not have a null cognate object

comes from the example in (348). Here, I illustrate that the causative predicate paad

(‘made to fall’) has to obligatorily agree with the causee ghoda (‘horse’). It is because

of the obligatory agreement that I label the case marking on the direct object ghoda

(‘horse’) as accusative.

(348) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

padaav-yo/*yu
fall.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/*N.SG

‘Priyanka made the horse fall.’

Recall, I show in sentences (335) and (336) that the accusative case marked causee

moves out of the VP domain and it is structurally higher than the dative argument. I

discuss the mechanism of object movement in the following section in greater details

and provide evidence for the same.

5.7 Object shift/scrambling in Surati Gujarati

The distinct agreement patterns and case alternation seem to be a result of object

shift/scrambling. Recall, I show the difference in the syntactic positions of DOM

marked object vs ordinary Dative object with respect to adverbs in §5.4.1, in examples

(335) and (336). For convenience, I show the difference in the structural position of

DOM marked object vs ordinary Dative object again in examples (350)-(353) but with

slightly different contexts. I propose that in the causative examples that I focus on, an

object with +FOCUS feature moves out of the VP to a position where it gets accusative
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case, whereas an object without the +FOCUS feature remains in-situ regardless of

its specificity and is assigned dative case. The crucial data supporting the claim

comes from the adverb placement test Pollock (1989). Assuming that adverbs have

fixed positions, the results of the adverb placement test have a direct implication

for the syntactic analysis of the word order. I use the adverbs lagbhag (‘probably’),

varamvaar (‘frequently’), and vhel- (‘early’) to test object movement. For the [+FOCUS]

object to get accusative case it must move out of the VP as in (350), where the direct

object Ram occurs to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(349) Context: Priyanka had many staff members of which only Ram was the one

who looked very exhausted. Thus, Priyanka’s mother asked her father the

following question:

Q3: Whom did Priyanka frequently make run early?

(350) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Acc

Ram.M.SG-ACC

VP[varamvaar
frequently

ti vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

The sentence is grammatically deviant if the accusative case is forced on the object

in-situ for context (349) as in sentence (351). Since proper names that have a human

referent must be case marked with the DOM marker, -ne cannot be omitted from

Ram.7

(351) ??Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ (vhel-lo)
early-M.SG

ram-neAcc

ram.M.SG-ACC

(vhel-lo)
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made ram run early.’

Now let us consider a different question within the same context as in (349), described

in Q4. The response to the question in Q4 (with wide VP focus) is given in (352). If the

object is dative case marked with default neuter agreement on the verb, the object

7The example in (351) would be acceptable as long as the object was a [-HUMAN +ANIMATE] object like
horse or goat and does not carry a case marker -ne.
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without the [+FOCUS] feature remains in-situ, to the right of the adverb varamvaar

(‘frequently’), as seen in (352).

Q4: What did Priyanka do?

(352) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ ram-neDat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

The sentence is judged to not be perfectly grammatical if the dative case marked

object Ram, moves higher on the clausal spine out of the VP, as seen in sentence (353)

which contrasts with (352).

(353) ?Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Dat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ti vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

To account for object shift (sentence 350) I propose the following (illustrated in 358):

First, the ergative subject, moves to the specifier of TP in this case. Subject movement

is evident from the position of the adverb lagbhag (‘probably’) in the structure as

shown in (358). Second, the accusative case marked object moves out of the VP.

Movement of the DP out of the VP has been previously argued by Diesing (1992) to

target specific objects.

For now I assume that the accusative object originates in the complement of V

and the dative object in spec, VP (as shown in (360)). Third, the movement of the

object out of the VP is connected to accusative case and the information-structural

status of the object in causatives. The evidence from the adverb placement test clearly

show us that the object has to be higher on the clausal spine for it to surface with

accusative case. This is a direct consequence of the structural condition (SCHĀ) given

in (354).
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(354) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

Only objects with +FOCUS feature move out of the VP and get accusative case, as

seen in sentence (350). If objects with +FOCUS feature do not move out of the VP,

it renders the sentence ungrammatical as seen in (351). I argue that the probe on

T◦ is of the form {INT: II, SAT:Ā}. Thus, the probe on the T◦ must copy Ā-features

from its goal to fulfill its Satisfaction condition. What we see in addition to copying

Ā-features is that causative predicates agree with the direct object copies both the

Ā-features (FOC in this case) and ϕ-features from the goal. As result, we see causative

predicates agree with the focused direct object. I argue that this is due to the general

tendency of probes to copy as many features as they can. I describe this as the

Featural Interaction of probes or FIP. But here it is due to a more specific condition on

[Ā]-probes that whenever an [Ā]-probe copies ϕ-features from an NP goal, it must

also copy its Ā-features. I describe this as ABAH in (355).

(355) Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH):

Condition I:

Whenever a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages with a goal β to copy

an [Ā]-feature of that goal, it also wants to copy β’s ϕ-features iff

(i) β is an active goal &

(ii) β is an NP with both Ā-features & ϕ-features

Else

Condition 2:

checks the default option.

A question that must be addressed at this point is how do we stop the probe of the

form [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā } from overgenerating for TOPIC features? To answer this

question I build on Aravind (2018) and propose that probes can be relativized to more

or less specific features. Thus the probe on the FOC◦ and on T◦ will have the structure

in (356). Thus, the probe on the FOC◦ and on T◦ will be satisfied by a DP bearing the

feature structure in (356).
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(356) Feature structure for FOC

Next, I build on Diesing (1997) and claim that objects with +FOCUS feature escape

the existential closure when they move out of the VP, thereby acquiring accusative case

as a form of dependent case (Baker, 2015).8 The agreement on causative predicates

provides evidence in favor of both SCHĀ and FIP (more specifically ABAH). Similar

to the probe on the T◦, the probe on the FOC◦ is of the form given in (357), which

motivates the movement of the focused direct object. I take this to be an overt reflex

of SCHĀ.

(357) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

Thus, SCHĀ as a condition is a crucial part of the derivation. In other words, if

the object does not move to the specifier of the focus position, the sentence is not

considered a well-formed construction. This is sketched in (358) for sentence (350),

and in (359) for (351).9

8I assume that accusative -ne is a downward dependent case whereas the dative -ne is an upward
dependent case.

9This movement of the object is plausibly to the specifier of the focus position as described by
Jayaseelan (2008). Movement of the object to the specifier of the focus position is made explicit in the trees
in (358)-(361) for better clarity.
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(358) X
TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T’

Adv
lagbhag

T’

FocP

DP
ram-ne j Acc

Foc’

vP

ti v’
...

Adv
varamvaar

VP

V ’

Adv
vhello

V ’

t j V◦
dawdaivo

Foc◦

T◦
{SAT:Ā}

(359) *
TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T’

Adv
lagbhag

T’

FocP

Foc’

vP

ti v’
...

Adv
varamvaar

VP

V ’

Adv
vhello

V ’

ram-neAcc V◦
dawdaivo

Foc◦

T◦
{SAT:Ā}

To account for in-situ objects (sentence 352), I propose the following (illustrated

in 360): First, the ergative subject moves to the specifier of TP as previously argued.

Second, the dative case marked object remains in-situ and does not move out like the

accusative case marked object. Third, the in-situ position of the dative case marked

object is confirmed by the adverb placement test in (352) and (353). The sentence is

perfectly grammatical when the dative marked direct object remains in-situ as seen

in (352). However, the sentence cannot be judged perfectly grammatical when the

dative marked direct object moves out of the VP as in (353). Fourth, only objects with

+FOCUS feature can move out of the VP.

Since, the object in (352) does not have the +FOCUS feature due to focus on

the entire VP, it remains in-situ and gets bound by existential closure inside the

VP. The fact that the object in (352) is not the focused element of the sentence was

illustrated in both (343) and (352). The default agreement on the causative predicate

is a result of failed agreement following Preminger (2011). The structural analysis for

sentence (352) is sketched in (360), and for sentence (353) in (361).10 The existentially

bound causee, which is in c-command relation with the null cognate object gets the

dependent dative case. This is mainly because the causee is in a case-competition

scenario with the null cognate object in the same domain; dative case assignment

10Sentence (352) indicates that the Diesing effect, which holds for Hindi-Urdu as shown by Bhatt &
Anagnostopoulou (1996), does not always hold for Surati Gujarati, as the dative case marked direct object
in sentence (352) is ambiguous for specificity/definiteness object, but still does not move out of the VP.
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within the VP is briefly mentioned in Baker (2015:133). Note however that Baker (2015)

does not discuss dative case assignment with respect to information structure.11

(360) X
TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T’

Adv
lagbhag

T’

FocP

Foc’

vP

ti v’

...

Adv
varamvaar

VP

DP
ram-ne j Dat

V ’

Adv
vhellu

V ’

DP

∅
V◦

dawdaivu

Foc◦

T◦
{SAT: Ā}

(361) *
TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T’

Adv
lagbhag

T’

FocP

DP
ram-ne j Dat

Foc’

vP

ti v’

...

Adv
varamvaar

VP

t j V ’

Adv
vhellu

V ’

DP

∅
V◦

dawdaivu

Foc◦

T
{SAT:Ā}

In the following section, I discuss the difference in the Satisfaction conditions

of the probes on the T◦ in the case of causative predicates vs in negation in Surati

Gujarati and the underlying reasons for the differences.

5.8 The difference in the Satisfaction conditions of probes

on T (Causative vs NEG)

The examples in (350) and (351) shows us that such focus-driven object movement is

a crucial piece evidence that SCHĀ seems essential for agreement and information

structure to interact. Further, I propose that the Focus based agreement in Surati

Gujarati causatives is a consequence of ABAH, as this is an example where the probe

on the T◦ in Surati Gujarati copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal. This

probe is of the form in (362). We see an overt reflex of ϕ-features on the causative

predicate only when it engages with a focused argument as in example (350) otherwise

it shows default agreement morphology as in example (352). Thus, it is plausible to

11I remain agnostic about the status of the interaction of FocP with VP, when the focus is on the entire
VP.
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argue that satisfaction condition of the probe can only be fulfilled by a goal that has

Ā-features, in this case [+FOCUS].

(362) Distribution of the probe in Causative constructions in Surati Gujarati

[uP] = {INT:II, SAT:Ā}

TP

T′

vP

vhellu dawdaivu

T◦

{INT:II,SAT:Ā}

If we compare the probe on T◦ in the case of agreement on negation in (363) vs

agreement in causatives in (364), we see a major difference. In (363), the probe on

the T◦ requires ϕ-features to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions.

(363) [uP] = {INT:II, SAT:ϕ}

Whereas in causatives, it requires Ā-features to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions, as

illustrated in (364).

(364) [uP] = {INT:II, SAT:Ā}

The question is how do we account for this difference in Satisfaction conditions

from one context to another? I present what could be an innovative solution to this

problem, One way to account for such a difference would be to call upon a slightly

different version of dynamic interaction conditions as argued in Deal (2020). Deal

argues that a probe satisfied by any ϕ-feature must begin with [ϕ] as its interaction

condition, but this condition can be changed in the course of cycles of Agree. In

the system I develop in this thesis, Satisfaction condition(s) play a more crucial role

than Interaction condition(s). Further, the data from Surati Gujarati (agreement on

negation & agreement in causatives) teaches us that the specification of a probe can

also change with change in the internal structure of the predicates.
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Thus, with ordinary transitive predicates the probe on the T◦ starts out with [ϕ]

as its Satisfaction condition but when the predicate caustivizes this changes the

specification of the probe on the T◦. Independent evidence for this proposal comes

from ingestives. Jerro (2019) building on Krejci (2012) shows that cross-linguistically,

ingestives often pattern with inherent reflexives (shown in (365)) in the directionality

of marking with respect to causatives and in languages like Gujarati and Hindi-Urdu,

inherent reflexives are the base form that causatives are derived from (Such as Gujarati

causative uth-aad: ‘to raise’ from the intransitive uth: ‘to rise’. Shown in (366)).

(365) INGESTIVES
patternwith−−−−−−−−→ INHERENT REFLEXIVES

(366) CAUSATIVES
derivedfrom−−−−−−−−→ INHERENT REFLEXIVES

Intriguingly, ingestives (ordinary transitive predicates) in Surati Gujarati exhibit the

same agreement pattern that causative predicates exhibit. I show this in examples

(368) and (370) for the context in (367) and (369). In example (368) the main verb

maar (‘hit’) agrees with the direct object kutra-ne (‘the dog’) as the context in (367) is

a narrow focus with narrow focus on the direct object.12

(367) CONTEXT: Who did Rita hit?

(368) rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

[kutra-neACC]F

dog.M.SG-ACC

maaryo
hit.PFV.M.SG

‘Rita hit [the dog]F .’

Whereas in example (370), the main verb maar (‘hit’) neither agrees with the subject

nor with the object but shows default neuter agreement morphology as the context

in (369) is a broad focus context.

(369) CONTEXT: What did Rita do?

(370) rita-e
Rita.F.SG-ERG

[kutra-neDAT

dog.M.SG-DAT

maaryu]F

hit.PFV.N.SG

‘Rita [hit the dog]F .’

This shows ingestives seem to have a different internal structure than ordinary

12The pattern illustrated in examples (368) and (370) with ingestives was first observed by Patel (2008)
for Kutchi Gujarati but Patel (2008) does not relate this agreement pattern to Focus.
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transitives and thus the probe in case of ingestive predicates seem to have similar

specifications as is the case with causative predicates. Since this approach is untested

for its scale-ability, I do not claim this to be the case for all languages. I only limit this

to Surati Gujarati examples for now and leave the exploration for future research.

5.9 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, I have presented novel empirical evidence showing that causative

predicates in Surati Gujarati can show default agreement in a context where the

subject is and the direct object are overtly case marked. I show that the difference in

the agreement patterns in Surati Gujarati causative predicates, seems to be due to the

information structure status of the objects and alternation of case is a consequence of

it. The next task was to define the conditions under which we observe case alternation.

While pursuing this task, I determined the information structure and agreement

relationship in Surati Gujarati. I showed that it is the presence or absence of a +FOCUS

feature on the object, which seems to be the necessary condition for case alternation.

Further, I propose that the dative case is assigned along the lines of Baker’s (2015)

dependent case proposal.

To account for all of the above generalizations, I proposed an object shift

analysis that derives both case alternation and the information structure-agreement

relationship in Surati Gujarati. The requirement for object movement out of the VP

is the +FOCUS feature, as objects without the +FOCUS feature remain in-situ. Such

focus-driven object movement is the pre-requisite for accusative case assignment

and a result of the focus driven movement is object agreement on the causative

predicates. Thereby providing evidence that SCHĀ and ABAH given in (354) and (355)

respectively, are crucial for agreement and information structure to interact. This

idea is supported by the empirical data in the chapter, in particular, (350) and (352).

The empirical facts and the analysis in this chapter suggest that object movement for

focus feeds differential object marking.

This focus-driven object movement raises a bigger question on the status of A

vs A-bar movement, as under the Minimalist Program (MP) framework, movement

has been viewed as a concomitant of the operation ‘Agree’, (see Chomsky (2000)) and

focus movements are considered A-bar movements while movement related to case
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assignment is A movement. A-movement (for case) is usually assumed to precede

A-bar movement (for focus). Here, the same movement serves both purposes. Thus,

what drives A and A-bar movement operations in the derivation must be treated as a

major empirical issue.
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Chapter 6

Overambitious probes & towards a

more unified theory of probes

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I show that probes in general can have a tendency to overwork. In

other words, probes can be OVERAMBITIOUS (as argued in Chapter 1, §1.1). They

want to do as much as work as they possibly can in the due course of the derivation.

I describe this OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes in (371) and I call this Featural

interaction on probes (FIP). The term ‘Interaction’ in Featural interaction of probes,

must not be confused with Deal’s (2015) Interaction conditions.

(371) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

I argue that this tendency of probes to overwork is a direct consequence of the

Economy condition on probes, which I first posited in Chapter 1, §1.2, repeated in

(372).

(372) ECONOMY CONDITION ON PROBES: At every step in a derivation, iff two

operations A (copy the entire feature bundle) and B (copy just a single Ā/ϕ-

feature) are possible, since A checks off more features than B, the grammar

prefers A; Else, it checks the default option.

However, this tendency of the probes to bite off more than they can chew1 does

not always produce desired results. The examples of agreement, which we have

seen throughout the course of this thesis, are grammatically acceptable examples

1The phrase that probes bite off more than they can chew has been used by Coon and Keine (2020)
with respect to their Feature Gluttony case study.
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where agreement and information structure interact. In such cases, we get more

information from the agreeing probes than we do in cases of canonical ϕ-feature

agreement. Whereas in cases described by Coon and Keine (2020), it leads to what

they call, Feature Gluttony and it results in grammatically unacceptable constructions.

They argue that Feature Gluttony by itself does not result in ungrammaticality but it

can give rise to unsolvable conflicting requirements for subsequent operations and

hence ineffability. I talk about the Feature Gluttony cases in more detail in §6.5 of

this chapter.

Further, I claim that a probe can have access to the entire feature bundle present

on the goal. However, for this to happen, we need a unified feature geometry, I

propose a revised version of the feature geometry in (373). The feature geometry in

(373) places Ā-features on the node sister to the ϕ-features. Also, P is a superset of

features that contains both the Ā-features and ϕ-features.

(373) Unified Ā &ϕ feature geometry:

P = {ϕ ∪ Ā}

P

ϕ

PART

SPKR ADDR

#

Ā

OP

WH FOC REL

TOP

I will provide evidence for the FIP in three parts. In the First Part, I claim that a

probe whether, [Ā] or [ϕ], has access to the same set of features. in other words, both

an [Ā]-probe and a ϕ-probe can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal, as

shown in (374) and (385), adapted from Baier (2018: 275).2

2The projections CP and TP in (374) are used only for expository reasons. It does not indicate that
only these set of projections are involved in the process of an [Ā]-probe copying [iĀ,iϕ]-features. These
projections can be different for different languages.
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(374) [Ā]-probe copying [iĀ,iϕ] (375) [ϕ]-probe copying [iĀ,iϕ]

In §6.2.3, I will discuss examples from Wh-agreement in Abaza (O’Herin (2002) &

Baier 2018) I follow Baier (2018) who argues that Wh-agreement in Abaza is a clear

case of a [ϕ]-probe copying both ϕ-features and Ā-features. However, there is more

to the probe story than meets the eye. To begin the First Part of the discussion on

the evidence for Featural interaction of probes (FIP), I will illustrate that just like a

[ϕ]-probe, an [Ā]-probe can also copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features from its goal.

For this, I present evidence with data from agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati

as another piece of evidence to argue that an [Ā]-probe can copy both ϕ-features

and Ā-features from a goal. Further, I use data from complementizer agreement in

Lubuksu, described in Baier (2018). In Lubuksu, both subject extraction and object

extraction require the presence of agreeing complementizer. In the case of subject

extraction, this agreeing complementizer is realized as a prefix on the verb to the

left of the normal agreement suffix. As a result of these empirical observations from

Wh-agreement in Abaza, complementizer agreement in Lubukusu, and agreement

on negation in Surati Gujarati, I argue for a more unified approach to probes and I

propose the Probe Uniformity Condition (PUC), given in (376).

(376) PROBE UNIFORMITY CONDITION (PUC):

Narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. Narrow

syntax is only concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on probe.

PUC states that narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. It

is only concerned with making sure that the Satisfaction conditions on a probe are

fulfilled.

In the Second Part, I will cite examples from agreement in Nez Perce from Deal

(2015) to show that in several contexts, a probe can agree with more than one goal.
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Also I will argue that this is due to the basic tendency of probes, described as FIP

in (371). In the Third and final Part, I will discuss contexts of what Coon and Keine

(2020) call Feature Gluttony and argue that these contexts provide more evidence in

favour of my claim that probes have a tendency to overwork. Except, that in Feature

Gluttony cases, this tendency often results in ungrammaticality.

6.2 First Part: Evidence for FIP

In this section, I will discuss data from agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati

(Joshi, 2019) and complementizer agreement in Lubukusu (Diercks (2010) via Baier

2018) to show that an [Ā]-probe can copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features from a goal.

Subsequently, to provide more evidence for FIP, with data from Wh-agreement in

Abaza. I build on Baier (2018), who argues that Wh-agreement in Abaza is a clear case

of a [ϕ]-probe copying both ϕ-features and Ā-features.

6.2.1 Agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati

In this section, I describe data from the agreement in Surati Gujarati, to provide

evidence for the argument that an [Ā]-probe can copy both Ā-features andϕ-features.

I provide a detailed description and analysis of negation in Surati Gujarati in Chapter

4 of this thesis. However, I will repeat some of the key data points and generalizations

in the interest of the reader. Recall that in Chapter 4, (§4.1), I showed that Surati

Gujarati has three main ways of negating a proposition, nahi, nathi and nho-. Of the

three forms only one form of negation, only nho-, can agree with the subject or the

object with respect to number and gender.

In sentence (378) the negation marker nho- agrees with the subject Shahrukh

with respect to masculine, singular features. An important point to note here is that

the agreement on the negation marker tracks a contrastively focused argument. In

example (378) for the context in (377), the subject Shahrukh is contrastively focused;

as a result, nho- agrees with the subject.

(377) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not get a goat.
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(378) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

In sentence (380) the negation marker nho- agrees with the object bakri (‘goat’) with

respect to feminine, singular features. In example (380) for the context in (379), the

direct object bakri (‘goat’) is contrastively focused; as a result, the nho- agrees with

the direct object.

(379) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

the goat.

(380) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently but something

else.’

There are a few crucial observations to be made here: First, agreement on the negation

in examples (378) and (380) tracks a contrastively focused argument (To read more

on the details of the syntactic analysis of the data set in examples (378) and (380),

refer to Chapter 4, section 4.8). Second, the agreeing element in the sentence always

appears to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’). For instance, in example

(380), the negation marker nho- agrees with the contrastively focused object bakri

(‘goat’). Comparing example (380) to example (378), the structural position of the

direct object bakri (‘goat’) in example (380) is higher than in (378), as it appears to

the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’) and it carries an overt accusative case

marker in (380). Whereas in example (378) the direct object bakri (‘goat’) appears

lower on the clausal structure, to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

Recall, that in Chapter 4, (§4.7) I argued that this movement has a mixed A/Ā-profile.

Thus, I attribute the movement of the argument (direct object, in this case) to

the structural requirement for Ā-agreement, which I call SCHĀ. I will discuss the

cross-linguistic impact of SCHĀ in Chapter 7 of this thesis.
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Next, the fact that the agreement on negation can track a contrastively focused

argument is a direct consequence of the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of the probes, given

in (371) as FIP. I argue with data from negation in Surati Gujarati that [Ā]-probes can

copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features. It is precisely due to this property of the [Ā]-

probe that a negation marker can show agreement for number and gender features of

the argument it agrees with. I illustrate the distribution of the probes in Surati Gujarati

negation contexts in (381). I show that the probe on the NEG◦ requires Ā-features to

fulfill its Satisfaction conditions, and the probe on the T◦ requires ϕ-features to fulfill

its Satisfaction conditions.

(381) Distribution of probes in Surati Gujarati negation

[uP1] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

[uP2] = {INT: II, SAT:ϕ}

TP

NegP

vP

VP v◦

Neg◦

uP1

T◦

uP2

Agreement of the main verb laav- with the subject Shahrukh in both the examples

(378) and (380) is an overt reflex of the probe on the T◦. Whereas it is the presence

of the probe on the NEG◦ that gives the agreement patterns we observe on the

negation marker nho-. If we model the data of agreement on negation in Surati

Gujarati in the sense of Interaction and Satisfaction conditions given in Deal (2015),

its representation would look in (382).

(382) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

According to (382), the probe will halt its search only when its Satisfaction conditions

are met. In this case, the searching will halt only when the probe on the NEG◦ finds

the Ā-feature (contrastive focus feature) on a goal.

It is important to note that I assume a revised feature geometry given in (373).
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The claim that a probe has access to the entire feature bundle on the goal is based on

the revised version of the feature geometry, which allows us to have a more unified

approach to the theory of feature copying. Next, I discuss data from complementizer

agreement in Lubukusu that serves as additional evidence for ABAH.

6.2.2 Complementizer agreement in Lubukusu

In this section, I will show with data from complementizer agreement in Lubukusu

that an [Ā]-probe can copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features from a goal. In Lubukusu,

both subject extraction and object extraction require the presence of agreeing

complementizer. It is very important to bear in mind that an [Ā]-probe can interact

withϕ-features of a goal, but it will not meet its satisfaction condition (in the sense of

Deal (2015)) until it finds a goal with the appropriate Ā-feature. After copying features

from one bearer of the feature [Ā], the Agree algorithm will halt. I argue that the probe

in Lubukusu is of the form in (383). It requires Ā-features to fulfill its Satisfaction

conditions and it is a TYPE-II probe. Simply put, this probe interacts only with the

goal that fulfills its Satisfaction conditions.

(383) [uP] = {INT: II, SAT:Ā }

Bantu languages have extensive noun class systems, and Lubukusu is no exception

to this. Every noun is marked with a particular noun class with a prefix. The classes

are numbered in pairings in which odd numbers (1,3,5,...) encode singular and even

numbers (2,4,6,...) encode plural number information. Note, that verbs in Lubukusu

agree with their subjects for noun class, as shown in (384) and (385). In example (384),

the verb a-a-tim-a (‘run’) agrees with the subject omwaana (‘child’) for Noun class 1.

(384) omwaana
CL1.child

a-a-tim-a
CL1.SUBJ-PST-run-FV

‘The child ran’. (Wasike (2006): 236 via Baier 2018: 127)

In example (385), the verb a-kwa (‘fall’) agrees with the subject sisiindu (‘thing’) for

Noun class 7.

(385) sisiindu
CL7.thing

sy-a-kwa
CL7.SUBJ-PST-fall
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‘The thing fell’. (Diercks 2010:117 via Baier 2018:127)

Now let us turn to complementizer agreement contexts in Lubukusu. In Lubukusu,

both subject extraction and object extraction require the presence of an agreeing

complementizer. In the case of subject extraction as in example (386), when the

subject sisiindu (‘the thing’) is extracted the complementizer si-sy agrees with the

subject sisiindu (‘the thing’) for Noun class 7 and it is realised as a prefix on the verb

a-kwa (‘fall’) to the left of the normal agreement suffix. I show this in example (386).

Subject relative clause: Agreeing complementizer

(386) sisiindu
CL7.thing

si-sy-a-kwa
CL7.C-CL7.SUBJ-PAST-fall

‘The thing which fell.’ (Diercks 2010: 11)

In the case of object extraction, the agreeing complementizer surfaces to the left of

the subject as a separate word. In example (387), when the object kamatunda (‘the

fruit’) is extracted, the complementizer ni-ko agrees with the object kamatunda (‘the

fruit’) for Noun class 6. However, unlike the subject extraction example in (386), the

complementizer appears as a separate word in example (387).

Object relative clause: Agreeing complementizer

(387) kamatunda
CL6

ni-ko
C-CL6

babaandu
CL2.person

baakula
CL2.SUBJ-PST-buy

likoloba
yesterday

‘The fruit that people bought yesterday.’ (Diercks 2010: 117)

Thus, based on the theory of Agree I develop in this thesis, I argue that subject/object

extraction triggering agreement on the complementizer is a direct consequence of

my structural condition, I call SCHĀ, given in (388).

(388) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

As for the complementizer agreeing with a goal with Ā-features, I argue that the C◦
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in Lubukusu hosts the [Ā]-probe. The idea that the C◦ is the locus of [Ā]-probe is

a widely accepted theoretical idea, and it has been argued for several languages in

Miyagawa (2017). Miyagawa argues that both ϕ-features and δ-features (discourse

configurational features, my Ā-features) originate on the C◦.

Moving on to the noun class agreement features present on the complementizers

in examples (386) and (387), I attribute this to FIP given in (371). I argue that

complementizers agreeing for both Ā-features and ϕ-features is due to the general

tendency of probes to be OVERAMBITIOUS.

Further, I propose that a probe can have access to the entire feature bundle on a

goal(s). In other words, both the probes ([Ā] and ϕ) have access to the same set of

features and thus an [Ā]-probe copying both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal is

a possibility. A result of that is explicitly seen in examples (386) and (387), where the

complementizer agrees with the extracted subject (386) or the extracted object (387),

for noun class features. I illustrate the analysis in (389).3

(389) [Ā]-probe demonstrating FIP in Lubukusu: (Adapted from Baier (2018): 278)

In addition to FIP, which is a condition on probes in general, I propose a condition

specific to [Ā]-probes. I call it Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH) in (390). According to

the condition in (390), every time an [Ā]-probe engages with a goal that has both

Ā-features and ϕ-features, it wants to copy both, these features from the goal. This

behavior is not surprising given FIP in (371) and the feature geometry in (373).

3(389) is adapted from Baier (2018). However, he argues for the presence of two different probes an
[Ā]-probe and a ϕ-probe, in the derivation. I argue for the presence of a single probe, as a single probe is
enough to exhibit agreement for both Ā-features and ϕ-features within my system of agree.
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(390) Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH):

Condition I:

Whenever a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages with a goal β to copy

an [Ā]-feature of that goal, it also wants to copy β’s ϕ-features iff

(i) β is an active goal &

(ii) β is an NP with both Ā-features & ϕ-features

Else

Condition 2:

checks the default option.

As a result of FIP (& ABAH, in this case), complementizer agreement in Lubukusu

illustrates that an [Ā]-probe can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features and provides a

crucial piece of evidence to my claim that probes are OVERAMBITIOUS, i.e., probes

in general have a tendency to overwork. If we model the data of complementizer

agreement in Lubukusu in the sense of Interaction and Satisfaction conditions given

in Deal (2015), its representation would look like in (391).

(391) [uP] = [INT: II, SAT: Ā]

According to (391), the probe will halt its search only when its Satisfaction conditions

are met. In this case, the searching will halt only when the probe finds the Ā-feature

on a goal, which is exactly what we see in the complementizer agreement examples

in (386) and (387).

So far, we have seen evidence in favor of the claim that an [Ā]-probe can copy

both Ā-features and ϕ-features. I presented data and analysis from from agreement

on negation in Surati Gujarati in section 6.2.1 and complementizer agreement in

Lubukusu in section 6.2.2 to substantiate my claim. The claim on [Ā]-probes also

serves as a part of evidence for the overall claim mentioned in FIP, which is that probes

are OVERAMBITIOUS. The next part of the evidence for FIP comes from Wh-agreement

in Abaza. Here, I build on work by Baier (2018) who argues that a [ϕ]-probe can copy

both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal.
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6.2.3 Wh-agreement in Abaza

In this section, I show that the Wh-agreement pattern in Abaza, (a language spoken

in Russia) is of utility in illustrating my claim on the theory of probes (that is probes

are OVERAMBITIOUS). I start by laying out some basic agreement patterns in Abaza,

followed by the core data on Wh-agreement in the language.

6.2.3.1 Basic agreement patterns in Abaza

Based on data from O’Herin (2002), Baier (2018) reports that verbs in Abaza display

an ergative-absolutive agreement pattern. The agreement on the verbs is for person,

number, and gender. I show agreement in declarative clauses with intransitive and

transitive verbs in the examples below.

In example (392), the intransitive verb Qw@yd (‘run’) agrees with the subject with

respect to second person, plural features.

Intransitive verb:

(392) Swarai

2PL

Sw
i -Qw@yd

2PL-RUN

‘You(PL) run.’ (O’Herin (2002) via Baier 2018:56)

In example (393), the main verb see agrees with the second person plural object.

Thus, we see the prefix Sw- on the verb see.

Transitive verb:

(393) proi

3SG.F

prok

2PL

Sw@k -li -bat’
2PL-3SG.F-see

‘She saw you(PL).’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 56)

Intransitive subjects and transitive subjects control one agreement, as seen in

examples (392) and (393), respectively. Transitive subjects control a different

paradigm, here illustrated by the 3SG.F prefix l- in (393) and the absolutive suffix s- in

(394).
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Transitive verb:

(394) proi

1SG

prok

3SG.INAN

yk -p-si -q@d
3SG.INAN-PFV-1SG-break

‘I broke it.’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 56)

After looking at some of the basic agreement patterns in Abaza, let us now turn to the

Wh-agreement paradigm in Abaza.

6.2.3.2 Wh-Agreement in Abaza

Within the Wh-agreement paradigm, each agreement paradigm includes a mor-

pheme that indexes arguments bearing Ā-features: y- for absolutive agreement and

z- for ergative agreement. I illustrate these in the examples below.

Absolutive Wh-agreement: y-

In examples (395) and (396), the prefix y- appears only in the absolutive context.

(395) a-cwwal
DEF-sack

dzac’w@y@
what

y@-ta-wa
ABS.WH-IN-PRS

‘What is in the sack?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 58)

In example (396), the prefix y- that appears on the main verb see, cross-references the

wh-word dzac’w@y@ (‘who’) in the absolutive context.

(396) Izmir
Izmir

pro
3PL

dzac’w@y@
who

y@-r-bawaz
ABS.WH-3PL-see.PL.PST

‘Who did they see in Izmir?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 58)

Now let us look at the ergative Wh-agreement patterns. In the ergative patterns the

prefix z- surfaces. I show this in examples (397) and (398) below.

Ergative Wh-agreement: z-

In example (397), both the Wh-word d@zda (‘who’) and the verb z@G@cj (‘steal’)

carry the prefix z-.

(397) d@zda
who

s-axcja
1SG-money

z@G@cj

ERG.WH-steal
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‘Who stole my money?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 58)

In example (398), the Wh-word d@zda (‘who’) and the main verb y-na-z-axw (‘take’)

carry the prefix z-.

(398) a-facj@Gw

DEF-sugar
a-finjjan
DEF-cup

a-pn@
3SG.INAN-AT

d@zda
who

y-na-z-axw

3SG.INAN-PFV-ERG.WH-take
‘Who took the sugar out of the cup?’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 58)

Baier (2018) analyzes the z- as a marker of Ā-feature on the verb. O’Herin (2002)

analyzes it as a Wh-agreement marker. Crucial evidence for this claim stems from

the fact that these prefixes (y- and mainly z-), apart from appearing in wh-questions,

these prefixes cross-reference the null operator found in relative clauses, as in exam-

ples (399) and (400).

Absolutive relative clause in Abaza:

(399) CP[Opi pro
3SG.M

y@-aw@-y-Sjt@-z]
ABS.WH-3SG.M-throw-PST

a-haq w-d@wi

DEF-stone-big
‘The big rock that he threw.’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 59)

O’Herin (2002) argues that relativization in Abaza involves Ā-movement of the null

operator to Spec-CP. Evidence for this comes from the fact that possessors relatives

involve pied pipping of the possessed DP to the left edge of the clause, as seen in

example (400).

(400) [CP [DP Opi zi -phw@s]k

POSS-WH-wife
y-pa
3SG.POSS-son

tk y@-z-zak-wa ]
3SG.M.ABS-3SG.M.ERG-HIT-PTCP

a-qac’ai

DEF-man
‘The man whose wife his son hits.’ (O’Herin 2002 via Baier 2018: 59)

Baier (2018) argues that the reason an Ā-feature ends up on a feature bundle with

ϕ-features is because ϕ-probe are sensitive to Ā-features. He further argues that such

a behavior of ϕ-probes is a direct consequence of the way ϕ-probes interact, in the

sense of Deal (2015). To extend Baier’s (2018) analysis and observations, I propose

that the reason an Ā-feature ends up on a ϕ-probe is because of the condition I call,
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FIP. I discuss my proposal for Wh-agreement in Abaza in the following subsection.

6.2.3.3 Discussion

After having established that in Wh-agreement cases in Abaza, an Ā-feature ends up

on a feature bundle with ϕ-features, I argue that this is a direct consequence of FIP.

The crux of FIP is to argue that for a probe to be able to copy both Ā-features and

ϕ-features from a goal, it must have access to the entire feature bundle. Recall that in

the previous section (§6.2.1 & §6.2.2), with data from agreement on negation in Surati

Gujarati and complementizer agreement in Lubukusu, I discussed and illustrated

how an [Ā]-probe can copy both Ā-features andϕ-features from a goal. Here, however,

with data from Abaza, following Baier (2018), I argue that this behavior is not unique

to an [Ā]-probe. The main reason why an Ā-feature ends up on a feature bundle

with ϕ-features in Abaza Wh-agreement is because probes have access to the entire

feature bundle on a goal. I illustrate this in (401).

(401) [ϕ]-probe demonstrating FIP in Abaza: (Baier 2018: 66)

Wh-agreement in Abaza is thus an intriguing evidence in favor of the argument

that a [ϕ]-probe too can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features. Further, since probes

are what I call, OVERAMBITIOUS, it is a general tendency of probes to overwork. The

proposal that a probe has access to the entire feature bundle on a goal requires a

more unified feature geometry.

In this section, building on Baier’s (2018) arguments, I show with data from Wh-

agreement in Abaza that even a [ϕ]-probe can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features.

If we consider all the empirical arguments presented in §6.2, this points toward an

observation that the distinction between different types of probes is not as clear as

we previously thought as in Chomsky (2001). To show this, I described agreement

patterns which demonstrate that in languages such as Lubukusu and Surati Gujarati
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an [Ā]-probe can copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features, and Abaza is an example

where a [ϕ]-probe can also copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features from a goal.

To capture this generalization, I propose the PUC in (402). I argue that narrow

syntax does not differentiate between different types of probes ([ϕ]-probe vs [Ā]-

probe). This does not change the fact that a Wh-probe must look for the relevant

Wh-element. I suggest a minor modification to the model proposed in Deal (2015). I

propose that although a probe has both Interaction and Satisfaction conditions,

as argued in Deal (2015), narrow syntax is mainly concerned with fulfilling the

Satisfaction conditions on a probe.

(402) PROBE UNIFORMITY CONDITION (PUC)

Narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. Narrow

syntax is only concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on probe.

The probes in the system I developed in this thesis are of the following forms:

(403) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:ϕ}

(404) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:Ā }

A blank (‘_’) in the representation of probes in (403) and (404) is not meant to indicate

that a probe does not have an Interaction conditions. However, it represents the

possibility of Interaction conditions to be of different types. I describe these different

types of Interaction conditions in Table 6.1.

For the Interaction conditions, there are at least two distinct TYPES of patterns

observed cross-linguistically. These patterns form the core of the arguments I develop

in this thesis, thus, it is crucial to take note of these differences. I summarize these

patterns in Table 6.1.4

In the following section, I provide an interim summary before we move on to the

new evidence in favor of FIP from the agreement paradigm in Nez Perce.

4The patterns described in Table 6.1 is not an exhaustive list of patterns observed cross-linguistically.
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Table 6.1: Crosslinguistic patterns for Interaction condition

TYPES Example

TYPE-I A probe interacts with a goal other than the one
that fulfills its satisfaction conditions

Nez Perce

TYPE-II A probe interacts only with the goal that fulfills
its satisfaction conditions.

Surati
Gujarati,
Lubukusu

6.3 Interim Summary

In this chapter, so far I have argued in favor of FIP, which outlines the general tendency

of probes to be OVERAMBITIOUS. I describe FIP in (405).

(405) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

It is widely accepted that ϕ-probes can only interact with ϕ-features and [Ā]-probes

can only interact with Ā-features such as TOP, FOC, WH, AND REL. However, I argue

that every probe can access and interact with the entire feature bundle on the goal.

Nevertheless, their satisfaction conditions in the sense of Deal (2015) maybe different.

As evidence to my claim, I provided data from complementizer agreement in

Lubukusu and agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati to show that [Ā]-probes can

copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal.

However, an [Ā]-probe copying both Ā-features and ϕ-features from a goal is just

one part of the story. An immediate question that would arise in the minds of the

readers is on the status of the [ϕ]-probe. If probes are indeed OVERAMBITIOUS as I

describe in FIP, then even a [ϕ]-probe should be able to copy both sets of features (Ā-

features andϕ-features) from a goal. And that is exactly what we see inWh-agreement

in Abaza as argued in Baier (2018).

In Wh-agreement cases in Abaza, we see that an Ā-feature that ends up on an

otherwise ϕ-feature set in cases when the goal carries an Ā-feature. Coupled with the

Abaza Wh-agreement data, this chapter sketches a neat picture to show how both the

types of the probes (a [ϕ]-probe and an [Ā]-probe) have access to the entire feature
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set. I summarize the evidence and findings so far in Table 6.2 below. In Table 6.2. The

checkmark (‘X’) in the table represents that the strategy of the copying of features by

the probes is available for that particular language. For instance, a checkmark (‘X’)

in the second column for Lubukusu indicates that Lubukusu has shows [Ā]-probe

copying [iϕ,iĀ]-features.

Table 6.2: Summary of Evidence for FIP: First Part

Languages [Ā]-probe copying
[iϕ,iĀ]

[ϕ]-probe copying
[iϕ,iĀ]

Example

Surati Gujarati X (378)-(380)

Lubukusu X (386)-(387)

Abaza X (395)-(398)

In the following section, I present evidence from complementizer agreement in

Nez Perce. Deal (2015) shows that complementizer agreement in Nez perce can agree

with multiple goals in some syntactic configurations vis-à-vis agreeing with a single

goal.

6.4 Second Part: Evidence for Featural interaction of

probes in Nez Perce

6.4.1 Introducing the core pattern

I give the core pattern of complementizer agreement in Nez Perce in examples (406)

and (407). This core pattern in Nez Perce suggests that when the subject is 2nd person

and the object is 1st person, there is agreement only with the 2nd person subject.

However, when the arguments are reversed, there is agreement with both the subject

and the object.

In example (406), the subject is 2nd person and the object is 1st person. As a

result, the complementizer ke- carries a suffix -m, and it agrees only with the 2nd

person subject.

(406) ke-m
C-2

kaa
then

pro.2
pro.2

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.1
pro.1

2SUBJ/1 OBJ:‘When you call me.’ (Deal (2015): 03)
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However, in example (407), the subject is 1st person, and the object is 2nd person,

and as a result, the complementizer agrees with both the subject and the object. Thus,

we see two suffixes, -m and -ex, on the complementizer ke- in example (407).

(407) ke-m-ex
C-2-1

kaa
then

pro.1
pro.1

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.2
pro.2

1 SUBJ/2 OBJ: ‘When I call you.’ (Deal (2015): 03)

It is precisely to handle the data in examples (406) and (407) that Deal proposed the

Interaction and Satisfaction conditions on probes. I give those conditions below in

(408). Deal argues that the features which are transferred to a probe by Agree need

not be confined to those which cause the probe to stop probing. To be more precise,

Deal proposes that we must distinguish Interaction condition(s) and Satisfaction

condition(s), given in (408) and illustrated in (409).

(408) Interaction and Satisfaction in ϕ-agreement: (Deal (2016) :03)

A probe H may interact with feature set F even if it may only be satisfied

feature set G, G ⊆ F.

a. Interaction: Probe H interacts with feature [f] by copying [f] to H.

b. Satisfaction: Probe H is satisfied by feature G if copying G to H makes H

stop probing.

(409) Interaction & Satisfaction conditions:

When a probe interacts with a feature but it is not satisfied by that feature, it

continues searching until its satisfaction condition is met. This allows probes to Agree

with multiple goals in their c-command domain, as shown in (409).
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6.4.2 Complementizer agreement in Nez Perce is not clitic

doubling

It is very crucial to establish that the patterns observed in the complementizer ke- in

Nez Perce is agreement and not clitic doubling. Deal (2015) extensively argues that

complementizers involve agreement in Nez Perce and not clitic doubling. The first

piece of evidence against a clitic doubling analysis that Deal (2015) presents is that

the features present on the complementizer in CA do not behave as an atomic unit in

morphological terms. In (410), for instance, the subject’s [PL] and [SPKR] features are

realized on C by -pe and -ex, respectively, with the object’s [ADDR] feature realized in

between:

(410) ke-pe-m-ex
C-PL-2-1

kaa
then

proSUBJ

PRO.1PL

cewcew-t´ee’nix
telephone-TAM

proOBJ

PRO.2SG

1PL/2SG: ‘when we call you(SG).’ (Deal (2015): 08)

This is type of morphology is unexpected, particularly on the clitic doubling analysis,

where the baseline expectation is that a clitic should remain pronoun-like, both in

morphology and in syntax.

A second argument draws on the tense-invariance test proposed by Nevins (2011).

The essential claim of the test is that clitics have the same form no matter what

features are present on the heads they are cliticized to. The logic of this test is as

follows: Suppose T undergoes agree and is realized as an agreement morpheme.

Since both ϕ-features and tense features are present on the probe, the realization

of the former may well be sensitive to the latter. By contrast, suppose T hosts a

pronominal clitic (a D element, for Nevins) by head-adjunction. In this case, Nevins

proposes that realization of the clitic cannot be sensitive to the particular tense

feature present on T. Thus, against this backdrop, Deal argues that Nez Perce contains

a set of uncontroversial 2nd-person pronominal clitics, listed in Table (6.3).

These are optional. They are case-and TAM-invariant, as shown in Deal (To

appear c). Further, they are impossible to modify, as shown in (411) below, and they

can also double full pronouns, as shown in (412)-(413).

(411) ’iim-cim
2SG.NOM-only

’imee-cim
2PL.NOM-only

*’ee-cim
*2SG.CLITIC-only

*’eetx-cim
*2PL.CLITIC-only
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Table 6.3: Second person clitics

’ee 2nd person singular

’eetx 2nd person plural

kiye 1st person plural inclusive
(1st person + 2nd person)

(412) proSUBJ

PRO.1SG

’ime-n´e
2SG.ACC

’ee
2SG.CLITIC

’iy´oo^xoo-sa
wait.for-TAM

‘I’m waiting for you (sg).’

(413) ’Iim
2SG.NOM

’ee
2SG.CLITIC

wee-s
be-PRES

wepcuux
smart

‘You (sg) are smart.’

Thus, based on the data in (411)-(413), Deal (2015) argues that if ’ee/’eetx/kiye are

indeed pronominal clitics, and the form of clitics may not change depending on

the features of the head they are adjoined to, then 2nd person Complementizer

agreement marker -m cannot be a clitic. It must be an agreement suffix.

A third argument demonstrates that complementizers show agreement and

not clitic doubling which comes from locality effects. Deal (2015) argues that

locality effects show that complementizers in some way involve agree, a phase-

bounded operation. Consider the data in (414). Example (414) shows that the

complementizer ke- cannot agree into an embedded CP. As a result, the version with

the complementizer ke carrying the first person singular suffix x- is unacceptable.

(414) ke(*x)
C-(*1)

kaa
then

Beth
Beth.NOM

hi-nak-saqa
3SUBJ-think-TAM

[CP ’iin-e-cim
1SG-ACC-only

proSUBJ

PRO.3SG

hi-weqy-uu-yu’ ]
3SUBJ-rain-APPL-TAM

‘when Beth thought it was going to rain on only me.’

The data in (414) indicates that this effect is naturally explained if complementizer

agreement involves agree, which is phase-bounded, and CP is a phase.5 Thus, based

on the above arguments Deal (2015) concludes that Nez Perce complementizers

reflects Agree proper. Now after having established that the complementizers in Nez

5For more discussion on diagnostics in favor of an agree based analysis, refer to Deal (2015).
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Perce exhibit agree and not clitic doubling, I will now move on to discuss and show

how complementizer agreement in Nez Perce serves as evidence for my claim in FIP

in the following section.

6.4.3 Discussion

The core data from complementizer agreement in Nez Perce serves as evidence to

my claim in the Featural interaction of probes, given in (415).

(415) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

I give the core patterns in (406) and (407), repeated in (416) and (417). When the

subject is 2nd person and the object is 1st person, there is agreement only with the

2nd person subject. However, when the arguments are reversed, however, there is

agreement with both the subject and the object.

In example (416), the subject is 2nd person and the object is 1st person. As a

result, the complementizer ke- carries a suffix -m, and it agrees only with the 2nd

person subject.

(416) ke-m
C-2

kaa
then

pro.2
pro.2

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.1
pro.1

2SUBJ/1 OBJ:‘when you call me.’ (Deal (2015): 03)

However, in example (417), the subject is 1st person and the object is 2nd person, and

as a result, the complementizer agrees with both the subject and the object. Thus we

see two suffixes -m and -ex, on the complementizer ke- in example (417).

(417) ke-m-ex
C-2-1

kaa
then

pro.1
pro.1

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.2
pro.2

1 SUBJ/2 OBJ: ‘when I call you.’ (Deal (2015): 03)

What we observe in example (417) is that a probe possibly agrees with more than

one goal. Deal (2015) argues that one way to account for such patterns is to posit a

probe that interacts with multiple feature bundles since it does not have Satisfaction

conditions. Deal calls it an Insatiable probe.
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My account in FIP predicts that given a choice between copying more features

vs copying just a single feature, probes will copy as many features as they can. That

is exactly what we find in examples (416) and (417), where a single probe seems to

agree with multiple goals. It is important to note that this behavior of probes that we

find in Nez Perce is different when compared to the examples from complementizer

agreement in Lubukusu, agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati, and Wh-agreement

in Abaza discussed in section 6.2. The main difference is that in all these languages

there was always some interaction between agreement and information structure.

Whereas in Nez Perce, as Deal (2015) argues, it is only the [ϕ]-probe that seems to

copy more ϕ-features than its requirement. As a result, I argue that data from Nez

Perce not only serves as evidence for FIP but also presents a different pattern, further

strengthening my claim on the OVERAMBITIOUS tendency of probes. These patterns

though different, outline a more basic tendency of probes, i.e. to be OVERAMBITIOUS.

Table 6.4 illustrates the three separate patterns in the behavior of probes that we have

seen so far.

Table 6.4: OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes (A summary so far)

STRATEGIES EMPLOYED CASE-STUDY

PATTERN-I [Ā]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Lubukusu, Surati Gujarati

PATTERN-II [ϕ]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Abaza

PATTERN-III [ϕ]-probe copying multiple
ϕ-features

Nez Perce

Further, the condition in FIP predicts that this behavior of probes is not always

visible. This prediction is also borne out in the Nez Perce cases. It must be noted that

for the probes to express their general tendency of being OVERAMBITIOUS there must

be a favorable syntactic context available.

This context could be language specific. Returning to Nez Perce, here, the probe

cannot engage with multiple goals in cases when all the arguments are in 3rd person

forms. I illustrate this in example (418). In (418), the complementizer ke- does not

agree with any argument and, as a result, has no suffix attached to it. I discuss the

restrictions on the Featural interaction of probes in more details in §6.5.4 of this
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chapter.

(418) ke
C

kaa
then

Angel-nim
Angel-ERG

pe-cew’cew’-teetu
3/3-telephone-TAM

Tatlo-na
Tatlo-ACC

3SG/3SG: ‘when Angel calls Tatlo.’

Thus, Nez Perce is an important piece in the puzzle and adds to our understanding

of the nature of probes. In all the examples we have seen so far (summarized in

Table 6.3), this overambitious nature of probes did not produce detrimental results.

However, there is another side to this story. In the following section, I discuss results

from German copular constructions, which Coon and Keine (2020) analyse as Feature

Gluttony cases. It is here, that this tendency of the probes to overwork results in

undesired consequences.

6.5 Third Part: Evidence for FIP in German Copular

constructions: Feature Gluttony cases

In this section, I explore the feature structure of probes themselves by looking at

hierarchy effects in copular constructions in German with data from Coon & Keine

(2020); Coon, Keine, and Wagner (2017); and Keine, Wagner, and Coon (2019).

6.5.1 Introduction

In Coon and Keine (2020), they develop a new model to account for the syntactic

hierarchy effects, including those found in Person Case Constraint (PCC) effects

(Perlmutter 1971; Bonet 1991; Anagnostopoulou (2004); Nevins 2007), Icelandic

dative–nominative constructions (Sigurðsson 1996; Sigurðsson 2008), and German

copular constructions (Coon, Keine, and Wagner 2017; Keine, Wagner, and Coon

2019). However, I will restrict the discussion in this section to the German copular

constructions.

The distinguishing feature of hierarchy effects is that a configuration containing

two DPs is grammatical or ungrammatical depending on the relative ranking of

the two DPs with respect to some grammatical hierarchy—for example, 1 > 2 > 3

for person, or PL > SG for number. Much previous work on hierarchy effects has

argued that these and other hierarchy-inducing configurations arise in environments
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in which two accessible DPs are found in the same domain. as a single agreeing

verbal head (e.g., Anagnostopoulou 2003, 2005; Béjar and Rezac 2003; Nevins 2007;

Preminger 2014, 2019; Pancheva and Zubizarreta 2018; Oxford 2019; Stegovec 2020;

via Coon and Bale 2020; among many others). This is schematized in (419).

(419) [Probe◦ [... DP1 ...[ ... DP2... ] ] ]

Coon & Keine (2020) propose that hierarchy effects are the result of having too

much agree. Specifically, they argue that in hierarchy-violating structures, a probe

participates in more than one agree relation, effectively “biting off more than it can

chew,” a configuration that they refer to as feature gluttony. I illustrate what a feature

gluttony context would look like in (420).

(420) FEATURE GLUTTONY (Coon & Keine 2020:3)

Feature gluttony arises when agree takes place in addition to agree with the higher

DP. Coon & Keine (2020) are feature gluttony are cases of agree mainly because these

effects disappear in configurations in which no agree takes place. In the following

subsection, I describe the core patterns in German copular constructions.

6.5.2 Core data

Coon, Keine, & Wagner (2017) and Keine, Wagner, & Coon (2019) investigate a curious

person and number restriction in so-called “assumed-identity” sentences in German.

In such sentences, one DP is assigned the role of another DP (e.g., in a play or a game

of charades; for more see Heycock 2012 and Béjar & Kahnemuyipour 2017). I give the

examples in (421) and (422).

For example, (421) conveys the meaning that the hearer is assigned the role

of Martin to impersonate in a play or game, whereas, (422) conveys the meaning

that a group of children are together playing the role of a tree. For instance, while

the 2 > 3 configuration in (421) is grammatical, the 3 > 2 configuration in (422) is

ungrammatical.
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Person Hierarchy (Coon and Keine (2020): 31)

(421) Du
you.NOM

bist
are

Martin
Martin.NOM

‘You are Martin.’ (X 2 > 3)

(422) *?Martin
Martin.NOM

ist
is

du
you.NOM

cf. ‘Martin is you.’ (* 3 > 2)

In addition, there is a number hierarchy effect such that the PL > SG configuration in

(423) is possible, but the SG > PL configuration in (424) is not.

Number Hierarchy (Coon and Keine (2020):31)

(423) Die
the

Kinder
children.NOM

sind
are

der
the

Baum
tree.NOM

‘The children are the tree.’ (X PL > SG)

(424) *?Maria
Maria.NOM

ist
is

die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

cf. ‘Maria is the trees.’ (* SG > PL)

Coon, Keine, & Wagner’s (2017) and Keine, Wagner, & Coon’s (2019) suggest that the

ungrammatical configurations are those in (425).

(425) Hierarchy effects in German copular constructions (Coon and Keine (2020):

31)

a. *3 > [PART]

b. * SG > PL

As mentioned earlier, one of the central reasons why Coon and Keine (2020)

analyze these syntactic hierarchy effects, or what they call feature gluttony as cases

of agree, is because these hierarchy effects disappear in configurations in which no

agree takes place (for instance, in non-finite clauses). I give these examples in (426)

and (427). In example (426), the person hierarchy effects seem to have disappeared,

as 3 > 2 configuration, is acceptable in contrast to example (422).
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(426) Martin
Martin.NOM

scheint
seems

[du
you.NOM

zu
to

sein]
be

‘Martin seems to be you.’ (X 3 > 2)

In example (427), the number hierarchy effects seem to have no effect on the

acceptability status of the construction, as SG > PL configuration is allowed. This is in

sharp contrast to example (424).

(427) Maria
Maria.NOM

scheint
seems

[die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

zu
to

sein]
be

‘Maria seems to be the trees.’ (X SG > PL)

In the following section, I will lay out the feature gluttony account developed in Coon

& Keine (2020) and argue that the feature gluttony account account stems from FIP.

6.5.3 Feature Gluttony account as evidence for Featural

interaction of probes

To further develop the feature gluttony account, Coon and Keine (2020) propose that

German π-probe and #-probe located on a finite T are articulated as in (428), with π

probing before #.6

(428) π-probe and #-probe in German (Coon & Keine 2020: 33)

Let us consider the ungrammatical person-hierarchy effect in a 3 > [PART]

configuration. I give the example for such a construction in (422), repeated in (429).

(429) *?Martin
Martin.NOM

ist
is

du
you.NOM

cf. ‘Martin is you.’ (* 3 > 2)

It is important to note that the unacceptable cases, such as (429), arise only when

6π-probe is the probe that searches for person features, and #-probe searches for number features.
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both the DPs are nominative case marked. In other words, when the DPs are available

goals and as a result accessible to the verbal ϕ-probe. As a matter of principle, ϕ-

probe only agrees with nominative DPs in German (see e.g., Heycock 2012). It is thus

precisely in these copula constructions that the ϕ-probe could agree with two DPs,

giving rise to gluttony. Second, in English, where these hierarchy effects are absent,

the second DP is accusative, hence invisible to the ϕ-probe.

As a result of (428), two person values have been copied over to π. However, the

problem, as Coon & Keine (2020) suggest, is not double agree itself. Recall, I illustrate

double agree in Nez Perce with data from Deal (2015) in section 6.4, I repeat the

example in (430). In example (430), the subject is 1st person and the object is 2nd

person, and as a result, the complementizer agrees with both the subject and the

object. Thus we see two suffixes -m and -ex, on the complementizer ke- in example

(430).

(430) ke-m-ex
C-2-1

kaa
then

pro.1
pro.1

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.2
pro.2

1 SUBJ/2 OBJ: ‘When I call you.’ (Nez Perce: Deal (2015):03)

I argue that this behavior of a probe to copy multiple features is not unusual. In

fact that is exactly what the theory developed in this thesis predicts. However, given

the Coon & Keine (2020) account, the patterns in German copular constructions

could then possibly be potential counterexamples for my account. I argue that it

is not the case. Coon and Keine (2020) point out that the central reason for the

ungrammaticality of (429) is not due to a probe copying more features than it should,

but it is rather due to the morphological realization of the feature structure in (428).

Coon & Keine (2020) assume a standard late-insertion model of morphology like

Distributed Morphology, where abstract syntactic heads are postsyntactically realized

through vocabulary insertion. They adopt the requirement that vocabulary insertion

must realize a feature value by insertion of the most specific vocabulary item (VI)

whose morphosyntactic specification is a subset of the specification of the syntactic

head. Correspondingly, the 3rd-person value [PERS] calls for the VI for 3rd-person

agreement in German, which is ist. By contrast, the 2nd-person feature [PERS [PART

[ADDR]]] demands the 2nd-person agreement marker bist.

Furthermore, by assuming that only a single VI may be inserted into a given head
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(see, e.g., Halle and Marantz (1994); Arregi and Nevins (2012)), a fatal conflict arises:

The conflicting VI demands that each person value must be met, but only a single

VI may be inserted into T. As a result, the process of vocabulary insertion is unable

to pick a VI for the multi-valued probe, as seen in (431), leading to ineffability in the

morphological insertion process. I illustrate this in (431).

(431) π-probe gluttony account (Coon & Keine 2020: 33)

Thus, Coon and Keine (2020) show that it is not the agreement pattern which

causes the ungrammaticality in the (3 > 2) configuration but the condition that only a

single VI can be inserted is what causes the ungrammaticality. Whereas, in a (2 > 3)

configuration, this is not a problem anymore. I give the example in (421), repeated in

(432).

(432) Du
you.NOM

bist
are

Martin
Martin.NOM

‘You are Martin.’ (X 2 > 3)

Now let us move to the #-probe. Here, the SG > PL configurations are ungrammati-

cal, as shown in example (423) and repeated in (434), however, PL > SG configurations

are grammatical as shown in (424), repeated in (433). Because the gluttonous num-

ber probe in (433) carries two number values, an irresolvable conflict arises in the

morphological realization of the probe. As in (433), this conflict leads to ineffability,

and the resulting structure crashes in the morphology. This rules out (433).

(433) *?Maria
Maria.NOM

ist
is

die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

cf. ‘Maria is the trees.’ (* SG > PL)

(434) Die
the

Kinder
children.NOM

sind
are

der
the

Baum
tree.NOM

‘The children are the tree.’ (X PL > SG)
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(435) #-probe gluttony account (Coon & Keine 2020: 33)

The account I develop here seems to have similar predictions but from a different

vantage point. If the account developed in Coon & Keine (2020) were to be correct,

it would tell us that the probes behave exactly the way I predict them to behave in

FIP, which is in an OVERAMBITIOUS manner. However, when probes overwork in a

language which only has a single agreeing verbal head, it results in ungrammatical

constructions, as in examples (429) and (433), repeated in (436) and (437).

(436) *?Martin
Martin.NOM

ist
is

du
you.NOM

cf. ‘Martin is you.’ (* 3 > 2)

(437) *?Maria
Maria.NOM

ist
is

die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

cf. ‘Maria is the trees.’ (* SG > PL)

It is crucial to understand that the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (436) and

(437) is not due to the overgeneration of FIP but rather due to morphological reasons.

Since the language in this case only has a single agreeing verbal head and thus only a

single VI can be inserted into a given head (see, e.g., Halle and Marantz (1994); Arregi

and Nevins (2012)), it results in ungrammatical constructions in cases when probes

exhibit their general tendency of what I call being OVERAMBITIOUS. As a result, I argue

that the feature gluttony approach if anything, serves as a compelling argument in

favor of the approach I developed in this thesis. In the following section, I list some

of the strategies that languages use to regulate the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes.

6.6 Regulations on FIP

A key question that must be addressed at this juncture is how does a language system

prevent the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes from overgenerating? There are several
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ways in which probes are regulated from over-generating. In this section, I will

discuss some of the strategies like hierarchy effects, overt case marking, and structural

position of the goals that a language system employs to ensure that a probe does not

copy as many features as possible in all contexts.

6.6.1 Hierarchy effects

As discussed previously (in § 6.4) one of the main puzzles which Deal (2015) discusses

is a pattern from Nez Perce where one probe can agree with more than one goal. I

show this in example (438). In example (438), the subject is 1st person and the object

is 2nd person, and as a result, the complementizer agrees with both the subject and

the object. Thus we see two suffixes -m and -ex, on the complementizer ke- in (438).

Complementizer agreement with subject and object

(438) ke-m-ex
C-2-1

kaa
then

pro.1
pro.1

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.2
pro.2

1 SUBJ/2 OBJ: ‘When I call you.’

In previous section (§6.4), I argued that this agreement pattern is evidence in favor of

FIP, which describes the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes. However, such a behavior

of probes is not always encouraged. For instance, in example (439), the subject is

2nd person and the object is 1st person. As a result, the complementizer ke- carries a

suffix -m, and it agrees only with the 2nd person subject.

Second person subject: suffix -m

(439) ke-m
C-2

kaa
then

pro.2
pro.2

cew’cew’-teetu
call-TAM

pro.1
pro.1

2SUBJ/1 OBJ:‘when you call me.’ qquad (Deal (2015): 04)

In example (440), the alignment is all third person arguments. A result of that is no

agreement on the complementizer ke. Thus, ke does not have any suffix attached to

it.
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All third person arguments: No complementizer agreement

(440) ke
C

kaa
then

Angel-nim
Angel-ERG

pe-cew’cew’-teetu
3/3-telephone-TAM

Tatlo-na
Tatlo-ACC

3SG/SG: ‘when Angel calls Tatlo.’ (Deal (2015):04)

In example (441), the complementizer ke- only agrees with the 1st person subject

and as once again the person hierarchy prohibits the complementizer from agreeing

with both the subject and the object.

First person subject or object, all other arguments Third person: suffix -(e)x

(441) ke-x
C-1

kaa
then

prosub j

PRO.1SG

’e-cew’cew’-teetu
3OBJ-telephone-TAM

Angel-ne
Angel-ACC

1SG/3SG: ‘when I call Angel.’ (Deal (2015):04)

Thus, the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes is regulated by the system in several

contexts as indicated in examples in (439)-(441). Next, the strategy used to regulate

the tendency of probes is overt case marking.

6.6.2 Case marking

Recall, I previously illustrate (in Chapter 4) that agreement on negation in Surati

Gujarati tracks a contrastively focused argument. As a result, the negation marker

nho- can either agree with the subject or the object. I show this in (443) & (445). In

example (443), the negation marker agrees with the subject Shahrukh for masculine

singular features.

(442) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not get a goat.

(443) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’
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In sentence (445) the negation marker nho- agrees with the object bakri (‘goat’) with

respect to feminine, singular features. In example (445) for the context in (444), the

direct object bakri (‘goat’) is contrastively focused; as a result, the nho- agrees with

the direct object.

(444) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

the goat.

(445) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti/??nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently but something

else.’

However, such a pattern is overtly visible only if the arguments are either not

overtly case marked (except accusative case marking. See Mistry (1998) for more on

accusative case marking and agreement in Gujarati). For instance, in an example like

in (447), with a contrastively focused ergative subject Shahrukh, the negation must

agree with the direct object bakri (‘goat’).

(446) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to buy a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not buy the goat.

(447) [shahrukh-e]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-ti/*nho-to
NEG-F.SG/NEG-M.SG

kharidi
buy-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

Overt case marking is another strategy a language uses to regulate the overambitious

of probes. As a result, the probe on negation, falls back on the default of being

parasitic on the main verb for agreement in cases where its Satisfaction conditions

are not fulfilled. Recall (in §1.2.1), I argued that the probe on negation is of TYPE-II,

in the sense that it only interacts with the goal that fulfills it Satisfaction conditions

(which is Ā-features). In example (443), the subject Shahrukh is the contrastively

focused argument but since it is overtly case marked (ergative), the probe on negation
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cannot interact with the subject. Hence, it falls back on the default strategy to save

the derivation from crashing, which happens mainly because the OVERAMBITIOUS

nature of the probe on negation is regulated.

6.6.3 Structural position of goals

The structural position of goals is a very crucial condition which may prohibit a probe

to copy as many features as it can from a goal. For instance, in Italian, the probe can

agree with an argument with ϕ-features and Ā-features only if that argument is in the

preverbal position. Else, the probe falls back on the default agreement morphology. I

show this in examples (448) and (449).

Italian has lost object-past participle agreement in all contexts (Loporcaro (2003)),

except when the direct object is an established topic in discourse-pragmatic terms

(Bentley (2011)). In example (448), the past participle pres-e (‘get’) agrees with the

direct object due multe (‘two fines’) with respect to number and gender. Note that

the direct object due multe (‘two fines’) is in the preverbal position.

(448) Le
the.FPL

due
two-F.PL

multe,
fine-F.PL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres-e
get.PTCP-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines , I got them yesterday.’

On the other hand, in example (449), when the argument due multe (‘two fines’)

remains in the insitu position and as a result it fails to trigger agreement on the past

participle pres (‘get’).

(449) Le
the.F.PL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres
get.PTCP

due
two-F.PL

multe
fine-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines, I got them yesterday.’

If we force object agreement on the past participle pres-e (‘get’) in cases when object

due multe (‘two fines’) is insitu, it renders the construction infelicitous as seen in

example (450).

(450) #Le
the.FPL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres-e
get.PTCP-F.PL

due
two-F.PL

multe
fine-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines, I got them yesterday.’
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Thus, examples from Italian, indicate that structural positioning of arguments can

be another possible strategy a language can use to restrict the tendency of probes to

copy as many features as possible. I will discuss these examples in a different light

in Chapter 7 to show that the structural condition in SCHĀ is a potential way for

probes to circumvent the restriction of the structural positions of goals by triggering

movement of these goals to a designated specifier position.

In the next section, I summarize the arguments and proposals I developed in this

chapter.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, to begin, I argue that probes are OVERAMBITIOUS, I call it the Featural

interaction of Probes or FIP, given in (451). I further argued that FIP is a result of a

more general Economy condition on probes. According to this economy condition,

if the probes have an option between engaging copying an entire feature bundle vs

copying a single Ā/ϕ-feature, they prefer copying the entire feature bundle of a single

or multiple goals as in the case of Nez Perce.

(451) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

However, for a probe to have access to the entire feature bundle we need a slightly

revised feature geometry. I illustrate the feature geometry in (452). Here, [Ā]-features

are on the node sister to the ϕ-features. And P is a superset of all the features.
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(452) Unified Ā &ϕ feature geometry:

P = {ϕ ∪ Ā}

P

ϕ

PART

SPKR ADDR

#

Ā

OP

WH FOC REL

TOP

To provide evidence for my claims I demonstrate three distinct patterns summa-

rized in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes

STRATEGIES EMPLOYED CASE-STUDY

PATTERN-I [Ā]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Lubukusu, Surati Gujarati

PATTERN-II [ϕ]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Abaza

PATTERN-III [ϕ]-probe copying multiple
ϕ-features

Nez Perce

To demonstrate PATTERN-I, I give examples from complementizer agreement

in Lubukusu and agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati. Here, I argue that an

[Ā]-probe copies both [iĀ,iϕ]-features from a goal. This is unexpected and I take this

as first piece of evidence in favor of the condition in FIP. I illustrate the mechanism

for Lubukusu in (453).
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(453) [Ā]-probe following FIP:(Adapted from Baier 2018)

For PATTERN-II, I give examples from Wh-agreement in Abaza and build on

O’Herin (2002) and in particular Baier (2018), who argues that Abaza Wh-agreement

is an example where a [ϕ-probe]-probe copies both [iĀ,iϕ]-features from a goal.

To capture the generalizations from PATTERN-I and PATTERN-II, I propose the

Probe Uniformity condition (PUC) in (454). I argue that Narrow syntax does not

differentiate between different types of probes ([ϕ]-probe vs [Ā]-probe). This does

not change the fact that a Wh-probe must look for the relevant Wh-element. I suggest

a minor modification to the model proposed in Deal (2015). I propose that although

a probe has both Interaction and Satisfaction conditions as argued in Deal (2015),

narrow syntax is mainly concerned with fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on a

probe.

(454) PROBE UNIFORMITY CONDITION (PUC)

Narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. Narrow

syntax is only concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on probe.

The probes in the system I develop in this thesis are of the following forms:

(455) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:ϕ}

(456) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:Ā }

A blank (‘_’) in the representation of probes in (455) and (456) is not meant to indicate

that a probe does not have Interaction conditions. It just represents that Interaction

conditions can be of different types. I describe these different types of Interaction

conditions in Table 6.6.
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As for the Interaction conditions, there are at least two distinct TYPES of patterns

observed cross-linguistically. I summarize these patterns in Table 6.6.7

Table 6.6: Crosslinguistic patterns for Interaction condition

TYPES Example

TYPE-I A probe interacts with a goal other than the one
that fulfills its satisfaction conditions

Nez Perce

TYPE-II A probe interacts only with the goal that fulfills
its satisfaction conditions.

Surati
Gujarati,
Lubukusu

Next, to show PATTERN-III, I give examples from complementizer agreement

in Nez Perce. As described in Deal (2015), the complementizer in Nez Perce can

show agreement with multiple goals. Such a pattern further corroborates my claim

that probes are OVERAMBITIOUS and they want to copy as many features as they can

from a single or multiple goals. And subsequently to provide a complete picture of

the possible patterns, I give examples from German copula constructions and build

on the Feature gluttony account developed in Coon & Keine (2020) who argue that

examples like in (457) and (458) are ungrammatical as these are cases where a probe

tries to bite off more than they can chew or what they call Feature gluttony.

(457) *?Martin
Martin.NOM

ist
is

du
you.NOM

cf. ‘Martin is you.’ (* 3 > 2)

(458) *?Maria
Maria.NOM

ist
is

die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

cf. ‘Maria is the trees.’ (* SG > PL)

It is important to note that the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (457) and (458) is

not due to the overgeneration of FIP but rather due to morphological reasons. Since

the language in this case only has a single agreeing verbal head and thus only a single

VI can be inserted into a given head (see, e.g., Halle & Marantz 1993 1994; Arregi &

Nevins 2012), it results in ungrammatical constructions in cases when probes exhibit

their general tendency of what I call being OVERAMBITIOUS. As a result, I argued that

7The patterns described in Table 6.6 is not an exhaustive list of patterns observed cross-linguistically.
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the feature gluttony approach if anything, serves as a compelling argument in favor

of the approach I developed in this thesis, namely Featural interaction of probes or

(FIP). In the following chapter, I provide a cross-linguistic picture of the Structural

condition hypothesis on Ā-features-agreement, given in (459).

(459) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

Further, based on SCHĀ, I classify languages into three main types T-type languages,

F-type languages, and T/F-type languages and show that agreement and information

structure interaction seems to be contingent on movement, a condition I call SCHĀ.
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Chapter 7

A cross-linguistic perspective of

the Structural conditions on

Ā-probe

Before discussing the cross-linguistic appeal of SCHĀ, I summarize some of the key

arguments from the previous chapters (refer to Chapter 4 and 5), as I use data from

Chapters 4 and 5 as case study for this thesis. I have argued previously that agreement

for information structural features in Surati Gujarati is dependent on two crucial

hypotheses stated in (460) and (461):

(460) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ) [pronounced as

ska:]: An Ā-probe can copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or

covertly moves into a designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the

clausal spine.

(461) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

Further, I claimed that a probe has access to the entire feature bundle on a goal. In

Chapter 4, I discussed how agreement on negation is sensitive to contrastive focus.

In other words the negative marker nho- in some syntactic contexts agrees with the

argument that is contrastively focused. Here, the contrastively focused argument

must move to what I call the Spec,CF which is higher on the clausal spine. I have

argued that this is a reflex of SCHĀ, the condition given in (460). Whereas agreement

on negation, I argue is an overt reflex of ABAH, given in (462). In other words, negation

in Surati Gujarati is provides evidence in favor of my claim that [Ā]-probes can copy

both Ā-features and ϕ-features.
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(462) Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH):

Condition I:

Whenever a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages with a goal β to copy

an [Ā]-feature of that goal, it also wants to copy β’s ϕ-features iff

(i) β is an active goal &

(ii) β is an NP with both Ā-features & ϕ-features

Else

Condition 2:

checks the default option.

In Chapter 5, I discuss how causative predicates agree with direct objects that have

the [+FOCUS] feature on them in syntactic contexts when both the subject and object

are overtly case marked. Here, I show that these direct objects with the [+FOCUS]

feature must move higher on the clausal spine to the specifier of a focus phrase. I

have argued that this overt movement of the direct objects to Spec,FOC is a reflex

of SCHĀ, which is a crucial condition for agreement and information structure to

interact. I take the agreement data from the causatives in Surati Gujarati as another

piece of evidence in favor of the argument that [Ā]-probe can copy both Ā-features

and ϕ-features from its goal.

I summarize these claims and findings in Table 7.1. In Table 7.1 ‘X’ is used to

indicate that an overt reflex of that particular condition (SCHĀ or FIP) is present in

that case study.

Table 7.1: Summary of the application of hypotheses to Surati Gujarati

Case-study from Surati Gujarati SCHĀ FIP

NEGATION X X

CAUSATIVES X X

In this particular chapter, I discuss the cross-linguistic appeal of SCHĀ. I will

discuss data from the Bantu group of languages, Dinka, Standard Italian, Tuscan

variety of Italian, Khanty, and Tundra Nenets, that exhibit agreement with the topic

of the construction. I call these T-type languages. However, this agreement with the

topic is only possible if the topic constituent moves (overtly/covertly) to a different
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position on the clausal spine.1

Other languages such as Surati Gujarati and Standard Gujarati, show agreement

for focus feature (new information and contrastive focus).2 I call these the F-type

languages. For languages that constitute the F-type, movement to a designated focus

position is a crucial component, which facilitates the agreement process. I show this

for Surati Gujarati in Chapter 4 and 5. I argue in the above chapters that agreement

for focus in Surati Gujarati is contingent on movement and that movement of the

focused constituent feeds agreement.

Another possibility is for languages to be able to move for both topic and focus,

and thereby show agreement for topic and focus. I call these the T/F-type languages.

Sinhala behaves like a T/F-type language, as it can move for both topic and focus and

exhibit agreement with both the topical and the focused constituents in separate

contexts. However, an intriguing observation is that I have not found a language in

my cross-linguistic survey where agreement targets a topic or a focused constituent

without triggering any movement (overt or covert) of that constituent. I begin with a

discussion of different types of languages and give empirical evidence to show that

agreement for information-structural features is contingent on SCHĀ. Consequently,

I summarize the cross linguistic picture for the attested patterns.

7.1 Introduction

The main aim of this chapter is to provide cross-linguistic evidence in favor of the

structural condition given in (463), which states that the agreement-information

structure interaction is contingent on movement.

(463) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.3

1The condition for covert movement in SCHĀ is to account for cases like Tzez for more see Polinsky
and Potsdam (2001), however, I do not discuss any particular case of covert movement in this thesis.

2This is by no means an exhaustive list of F-type languages.
3The condition in (463) might not be limited to main clause, but it could also hold within embedded

clauses. For instance, in languages such as Tsez, embedded topics trigger LDA on the matrix predicate (see
Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) for more on topic triggered LDA in Tsez).
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In this chapter, I discuss the generalizations that emerge from the crosslinguistic

survey of SCHĀ. In the next section, I discuss the findings from the T-type languages.

7.2 T-type or Topic prominent languages

In the account developed here, I posit a direct relationship between agreement for Ā-

features and SCHĀ in the sense that agreement for Ā features is contingent on SCHĀ.

T-type languages, are languages that exhibit agreement with the topic constituents.

These topic constituents, however, must appear in a relevant position on the clausal

spine for the Ā-probe to interact with it. An intriguing correlate is that all T-type

languages, have an insitu focus position. That is to say that focused constituents do

not have to move. As a consequence, focused elements do not trigger agreement

in these languages. I will illustrate the data for the above claims in §7.2.1-§7.2.5. I

discuss the data from Bantu (Colley & Privoznov 2019) Tundra Nenets (Nikolaeva

(2001)), Tuscan Italian (Corbett (2006)), Standard Italian (Loporcaro (2003)) and data

from Dinka (Van Urk 2015), and Khanty to show the relevant characteristics. I begin

my discussion of T-type languages with data from Bantu group of languages in the

following subsection.

7.2.1 Example from Bantu languages

Bantu languages have a complex noun class system, with obligatory subject agree-

ment (with crosslinguistic variation in object agreement). Preverbal subjects in Bantu

languages are often described as inherently topical (Henderson, 2006). Henderson

argues that postverbal subjects receive new information or focus interpretation,

whereas preverbal subjects are interpreted as topical or old information.

Following previous works by Hamblin (1973) and Rooth (1985), who provide

simple and concise account that integrates focus interpretation with question

interpretation, and some of the works by Horvath (2019) for Hungarian, and

Haegeman and Guéron (1999) for American sign language (ASL), who argue that

focus and question constituents share a common position on the clausal spine, I

show that an important empirical point toward establishing the focused status of

post verbal subjects comes from the position of Wh-subjects. This is mainly because
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question words have been considered as inherently focused constituents (also see

Eckardt (2007)).

Wh-subjects cannot appear preverbally, as they would in a declarative construc-

tion, as seen in example (464). In example (464), the Wh-subject mang (‘who’)

precedes the main verb nyaka (‘look’). As a result, this is not an acceptable construc-

tion in the language.

Northon Sotho: (Colley and Privoznov (2020): 11)

(464) *Mang
who

o
SC1

nyaka
look.for

nga:ka?
CL9.doctor

‘Who is looking for the doctor?’

The Wh-subjects either have to cleft as in (465) where the Wh-word is expected to

have moved as a result of clefting or appear insitu i.e., in the post verbal position, as

seen in example (465).

(465) Ké
COP

mang
who

(yo)a
RPRN.CL

nyaka-ng
look.for-REL

nga:ka?
CL9.doctor

‘Who is looking for the doctor?’

In example (466), the Wh-word mang (‘who’) follows the main verb tla (‘come’).

Compare examples (464) vs (466). In example (464), preverbal wh-subject resulted

in an ungrammatical construction, conversely in example (466), a postverbal Wh-

subject is perfectly acceptable.

(466) Go
SC17

tla
come

mang?
who

‘Who is coming?’ (Colley & Privoznov 2020: 11)

Further, Colley & Privoznov (2020) report that in Kinyarwanda, the preverbal subject

cannot associate with focus, as seen in example (467). In (467), Abáana (‘child’)

cannot be interpreted as focused because it is in the preverbal position.

(467) *Abáana
child2

bonyíne
only

b-a-gii-ye
SM2-PST-go-ASP

(Kinyarwanda)

‘Only the children left.’ (Colley & Privoznov (2020): 12)
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For a subject to receive focus interpretation, it must appear in a post verbal position.

I show this in example (468). In (468), abáana (‘child’) can be interpreted as focused

since it appears in the postverbal position. Compare examples (467) vs (468).

(468) H-a-gii-ye
EXPL-PST-go-ASP

abáana
child2

bonyíne
only

(Kinyarwanda)

‘Only the children left.’ (Colley & Privoznov (2020): 12)

Even in Northern Sotho, subjects in all-new contexts must appear in a post verbal

position, as seen in example (469). In (469), Matalebele, which is the subject of an

all-new context appears in the post-verbal position.

(469) Go
SC17

tsena
entered

Matalebele
Matalebele

(Northern Sotho)

‘Matalebele enters.’ (Colley & Privoznov (2020): 12)

And as Halpert (2012) reports, that post verbal subjects in Northern Sotho cannot be

topics. I show this in example (471) for the context in (470). In example (471), Mlu

cannot be interpreted as the topic for the context in (470).

(470) Question: ‘What is Mlu doing now?

(471) #ku-bhukuda
17s-swim

uMlu
Mlu

manje
now

‘Mlue is swimming now.’ (Halpert 2012: 49)

Thus, from the above data points, I conclude that in Bantu languages, post verbal

subjects cannot receive topical interpretation. For the subjects to be topical, they

must move to a preverbal position (see Colley & Privoznov 2020) for more discussion

on topic movement in Bantu languages).

Now that we have established that for an argument to receive topic interpretation

in Bantu languages, it must be in the preverbal position, let us turn to the agreement

facts. Since the primary motivation for movement of the arguments seems to be to

receive a topic interpretation, and focus is interpreted insitu, we expect the agree-

ment on the verb to be with the topic argument and not with the focused argument.

And that is exactly what we observe.

In subject-object reversal (SOR) constructions, the agreement is always with the
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argument that is in the preverbal position since it is the topic of the construction.

I show this in examples from Luguru in (472) and (473).4 In (472), the main verb

ka-tula (‘broke’) agrees with the preverbal subject Imw-ana (‘child’) for Noun class 1.

Luguru Marten and Van der Wal (2014):20

(472) Imw-ana
1-child

ka-tula
SM1-broke

ici-ya
7-pot

‘The child broke the pot.’

In example (473), the main verb ci-tula (‘broke’) agrees with the preverbal argument

Ici-ya (pot) for Noun class 7.

(473) Ici-ya
7-pot

ci-tula
SM7-broke

imw-ana
1-child

‘The child broke the pot.’ (lit. ‘The pot broke the child.’)

If we force agreement on the verb with a postverbal argument as in example (474), it

results in an ungrammatical construction. Compare examples in (473) vs (474). In

example (474), the main verb ka-tula (‘broke’) agrees with the postverbal argument

imw-ana (‘child’) for Noun class 1 instead of agreeing with the preverbal argument

Ici-ya (‘pot’), as in example (473). As a result, (474) is an unacceptable construction

in the language.

(474) *Ici-ya
7-pot

ka-tula
SM1-broke

imw-ana
1-child

‘The child broke the pot.’ (lit. ‘The pot broke the child.’)

In Bantu, the ϕ-probe skips a nominal in favor of another as seen in examples

(472) and (473). This is a typical behavior of an [Ā]-probe. Thus, I take the data

in this subsection, where we see agreement with the topical element that has moved

to a preverbal position, as evidence, to show that for agreement to interact with

information structure, it must adhere to SCHĀ. Further, this data from Luguru also

serves as evidence for the Featural interaction of Probes (FIP) as once again we see a

4Luguru is a Bantu language spoken by the Luguru people of the Morogoro region of Tanzania. The
name is also spelled Lughuru, Lugulu, Ruguru. It is closely related to Gogo and Zaramo, but is not
intelligible with other languages (Petzell, 2012)
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probe copying both Ā-features (topic) and ϕ-features from a goal. In the following

subsection, I show that Dinka also behaves like a T-type, where movement for topical

status feeds agreement with the moved argument, thereby obeying the SCHĀ. Further,

I will show that my analysis can account for the agreement patterns in Dinka without

having to propose a complex solution, namely that of the composite probe approach.

7.2.2 Dinka: Movement & topic agreement

Dinka is an Eastern Sudanic language spoken in South Sudan. Dinka is a V2

language—the highest verb or auxiliary moves to C and some constituent moves

to Spec-CP via Ā-movement. As shown by Van Urk (2015) and Van Urk and Richards

(2015), Ā-movement to Spec-CP is accompanied by ϕ-agreement on the second

position verb/auxiliary in C. In this section, I am concerned with the difference

in ϕ-agreement paradigms found with Ā-movement that target Spec-CP, namely,

topicalization. Examples of topicalization are shown in (475)-(477). In all three

examples, the DP in Spec-CP controls the form of the agreement prefix on the

auxiliary in C. In example (475), the the auxiliary ∅-cé agrees with the second person

subject Yiin (‘you’).

(475) Yiin
you

∅-cé
2-AUX

mìir
giraffe

tiiŋ
see

‘You have seen a giraffe.’ (Van Urk 2015: 102)

In example (476), the auxiliary à-càa agrees with the topic of the construction Miir

(‘giraffe’) for third person singular features.

(476) Miir
giraffe

à-càa
3SG-AUX.1SG

tiiŋ
see

‘A giraffe, I have seen.’ (Van Urk 2015: 103)

In example (477), the auxiliary àa-càa agrees with the plural topic MiEEr (‘giraffes’).

Thus, the agreement here is with respect to third person plural features.

(477) MiEEr
giraffes

àa-càa
3PL-AUX.1SG

ké
3PL

tiiŋ
see

‘Giraffes, I have seen.’ (Van Urk 2015: 103)
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A second agreement paradigm is found in the second position verb/auxiliary in

interrogative and relative clauses, which Van Urk refers to as the interrogative particle.

The agreement paradigm found in topicalization examples in (476) and (477) would

hold regardless of the distance. For instance, we see the same agreement in relative

clauses Van Urk uses this fact to show that relative operators in Spec-CP control

ϕ-agreement on the second position verb/auxiliary. Examples (478)-(479) are past

tense Wh-clefts with a plural Wh-phrase. We see that agreement at the Spec-CP

position marked by Op references the ϕ-features of the Wh-phrase (478)-(480), even

when it has undergone long-distance movement, as in example (480).

Dinka (Van Urk (2015): 104)

(478) Yè
be

kOO-kói

people-which.PL

CP[Opi e-kè-thet
PST.INTER-PL-COOK

]?

‘Which people were cooking?’

(479) Ye
be

kOO-koi

people-which.PL

CP[Opi e-ke-cíi
PST.INTER-PL-AUX

Áyen
Ayen

ke
3PL

gaam
give

galam]
pen

‘Which people had Ayen given a pen to?’

(480) Ye
be

kOO-ko
people.CS-which.PL

CP[Op e-ke-ya
pst-3P-HAB.2SG

ke
3PL

taak
think.NF

CP[Op e-ke-cii
PST-3P-PRF.OV

Áyèn
Ayen.GEN

ke
3PL

gaam
give.NF

galam
pen

] ]

‘Which people did (s)he think that Ayen had given a pen to?’

Van Urk uses the data in examples (478)-(480), to show that all Ā-movement to Spec-

CP in Dinka is accompanied by ϕ-agreement. Thus, based on the data and analysis

by Van Urk, I argue that Dinka is a T-type language in my classification, as it shows

movement for topic and agreement with the moved topic constituent. I take this as

evidence in support of SCHĀ. In Dinka, Van Urk (2015) shows that for agreement

and information structure to interact, the argument must move to C, as it is C that

hosts the composite probe which is composed of [uϕ + uTOP]. However, I argue

that the account developed in this thesis is much simpler than a composite probe

approach, which was developed in Van Urk (2015). I illustrate Van Urk’s composite

probe approach for Dinka in (481).
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(481) Locality of composite probing in Dinka (Van Urk 2015: 56)

...

W h

(Wh,φ)

...

...

DP ...

DP

(W h,φ)

V◦

The presence of an Ā-feature that triggers movement of the topical element to

C is crucial to my account. However, if the conditions I call the SCHĀ and ABAH

hold, it might be enough to account for the Dinka patterns. I argue that information

structure and agreement can interact, iff their goals move overtly or covertly into a

relevant structural position. This is exactly what we see in Dinka, where the goal with

a [TOPIC] feature moves to C. Further, this movement of the topical argument triggers

ϕ-feature agreement. However, according to ABAH, if an Ā-probe copies Ā-features

from its goal, it can also copy the ϕ-features from the goal. As a result of ABAH,

we see ϕ-agreement in Dinka with the topic of the construction. I illustrate this in

(482), where a probe copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features of a goal as opposed to

the composite probe approach where both the [Ā]-probe and the [ϕ]-probe have to

probe in unison (for more on Composite probing see Coon and Bale (2014)).

(482) ABAH in Dinka:

...

W h

(Wh,φ)

...

...

DP ...

DP

(W h,φ)

V◦

I argue that ABAH captures the generalizations that otherwise need a more
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complex solution. Recall, I have argued for a more unified theory of probes in Chapter

6 of this thesis. I call it, Probe uniformity condition (PUC). Thus, if we consider a

unified probe approach, which is possible under FIP (and ABAH, in the case of Dinka,

as Dinka has an [Ā]-probe copying both Ā-features and ϕ-features) then we do not

need extra fusion mechanisms that take two independent probes and create one

composite probe. Building on existing ideas such as Satisfaction conditions and

cyclic agree, we can account for such empirical patterns of mixed A/A′ movement as

seen in Dinka for [+TOPIC & ϕ]- features. In the next subsection, I look at data from

Khanty, an Uralic group of languages, which show similar properties of movement

and agreement for Ā-features.

7.2.3 Extension to Khanty

Khanty is an SOV language and a scrambling language. According to the data

in Nikolaeva (1999) via Corbett (2012), Khanty (Ostyak) has obligatory subject

agreement, and agreement with the object is only seen when the object is the

secondary topic of the construction. I provide Nikolaeva’s (1999) definition of

secondary topic in (483).

(483) SECONDARY TOPIC (Nikolaeva 1999):

Secondary topic is an entity such that the utterance is construed to be about

the relationship between it and the primary topic.

In (485), the main verb we:l-s-am (‘kill’) does not exhibit agreement with the object

kala:n (‘reindeer’), as the context in (484) is a narrow focus context on the direct

object. Thus, the main verb we:l-s-am (‘kill’) exhibits obligatory subject agreement,

thereby only agreeing with the subject ma (‘I’) for first person, singular features.

(484) What did you kill?

(485) ma
I

tam
this

kala:n
reindeer

we:l-s-am
kill-PST-1SG

(Subject agreement)

‘I killed this reindeer.’

However, in focus structures where the object is part of the presupposition, it always

elicits agreement. Thus, in example (487) for the context in (486), both subject and
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object agreement are obligatory. As a result, in example (487), the main verb we:l-sa-

l-a:m (‘kill’) exhibits obligatory agreement with both the subject ma (‘I’) and with the

object kalan (‘reindeer’).

(486) Who killed these reindeer?

(487) ma
I

tam
this

kala:n
reindeer

we:l-sa-l-a:m/*we:l-s-am
kill-PST-PL.OBJ-1SG/PST-1SG

‘I killed these reindeer.’

When the object is the focus, then object agreement is not possible. The type of object

which controls agreement has some topic properties. For instance, it is specific. In

fact, Nikolaeva (2001) argues that it is expresses a secondary topic (the subject being

systematically associated with the primary topic).

I argue that the underlying structures in examples (485) (narrow focus on the

object) and (487) (object as secondary topic) are two different structures. This is clear

from the ditransitive constructions in Khanty. The object that receives a secondary

topic interpretation always precedes the recipient and controls verbal agreement,

as seen in example (488). In example (488), the object a:n (‘cup’), which is the

secondary topic of the construction, precedes the recipient Juwan-a (‘John’). Also,

the ditransitive verb ma-s-e:m (‘give’) must obligatorily agree with both the subject

ma (‘I’) and the object a:n (‘cup’).

(488) (ma)
I

a:n
cup

Juwan-a
John-LAT

ma-s-e:m/*am
give-PAST-OBJ.1SG/*1SG

‘I gave the cup to John.’

However, in cases where the object is not a secondary topic, it follows the recipient

and does not control verbal agreement, as in example (489), which is the canonical

word order in a double object construction in Khanty. In example (489), the object

a:n (‘cup’) follows the recipient Juwan-a (‘John’). Nikolaeva argues that this is because

the object a:n (‘cup’) in this case is not a secondary topic and as a result does not

control agreement on the verb. Thus, the ditransitive only exhibits agreement with

the subject ma (‘I’) for first person, singular features. Compare examples (488) vs

(489). The example in (489) is in sharp contrast to the example in (488), where the

ditransitive verb exhibited agreement with both the subject and the object in, as
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opposed to only subject agreement, as seen in example (489).

(489) (ma)
I

Juwan-a
John-LAT

a:n
cup

ma-s-am/*e:m
give-PAST-1SG/*OBJ

‘I gave the cup to John.’

Thus, what we really see in Khanty is that objects that receive secondary topic

interpretation and control agreement have a different structural position than the

objects that are not secondary topics. This provides additional evidence in favor

of SCHĀ, which is a condition on the structural positioning of goals for agreement

and information structure to interact. Furthermore, it would be plausible to draw

connections to FIP in Khanty. In the sense, we see a probe copying both both Ā-

features (topic) and ϕ-features from a goal. Thus, the agreement on the main verb

can be with the secondary topic of the construction in some syntactic contexts, as in

examples (488) and (489). Next, we see data from Tundra Nenets which also show

properties where post verbal arguments receive focus interpretation and can never

be topics of the construction (similar to Bantu, see examples (464-471)). For an

argument to be a topic and control agreement on the verb, it must be structurally

higher.

7.2.4 Wh-in-situ and topic agreement in Tundra Nenets

Tundra Nenets is a Uralic language spoken in Siberia (Nikolaeva (2014)). The language

is agglutinative and SOV. Intransitive verbs display subject agreement for person and

number, as shown in for the verb m@nc°ra- (‘to work’) in Table 7.2.5

Table 7.2: Tundra Nenets intransitive subject agreement (m@nc°ra- ‘to work’;
Nikolaeva 2014:78)

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL

m@nc◦ra@-d◦m m@nc◦ra◦-n’ih m@nc◦ra◦-waq

m@nc◦ra@-n◦ m@nc◦ra◦-d’ih m@nc◦ra◦-daq

m@nc◦ra m@nc◦ra@-x◦h m@nc◦ra◦-q

5In Tundra Nenets, orthography ‘°’ represents a reduced vowel that is either pronounced as a very
short short mid central vowel or as additional length to a preceding consonant (Nikolaeva (2014): 18).
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As for transitive verbs, in addition to subject agreement, they may also be inflected

for object agreement. When there is no object agreement, transitive verbs take the

same inflection, as shown in Table 7.2. Object agreement marks number (singular,

dual, and plural) but not person. Singular objects are not marked by an overt affix,

though, as seen in Table 7.3 for the verb me- (‘to do, make’). Instead, the affixes

in the paradigm differ from the basic intransitive forms. For instance, the singular

subject agreement marker in an intransitive verb like m@nc°ra- (‘to work’) is marked

by the suffix, d◦m, as seen in Table 7.2. Whereas in a transitive predicate, such as the

singular object agreement me- (‘to do, make’), is marked by adding the suffix -w◦ on

the verb root, as seen in Table 7.3.

Table 7.3: Tundra Nenets singular object agreement (me- ‘to do, make’; Nikolaeva
2014: 79)

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL

me@-w◦ me◦-m′ih me◦-waq

me@-r◦ me◦-r′ih me◦-daq

me◦-da me◦-d′ih me◦-doh

In case of dual object agreement and plural object agreement on the transitive

predicate, these are marked by distinct affixes which occur between the verb stem

and subject agreement. For instance, the affix -x@yu marks dual objects, as shown in

Table 7.4, and the suffix -y@/-y◦ marks plural objects, as shown in Table 7.5.

Table 7.4: Tundra Nenets dual object agreement (me- ‘to do, make’; Nikolaeva 2014:
79)

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL

meNa-x@yu-n◦ meNa-x@yu-n’ih meNa-x@yu-naq

meNa-x@yu-d meNa-x@yu-d’ih meNa-x@yu-naq

meNa-x@yu-da meNa-x@yu-d’ih meNa-x@yu-doh

An intriguing fact about object agreement in Tundra Nenets is that not all objects

trigger agreement. Nikolaeva (2014) describes the distribution of object agreement

as depending on both lexical and semantic factors. The following types of objects do

not trigger agreement: Wh-phrases such as N@mke-m in examples (490) and (491),

phrases like Wera-r’i (‘He only’) that are marked with the focus -r’i (‘only’), as in (492)
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Table 7.5: Tundra Nenets plural object agreement (me- ‘to do, make’; Nikolaeva 2014:
79)

SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL

meNa-y@-n◦ meNa-y◦-n’ih meNa-y@-naq

meNa-y◦-d meNa-y◦-d’ih meNa-y◦-naq

meNa-y◦-da meNa-y◦-d’ih meNa-y◦-doh

& (493) and focused DPs, as with the contrastively focused object in (494) and (495)

or the answer to the object Wh-question in (497) and (498).

In example (490), the main verb taxabta° (‘break’) only shows agreement with the

subject. If we force object agreement on the verb, as in example (491), it results in an

ungrammatical construction.

Object Wh-question:

(490) N@mke-m
what-ACC

taxabta°?
break.3.SG

‘What did he break?’ (Nikolaeva (2014): 204)

(491) *N@mke-m
what-ACC

taxabta°-da?
break-3SG>SG.OBJ

‘What did he break?’ (Nikolaeva 2014: 204)

Similarly, in example (492), the main verb lad@° (‘hit’) does not agree with the argu-

ment that is marked with a focus sensitive marker -r’i (‘only’). As a result, example

(493) is ungrammatical when we force object agreement on the main verb lad@°

(‘hit’), since the object Wera carries the focus sensitive marker -r’i (‘only’).

Object marked with -r’i:

(492) Wera-r’i-m
Wera-only-ACC

lad@◦
hit

‘He only hit Wera’ (Nikolaeva 2014: 205)

(493) *Wera-r’i-m
Wera-only-ACC

lad@◦-da
hit-3SG>SG.OBJ

Intended: ‘He only hit Wera’ (Nikolaeva (2014): 205)
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We find similar agreement patterns in the case of contrastively focused objects. In

example (494), the main verb xada@-n° (‘kill’) only agrees with the covert second

person subject You and does not show agreement with the object ti-m (‘reindeer’).

This is mainly because the object ti-m (‘reindeer’) is contrastively focused. This is

seen in the intended meaning of example (494). However, if we force agreement

with the contrastively focused object ti-m (‘reindeer’) it results in an ungrammatical

construction. I show this in (495).

Contrastively focused object:

(494) ti-m
reindeer-ACC

pedara-x◦na
forest-LOC

xada@-n◦
kill-2SG

INTENDED MEANING: ‘It was a REINDEER that you killed in the forest.’

(Nikolaeva (2014): 206)

(495) *ti-m
reindeer-ACC

pedara-x◦na
forest-LOC

xada@-r◦
kill-2SG>SG.OBJ

Intended: ‘It was a REINDEER that you killed in the forest.’

(Nikolaeva (2014): 206)

An answer to a Wh-question is a context (question-answer congruence) for identify-

ing new information focus (see Hamblin (1973)). Thus, the answer to the question

in (496) is the new information focus of the construction. The sentence in (497)

is the reply to the question in (496). In (497), Wera is the focused element as a

result, the main verb lad@◦ (‘hit’) does not show object agreement. If we force object

morphology on the verb ‘hit’ for the context in (496), it results in an ungrammatical

construction, as seen in example (498).

Answer to object Wh-question:

(496) Whom did he hit?

(497) Wera-m
Wera-ACC

lad@◦
hit

‘He hit Wera’ (Nikolaeva 2014:206)

(498) *Wera-m
Wera-ACC

lad◦@-da
hit-3SG>SG.OBJ
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Intended: ‘He hit Wera’ (Nikolaeva 2014:206)

Matic and Nikolaeva (2014) argue that what these different contexts share in common

is the presence of a focus feature, [FOC], on the object DP. Descriptively, then, the

presence of a FOCUS feature, blocks the ability for an object to control agreement.

This has been described as anti-agreement a term that was coined by Ouhalla (1993).

However, topics do not show anti agreement effects. In fact object agreement in

some contexts is obligatory, i.e. when objects have a secondary topic role in the

construction. As Nikolaeva (2014) reports, the agreement is syntactically more

constrained, however, in that only topical objects control secondary agreement,

and not other nonsubject arguments. I provide Nikolaeva’s definition of secondary

topic in (483), repeated in (499).

(499) SECONDARY TOPIC (Nikolaeva 1999):

Secondary topic is an entity such that the utterance is construed to be about

the relationship between it and the primary topic.

According to Nikolaeva, the object ti-m (‘reindeer’) in example (501) for the context

in (500), is the secondary topic of the construction, and thus the main verb xada◦da

(‘kill’) obligatorily agrees with both the subject xasawa (‘man’) and the object ti-m

(‘reindeer’). Just subject agreement is not an acceptable construction in the language.

(500) Question: What did a/the man do to a/the reindeer?

(501) xasawa
man

ti-m
reindeer-ACC

xada◦da/*xada◦
kill.OBJ.3SG.SUBJ/kill.3.SG.SUBJ

‘A/the man killed a/the reindeer.’ (Nikolaeva (1999))

Non-referential objects in Tundra Nenets do not trigger agreement but this follows

from the assumption that topics are always referential. Examples (502) and (503)

show that the position of the object ti-m (‘reindeer’) in example (502) can precede

the locative object pedara (‘forest’) only when it is the secondary topic of the

constructions and triggers agreement on the verbal element. If ti-m (‘reindeer’)

is not the secondary topic, as in example (503), and cannot trigger agreement as

result, then it cannot precede the locative object pedara (‘forest’). Thus, the data in

Nikolaeva (1999) seems to suggest that objects that are secondary topics and as a
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result, trigger agreement, have a different word order than those that do not trigger

agreement.

(502) ti-m
reindeer-ACC

pedara-x◦na
forest-LOC

xada-sa-r◦?
kill-INTER-2SG>SG.OBJ

pedara-x◦na
forest-LOC

‘Did you kill a/the reindeer in the forest? Yes, in the forest.’

(503) *ti-m
reindeer-ACC

pedara-x◦na
forest-LOC

xada-sa-n°?
kill-INTER-2SG

pedara-x◦na
forest-LOC

‘Did you kill a/the reindeer in the forest? Yes, in the forest.’

As argued previously, in Tundra Nenets focused constituents do not trigger agreement.

This is in sharp contrast to what we find in the F-type languages (I discuss examples

of such type in §7.3 of this chapter) where the focused elements move and trigger

agreement. However, in Tundra Nenets when the direct objects are secondary topics

they do trigger agreement and occur in a different structural position than the ones

that do not trigger agreement on the verb. I argue that this agreement on the verb in

Tundra Nenets with the secondary topic of the construction is a result of the structural

condition I call SCHĀ and the generalization I develop to describe the basic tendency

of probes to be OVERAMBITIOUS and copy as many features as they can from its goal.

I call it FIP.

I do not propose a definitive solution to the question as to why in some languages

we see SCHĀ to be an active condition for topical elements and in others for focused

elements (I show the importance of SCHĀ in F-type languages in §7.5 of this chapter).

One way to discuss this question would be to argue for an analysis where a language

stores this information in the lexicon. That is to say that the cue whether a language

would have a specialised topic position or a specialized focus position could be stored

in the lexicon and mapped onto the syntax via an operator. I do not discuss this idea

any further in this thesis.

In the following subsection, I will discuss data from different varieties of Italian

(Standard vs Tuscan variety). Here, I will show that data from Italian is also consistent

with my claim that SCHĀ and FIP govern the agreement-information structure

relationship.
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7.2.5 Topic agreement in dialects of Italian

In this subsection, I will discuss data from two varieties of Italian namely, the Tuscan

variety of Italian and Standard Italian where we see topic agreement. Here, I will show

that even in varieties of Italian, the agreement-information structure relationship is

contingent on SCHĀ.

7.2.5.1 Tuscan Italian Corbett (2012)

Let us consider an example from spoken Tuscan (a dialect of Italian) described in

Corbett (2012). In spoken Tuscan Italian, the conditions for controlling agreement

are much stricter. The subject must precede the verb and must be topical. In example

(504), the since the subject bollin-i (‘coupon’) does not precede the verb manc-a

(‘lack’), we find the default agreement form (3SG) on the verb instead of subject

agreement.

(504) I
DEF.M.PL

manc-a
lack-3SG

bollin-i
coupon(M)-PL

ancora
still

‘The coupons are still missing.’

Conversely, in example (505), the subject bollin-i (‘coupon’) precedes the main

verb manc-ano (‘lack’) and it is the topic of the construction. As a result, we see

agreement with the subject for third person, plural features.

(505) I
DEF.M.PL

bollin-i
coupon(M)-PL

manc-ano
lack-3PL

ancora
still

‘The coupons are still missing.’

Thus, in Tuscan Italian, the subject, along with being the topic of the construction,

has to be in the preverbal position for it to trigger agreement with the verb as seen in

example (505). A post verbal subject, as in example (505), cannot trigger agreement

with the verb. Now we move on to examples from Standard Italian.

7.2.5.2 Standard Italian (Loporcaro 2003)

Italian has lost object-past participle agreement in all contexts (Loporcaro, 2003),

except when the direct object is an established topic in discourse-pragmatic terms
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(Bentley, 2011). In (506), the past participle pres-e (‘get’) agrees with the direct object

due multe (‘two fines’) with respect to number and gender. Standardly, past participle

agreement is triggered by clitic-movement the clitic moves as a phrase and passes

through the specifier position of the functional head hosting the past participle

(Kayne (1989)).

(506) Le
the.FPL

due
two-F.PL

multe,
fine-F.PL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres-e
get.PTCP-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines, I got them yesterday.’

However, since the argument due multe (‘two fines’) in example (507) remains insitu,

we do not see any agreement on the past participle pres (‘get’).

(507) Le
the.FPL

le
3PL.F.OCL

ho
have.1SG

pres
get.PTCP

due
two-F.PL

multe
fine-F.PL

ieri
yesterday

‘As for the two fines, I got them yesterday.’

Thus, in both the varieties of Italian, what we see is that agreement with the topic

potentially involves the use of a different structure, thereby lending further support to

my claim that SCHĀ given in (508), is crucial for the agreement-information structure

relationship.

(508) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

Further, if we assume that the verbal agreement in Italian is a result of a probe

on T, and given the theory I have developed in thesis, we expect this agreement

probe to display its tendency of copying as many features as it can if the syntax

allows for it. And that is exactly what we observe. Thus, I argue that it is a result of

the generalization I described in FIP given in (509). Here, I argue that probes are

OVERAMBITIOUS.

(509) Featural interaction of probes (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.
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An important point to note is that just like the other T-type languages, new

information focus in Italian has been argued to be insitu by Cinque (1999). I show

this in example (511). In example (511) for context in (510), the focused element in

the construction, un libro (a book) remains insitu.

(510) What has Gianni written?

(511) Gianni
‘Gianni

ha
has

scritto
written

[un
a

libro]F

book.’

After having seen the T-type languages, in the following section, I turn to F-type

languages. These are languages where we find movement for focus and as a result

agreement with the focused constituent in some syntactic contexts.

7.3 F-type languages - Focus prominent languages

In this section, I will discuss F-type languages, mainly data from Surati Gujarati

(Chapter 4 and 5) which show overt movement for focus interpretation and further

it shows agreement with the same focused constituent. Recall, I argue that F-type

languages also follow the SCHĀ and FIP, as in both causative predicates (Chapter

5) and in the case of negation (Chapter 4), we see movement of the argument to

a designated focus position on the clausal spine followed by ϕ-feature agreement,

which is exactly what the analysis predicts. I begin with the discussion of causative

predicates in Surati Gujarati in the following subsection.

7.3.1 Causative constructions in Surati Gujarati

In Surati Gujarati, in ordinary transitive predicates, when both the subject and the

object are overtly case marked, the predicate must agree with the case marked

object, as seen in (512). In example (512), the main verb khaa- (‘eat’) agrees with the

accusative case marked direct object bakri (‘goat’).

(512) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhi
eat.PFV.F.SG

(Surati Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’
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If we force the default neuter agreement morphology, the predicate renders the

sentence ungrammatical, as in (513). In example (513), the main verb khaa- (‘eat’)

neither agrees with the subject nor with the object, which results in an ungrammatical

construction.

(513) *ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhu
eat.PFV.N.SG

(Surati Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’

However, causative predicates show distinct patterns. In examples (514) and (515),

the use of a causativized predicate allows default agreement on the main verb in

Surati Gujarati. This, I argue, is due to case alternation and the information-structural

status of the direct object. In a nutshell, I propose that Surati Gujarati has two distinct

-ne markers, namely -neACC vs. -neDAT. Although the case marker -ne is homophonous

for accusative and dative case, the position of the accusative and dative case marked

objects makes the difference in the case markers explicit (refer to Chapter 5, §5.4, for

more discussion). I illustrate this in sentence (514), where the causativised predicate

dawdaav (‘cause to run’) can show default neuter agreement morphology as Dative

case does not control agreement in Surati Gujarati. A crucial point here is that the

dative marked object ram must always appear in the in-situ position to the right of

the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(514) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ ram-neDat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

Conversely, in sentence (515), the causativised predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’),

can also agree with the direct object ram for masculine, singular features. Note, that

the accusative case marked object ram must always appear in a structurally higher

position than the dative marked object in (514). The accusative object invariably

appears to the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’), as seen in example (515).
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(515) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Acc

Ram.M.SG-ACC

VP[varamvaar
frequently

ti vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

One of my core arguments in analyzing this puzzle is that accusative objects are

focused and as a result appear higher on the clausal spine than the dative objects. I

make this more explicit in the examples (517) and (518) for the context in (516). In

(517), the accusative case marked object Ram-ne must appear to the left of the adverb

varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(516) Context: Priyanka had many helpers, of which only Ram was the one

who looked very exhausted. Thus, Priyanka’s mother asked her father the

following question:

Q3: Whom did Priyanka frequently make run early?

(517) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Acc

Ram.M.SG-ACC

VP[varamvaar
frequently

ti vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

The sentence is grammatically deviant if the accusative case Ram-ne is forced on the

object in-situ for the context (516) as in sentence (518). Since proper names that have

a human referent must be case marked with the DOM marker, -ne cannot be omitted

from Ram.

(518) ??Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ (vhel-lo)
early-M.SG

ram-neAcc

ram.M.SG-ACC

(vhel-lo)
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

Now let us consider a different question within the same context as that of (516),

described in Q4. The response to the question in Q4 (with broad VP focus) is given

in (519). In example (519), the object Ram-ne is dative case marked with default
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neuter agreement on the causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’). The object

without the [+FOCUS] feature remains in-situ, to the right of the adverb varamvaar

(‘frequently’),

Q4: What did Priyanka do?

(519) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ ram-neDat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

Sentence (520) is grammatically deviant if the dative case marked object Ram-ne,

moves and appears higher on the clausal spine out of the VP, which contrasts with

(519).

(520) ?Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Dat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ti vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

Thus, in this particular syntactic context, the case marking on the object and the

agreement on the causative predicate make the focus movement explicit in Surati

Gujarati (for more discussion on causatives in Surati Gujarati, refer to Chapter 5).

If we consider the empirical underpinnings of the overt movement of the focused

argument and the agreement facts, where the causative predicate only agrees with

the object if the object is focused, it lends further support to my claims in SCHĀ in

(521) and FIP in (522). SCHĀ is a structural condition on goals. It states that the goals

have to be in a designated specifier position for agreement and information structure

to interact. This is exactly what we observe in examples (517) vs (519). In (517), the

focused argument ram appears higher on the clausal spine than the non-focused

argument ram in example (519) (For more on syntactic analysis, refer to Chapter 5,

§5.7).

(521) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a
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designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

As for the FIP, I argue that agreement on the causative predicates in Surati Gujarati

is a good example for a scenario where an [Ā]-probe copies both ϕ-features and

Ā-features from its goal. Thus, I consider such a behavior of the probe on the T◦ as

evidence in favor of my claim that probes are OVERAMBITIOUS and that they will copy

as many feature as they can.

(522) Featural interaction of probes (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

Next, I discuss the data from Surati Gujarati negation where movement is crucial for

agreement and information structure to interact.

7.3.2 Negation in Surati Gujarati

Here, I show that there is agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati and that this

agreement, tracks contrastive focus (this pattern is visible only in the NOM-ACC

domain). This can lead to a pattern in which the negation can agree with a constituent

different than the one the verb agrees with, as in (524), where the negative marker

(nho-) in Surati Gujarati (SG) agrees independently of the main verb. If the direct

object is contrastively focused, the negation agrees with the direct object (524), and if

the subject is contrastively focused, it agrees with the subject (524). The canonical

word order position of the direct object is immediately to the right of the adverb

varamvaar (‘frequently’), as in (526). However, the direct object must move higher to

the left of the adverb if it is contrastively focused, as in (524).

In example (524), for the context in (523), the negation marker nho- agrees

with the direct object bakri (‘goat’), as it is the contrastively focused element of

the construction. Also, note that the direct object bakri (‘goat’) appears to the left of

the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(523) CONTEXT: Shahrukh was asked to get a goat and a cow but he could not get

the goat.
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(524) shahrukh
Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

[bakri-ne]CF

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘Shahrukh did not bring the [GOAT]CF frequently, but something

else.’

Conversely, in example (526) for the context in (525), the negation marker agrees with

the subject Shahrukh for masculine, gender features as the subject is contrastively

focused.

(525) CONTEXT: Shahrukh and Raj were asked to get a goat each. But Shahrukh

did not get the goat.

(526) [shahrukh]CF

Shahrukh.M.SG-NOM

varamvaar
frequently

bakri
goat.F.SG

nho-to/ ??nho-ti
NEG-M.SG/NEG-F.SG

laav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

Inference: ‘[SHAHRUKH]CF did not bring a goat frequently, but someone else

did.’

For the empirical point the direct object bakri (‘goat’) precedes the adverb when

there is agreement with the direct object on negation, but it follows the adverb when

there is no agreement. I have argued that this movement happens for reasons of

contrastive focus (for a detailed account of how agreement and information structure

interact in negation, refer Chapter 4, §4.8). I have extensively argued in Chapter 4 of

this thesis that the NEG◦ hosts a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT:Ā} (contrastive focus,

in this case), and the T◦ hosts a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT:ϕ} . Further, I argued

that agreement on negation is an example for cases when the probe on the NEG◦

copies both Ā-features and ϕ-features. I describe this as Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH)

given in (527). ABAH is a more specific condition (specific version of FIP) on probes

which require Ā-features to fulfill their Satisfaction conditions.

(527) Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH):

Condition I:

Whenever a probe of the form {INT: _, SAT: Ā} engages with a goal β to copy

an [Ā]-feature of that goal, it also wants to copy β’s ϕ-features iff

(i) β is an active goal &
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(ii) β is an NP with both Ā-features & ϕ-features

Else

Condition 2:

checks the default option.

An overt reflex of ABAH is seen in the form of object/subject agreement on negation.

However, for this agreement relation to be established the the goal must follow SCHĀ

i.e., the goal must be in a relevant structural position for an Ā-probe to copy and

check its features off that goal.

7.4 T/F-type languages - Topic/Focus prominent languages

In this section, I discuss T/F-type languages. These are languages such as Sinhala

(belongs to the Indo-Aryan language family) which have overt movement for both

topic and focus and agreement with the topic or focus. I argue that for agreement and

information structure to interact in Sinhala, it must follow the condition in SCHĀ in

(521) repeated in (528).

(528) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

Building on Hettiarachchi (2015), I will show that topic or focused element in Sinhala

overtly moves to the left periphery.

7.4.1 An example from Sinhala

Sinhala is an Indo-Aryan language. Based on previous works on the syntax of

Sinhala, the canonical word order of Sinhala is SOV as shown in example (529)

(Chandralal (2010); Tamaoka et al. (2011); Kariyakarawana (1998); Kishimoto (2005);

and Sumangala (1992) among others). Sinhala is a free word order language.

(529) sarath
Sarath.NOM

kawiyak
poem.ACC

liyuwa
write.PST

‘Sarath wrote a poem.’ (Hettiarachchi 2015)
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Before we look at the data for Sinhala topic and focus scrambling, it is important to

establish that this scrambling has been argued to be an instance of A-bar movement.

Hettiarachchi (2015), based on previous works by Gair and Karunatillake (1998) and

Kariyakarawana (1998), shows that the object scrambling in Sinhala is an instance

of Ā-movement and provides evidence of Ā-movement using four major syntactic

properties associated with A-movement, which have been taken to distinguish A-

movement from A-bar movement:

(I) The ability to create a new A-binder

(II) The suppression of WCO effects

(III) The absence of reconstruction: The invisibility of a copy of an A moved element

for semantic interpretation (e.g., Lasnik (1995); Mahajan (1990); Epstein and Seely

(1999)) and

(IV) the failure to license parasitic gaps.

All three principles of binding theory hold in Sinhala (for more details, see Gair

and Karunatillake (2011) and Kariyakarawana (1998)). Based on the fact that a

scrambled object in Hindi can serve as an antecedent for a reflexive in the subject

position, Mahajan (1990) argues that the scrambled object undergoes A-movement.

Further, if objects can be preposed to an L-position, as in Mahajan (1990) then we

expect them to be able to serve as antecedents to a reflexive in subject position.

Consider the examples in (530) and (531). In example (530), the reflexive apne cannot

be co-indexed with mohan.6

(530) */??[apnei

self’s
baccoN-ne
children

mohan-koi

mohan
ghar
house

se
from

[tSUBJ TDO nikal
throw

diya]]
give.PERF

*‘Self’si children threw Mohani out of the house.

Whereas in example (531), reflexive binding can only be possible if the fronted object

is in an L-position.

(531) ?ram-nei

Ram
apnei /∗ j

self’s
baccoN-ko
children

sher
tiger.M

dikhaaya
show-PERF

‘Rami showed a tiger to self’si /∗ j children.’

6Mahajan (1990) defines L-related position as specifier and complement positions of a lexical item
and functional heads projected from it. Within the clausal system it includes, specifier and Complement
positions of V, AGR and T.
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However, when the same test is applied to Sinhala, it does not allow an anaphor to be

a part of the subject because it cannot be bound by a c-commanding antecedent in

the same clause. In addition, if scrambling in Sinhala were A-movement, (532) would

be expected to be grammatical.

(532) *thaman-gei

self-GEN

malli
brother.NOM

sunil-w@i

Sunil-ACC

taume-di
town-in

dækka
see.PST

*‘Self’si brother saw Sunili in town.’

In addition, if scrambling in Sinhala were A-movement, (533) would be expected

to be grammatical: The scrambled object, which now occurs in a position c-

commanding the anaphor, should A-bind it in its governing category. However,

the ungrammaticality of the scrambled sentence in (533) suggests that the scrambled

element is in an A-bar position.

(533) *sunil-w@i

Sunil-ACC

thaman-gei

self-GEN

malli ti

brother.NOM

taumedi
town-in

dækka
see.PST

Reconstruction is associated with scope interpretation involving quantifiers and

negation. This has been extended to scrambling cross-linguistically (e.g., Karimi

(2005); Miyagawa (2009); Saito (1992); and Tada (1993)) to determine the nature

of movement involved in it. One observation made by Miyagawa et al. (2003)

and Karimi (2005) for Japanese and Persian, respectively, is that scrambling yields

scopal ambiguity in cases where the non-scrambled counterpart does not. However,

Hettiarachchi (2015) shows that scrambling does not affect scope interpretations in

Sinhala.

In (534), haem@ gay@k@yam@ (‘every singer’) takes wide scope when it c-

commands the existential quantifier sinduwak (‘a song’) in the surface position. The

same scope interpretation is required in (535) despite object scrambling, implying

that the scrambled phrase, by being in an A-bar position, must undergo reconstruc-

tion for scope purposes.

(534) hæm@
every

gay@k@yam@
singer.NOM

sinduwak
song.ACC

kiwwa
sing.PST

‘Every singer sang a song.’ [∀ > ∃, *∃ > ∀]
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(535) sinduwaki

song.ACC

hæm@
every

gay@k@yam@ ti

singer.NOM

kiwwa
sing.PST

‘Every singer sang a song.’ [∀ > ∃, *∃ > ∀]

So far the discussion based on binding and reconstruction suggests that clause

internal object scrambling in Sinhala bears A-bar properties. One other test that

can determine the nature of movement involved in scrambling is parasitic gaps.

Hettiarachchi (2015) shows that just like Mahajan (1990) and Karimi (2005) show that

only A-bar scrambling can license parasitic gaps in Hindi and Persian, respectively,

this property is also associated with Sinhala object scrambling too. Example (536)

shows an instance of topic-driven object scrambling,

(536) par@n@
old

karek@
car.ACC

sara
Sara.NOM

[ti hadanne
repairing

nætuwa
without

] ti wikunuwa
sell-PST

‘The old car, Sara sold without repairing.’

Example (537) shows focus-driven object scrambling. In example (538), the

scrambled object is a Wh-phrase. It is well established in literature that Sinhala

lacks overt Wh-movement (see Kishimoto 2005, among others).

(537) par@n@
old

karek@
car.ACC

sara
Sara.NOM

[ ti hadanne
repairing

nætuwa
without

] ti wikunuwa
sell-PST

‘The old car, Sara sold without repairing.’

Hence, the parasitic gap in (538) must be licensed by Wh-scrambling through A-bar

movement. Thus, if a parasitic gap, as widely assumed (Mahajan 1990), can only

be licensed by an element in an A-bar position, the data confirms that local object

scrambling in Sinhala is indeed A-bar movement.

(538) mon@
which

pep@rek@
paper.ACC

d@i
Q

siri
Siri.NOM

[ ti kiyawanne
reading

nætuwa
without

] ti filek@le?
file-PST

‘Which paper did Siri file without reading?’

7.4.1.1 Scrambling for topic and focus in Sinhala

Colloquial Sinhala has lost agreement on the verb (see (Henadeerage et al., 2002)).

However, literary forms of Sinhala have preserved subject-verb agreement. The

Sinhala examples illustrated in this chapter are from colloquial Sinhala and the verbal
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morphology does exhibit canonical ϕ-agreement, morphology in the sense that the

verbs do not inflect for person, number, or gender features. However, the verbal

morphology does seem to track a topic or a focused constituent by marking the verb

with different suffixes for topics and focused constituents, provided they move to a

designated structural position.

The difference between scrambled (540) and (542) lies on verb final morphology.

In example (540), for the context in (544), the direct object kawiyak (‘poem’) is the

topic of the construction. Notice that in (540), the movement of the topical object

kawiyak (‘poem’) results in the verbal final affix –a.

(539) What about a poem?

(540) kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-a
write.PST-A

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

Conversely, the verb liyuw (‘write’) in sentence (542) for a narrow focus context in

(541), has the affix –e, which is the focus marker. This is because the focused element

kawiyak (‘poem’) moves to a clause initial position. As discussed above, the verb

final –e affix, in contrast to –a, is obligatorily associated with a focus interpretation

in Sinhala: -e affix can occur iff some element in a clause is focused. The fact that

the verb in (542) takes –e with object scrambling implies that some element in the

sentence receives a focus interpretation.

(541) What did Sarath write?

(542) kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-e
write.PST-E

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

However, this still does not establish a particular position to which the focused or the

topical element moves to. Hettiarachchi (2015) provides some diagnostics to make

the position of the moved argument more explicit. Consider the following contexts:

For the context in (543), example (544) with a focus interpretation is infelicitous. Note

that the morpheme attached to the main verb liyuw (‘write’) is the focus marker -e.

(543) What happened?
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(544) #kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-e
write.PST-E

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

The scrambled object kawiyak (‘poem’) in (544) cannot answer any question targeting

the VP or TP anymore. It can only answer a question targeting the object that has

now been scrambled to a clause initial position. Thus, a sentence with the scrambled

object kawiyak (‘poem’) is infelicitous even for the context in (545).

(545) What did Sarath do?

(546) #kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-e
write.PST-E

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

The only context where it can be felicitous is given in (547). The sentence in (548) is a

felicitous reply to the question in (547).

(547) What did Sarath write?

(548) kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-e
write.PST-E

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

Hettiarachchi (2015) takes this as evidence to confirm that it is the scrambled object

alone, kawiyak (‘poem’), which forms the focus set for the context in (547). This

possibility arises due to its overt syntactic movement into Spec-FocP. When the object

moves to Spec-FocP, Neeleman and Reinhart’s (1998) focus rule predicts that neither

TP nor VP can be part of the focus set. This accounts for the infelicitous answers. The

proposed derivation is illustrated in (549):

(549) [ CP [ FocP Object.ACC [ TP Sub.NOM [ ti vP [ VP ti verb-E]]]]]

However, this does not mean that all scrambled objects in Sinhala by default receive a

focus interpretation. The scrambled object denotes a focus interpretation only when

the verb is marked by -e morphology, indicating that it has moved to Spec-FocP. If not,

the scrambled object receives a topic interpretation. The context in (550) is a broad

focus context, and the one in (552) is a narrow focus context. However, responses
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with the verb marked with the -a suffix are considered infelicitous. I show this in

examples (551) and (553). In both the (551) and (553), the main verb liyuw (‘write’)

carries the -a suffix.

(550) What did Sarath do?

(551) #kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-a
write.PST-A

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

(552) What did Sarath write?

(553) #kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-a
write.PST-A

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

Conversely, in both examples (555) and (557), for the contexts in (554) and (556),

scrambling of the direct object kawiyak (‘poem’) and -a suffix on the main verb liyuw

(‘write’) can answer the questions in (554) and (556) (modeled on Reinhart 1991),

indicating that the scrambled object now functions as the ‘aboutness topic’ in the

sentence.

(554) What about a poem?

(555) kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-a
write.PST-A

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

(556) Did anyone write a poem?

(557) kawiyaki

poem.ACC
sarath ti

Sarath.NOM
liyuw-a
write.PST-A

Lit. Translation: ‘Poem, Sarath wrote.’

For Hettiarachchi (2015), this confirms that the object in (555) and (557), undergoes

overt movement to Spec-TopP, and the movement is driven by the topic feature. The

structural position for topics is illustrated in (558):

(558) [ CP [ TopP Object.ACC [ TP Sub.NOM [ ti vP [ VP ti verb-A]]]]]

After establishing that Sinhala functions like a T/F-type language, in the following
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section, I summarize the typology and provide a more cohesive cross-linguistic

picture.

7.5 Towards a cross-linguistic typology

This section is a summary of the generalizations that I have discussed in this chapter.

Table 7.6 provides a cohesive picture of the facts that we have already seen.

Table 7.6: Crosslinguistic generalizations

Language Language
Type

Topic
Move-
ment

Focus
Move-
ment

Exhibits agreement

Khanty T-type X * with topics

Tundra Nenets T-type X * with topics

Tuscan Italian T-type X * with topics

Standard Italian T-type X * with topics

Dinka A-type X * with topics

Northern Sotho T-type X * with topics

Luguru T-type X * with topics

Surati Gujarati F-type * X with focused elements

Std. Gujarati F-type * X with focused elements

Sinhala T/F-type X X with topic or focused el-
ements

7.6 Summary and Conclusion

In the previous chapters, I motivated the existence of SCHĀ and FIP (ABAH for

agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati and topic agreement in Dinka). The main

aim of this chapter was discuss the cross-linguistic appeal of SCHĀ. With this agenda,

I first looked at T-type languages. These are languages that show agreement with

topic, and the topical argument seems to move to a different structural position on

the clausal spine. Thus, both these observations confirm the existence of SCHĀ and

ABAH. These patterns were attested in languages such as Bantu group of languages
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(Northern Sotho, Kinyarwada), Dinka, Khanty, Tundra Nenets, Tuscan variety of

Italian and Standard Italian.

Next, I discussed the F-type languages, which include the likes of Surati Gujarati.

This type of languages have ex-situ focus position. Hence, the focused arguments

move to a designated focus position on the clausal spine thereby triggering agreement

on the causative predicates (in case of new information focus) and on negation (in

the case of contrastive focus). Consequently, I show data and analysis from Sinhala,

which constitutes the T/F-type group. Languages that fall into this category have

agreement and movement for both topic and focus.

Finally, I provide a more cohesive picture of the attested crosslinguistic patterns

in Table 7.6 in §7.5. Thus, the data from the languages presented in this chapter

provide further support for the claim that for agreement to interact with information

structure, it must adhere to SCHĀ and FIP (and ABAH in more specific cases). If these

conditions are violated, then it leads to the use of a default form to save the derivation

from crashing.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Summary

8.1 Recap of the dissertation

In Chapter 1, I provided an overview of all the major proposals and arguments I

made through the course of the dissertation. In this thesis, I investigated how and

most importantly what allows agreement (e.g. for person, number, and gender) and

information structure (e.g. topic and focus marking) to interact with each other. I

argued that the strategy of using agreement for information-structural reasons is a

direct consequence of the general tendency of probes to be overambitious. I describe

this behavior of probes in (559). I call it FIP.

(559) FEATURAL INTERACTION OF PROBES (FIP):

Probes are OVERAMBITIOUS. A probe wants to copy as many features as it

can.

Further, the tendency of the probes to be OVERAMBITIOUS is contingent on a more

general ECONOMY CONDITION ON PROBES, given in (560).

(560) ECONOMY CONDITION ON PROBES: At every step in a derivation, iff two

operations A (copy the entire feature bundle) and B (copy just a single Ā/ϕ-

feature) are possible, since A checks off more features than B, the grammar

prefers A; Else, it checks the default option.

Next, I showed that probes can have access to the entire feature bundle on the

probe. To prove this I showed with data from complementizer agreement in Lubukusu

and Nez Perce, agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati, and Wh-agreement in

Abaza that both a [ϕ]-probe and an [Ā]-probe use the following two strategies: First,

where an [Ā]-probe can copy both Ā-features and ϕ-features and second, where a

[ϕ]-probe can copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features. Based on the data on the two
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strategies, I further argued that this behavior of probes is a direct consequence of the

feature geometry I propose in (561). This is a slightly different version of the feature

geometries proposed in previous studies. Here, F is a set that is a union of Ā-features

and ϕ-features. I show this in (561).

(561) Unified Ā &ϕ feature geometry:

P = {ϕ ∪ Ā}

P

ϕ

PART

SPKR ADDR

#

Ā

OP

WH FOC REL

TOP

In Chapter 2, I began by laying out the the clausal structure of Surati Gujarati.

Here, I discussed the intricacies of tense and aspect. Next, I showed how certain

negation markers in the language have affiliations to particular temporal contexts.

For instance, the nho- negation marker only appears in the past tense context, and the

nathi negation marker can only appear in present tense contexts. Finally, to provide

a complete picture of the clausal spine of Surati Gujarati, I showed that although the

Surati Gujarati is a head-final language, the complementizers are head-initial in the

language.

Subsequently, in Chapter 3, building on previous works by Jayaseelan (2001) for

Malayalam, Irani (2014) for Hindi-Urdu, I established the preverbal focus position

in Surati Gujarati. Next in §3.2, I discussed the structural position of topics in Surati

Gujarati. Building on Grosz (2016) for German and Grosz & Patel-Grosz (2017) for

Kutchi Gujarati, I claim that Surati Gujarati has a topic layer rather than a designated

topic position.

Next, in Chapter 4, I provided a detailed description and analysis of a particular

form of negation, the nho- form in Surati Gujarati, which exhibits a unique

relationship to agreement and information structure. The negation marker nho- is
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very distinct from the default non-agreeing negation marker nahi. These agreement

patterns in Surati Gujarati negation are useful in proving the existence of two different

conditions, namely FIP and SCHĀ.

For the first part of the analysis, I began by establishing the structural position of

negation in Surati Gujarati. For this, I built on Kumar (2006), and Homer and Bhatt

(2020) (henceforth H&B), who argue that negation is located above Asp in Hindi-Urdu.

H&B (2020) further argue that, the V + Asp forms a complex and rightward adjoins

with the NEG to form a complex head. (Travis 1984; Koopman 1984; Baker 1985 1988;

Harizanov & Gribanova 2019).

However, there is more to this story. To provide a complete picture of the structural

position of negation in Surati Gujarati, with evidence from ellipsis data and based on

certain scope facts, I showed that the V + Asp and the negation string vacuously move

higher above the TP but remain below C. To provide evidence for my claim, I used

the verb-echo questions, to first establish that NEG + V + Asp form a single constituent.

Next, I used scope tests to establish that NEG + V + Asp complex string vacuously

moves higher than T. For the final part of the argument, I show that negation does

not survive sluicing, which shows that although negation moves higher than T, but it

does not move all the way up to C.

Finally, I provided a syntactic analysis for the agreement and information

structure interaction that we see on negation in Surati Gujarati. For this, I argued

that the NEG◦ hosts a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT:Ā} (contrastive focus, in this

case), and the T◦ hosts a probe of the form {INT: II, SAT:ϕ}. Further, I argued that

agreement on negation is an example for cases when an [Ā]-probe copies both Ā-

features andϕ-features. I described this as Ā-agree hypothesis (ABAH). An overt reflex

of this is seen in the form of object/subject agreement on negation. However, for this

agreement relation to be established the goal must follow SCHĀ i.e., the goal must

be in a relevant structural position for an Ā-probe to copy and check its features off

that goal.

In Chapter 5, I discussed the case of causative predicates in Surati Gujarati that

show agreement with the focused element of the construction or show a default

pattern. A default agreement pattern in contexts when both the subject and object

are case marked have not been previously described in the literature. This agreement

pattern is noteworthy because in other Indo-Aryan languages, such as Hindi and
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Marathi, presence of morphologically overt case on an argument blocks agreement

with that argument, and the verb shows default agreement as a result. In this chapter,

I also described a novel empirical fact that in the causative constructions of Surati

Gujarati, the verb can either agree with an accusative case marked object or show

default agreement. I have argued that this difference in agreement (agreement with

accusative marked object vs. default agreement) is dependent on the information

structure (mainly focus) status of the direct object. If the focus is narrow focus

on the direct object, the causative predicate agrees with the object. In this case,

the object is accusative case marked. Whereas if the focus is broad focus on the

entire VP, the causative predicate shows default agreement. The direct object in this

case, gets dative case marked. In the both the above cases, we see the use of two

homophonous but different case markings on the direct object, namely differentially

marked, [+SPECIFIC] accusative case vs. [+/-SPECIFIC] ordinary dative case.

To account for dative case assignment, I proposed that dative case is a dependent

(structural) case in Surati Gujarati. Further, I establish a relationship between

information structure and agreement. To account for both case alternation and

information structure-agreement relationship in Surati Gujarati, I propose a focus-

driven object shift analysis. The case study presented in this chapter lends more

support to the claim that SCHĀ and FIP (ABAH) are crucial for agreement and

information structure to interact. Further, it also serves as additional evidence for

the claim that just like an [Ā]-probe even [ϕ]-probe can copy both Ā-features and

ϕ-features.

In Chapter 6, I argue for the OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes in FIP and I also

argue for having a more unified approach to the theory of probes in PUC. I further

argued that FIP is a result of a more general Economy condition on probes. According

to this economy condition, if the probes have an option between engaging copying an

entire feature bundle vs copying a single Ā/ϕ-feature, they prefer copying the entire

feature bundle of a single or multiple goals as in the case of Nez Perce. To provide

evidence for my claims, I demonstrate three distinct patterns, summarized in Table

8.1.
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Table 8.1: OVERAMBITIOUS nature of probes

STRATEGIES EMPLOYED CASE-STUDY

PATTERN-I [Ā]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Lubukusu, Surati Gujarati

PATTERN-II [ϕ]-probe copying both
[iĀ,iϕ]

Abaza

PATTERN-III [ϕ]-probe copying multiple
ϕ-features

Nez Perce

To demonstrate PATTERN-I, I gave examples from complementizer agreement

in Lubukusu and agreement on negation in Surati Gujarati. Here, I argued that an

[Ā]-probe copies both [iĀ,iϕ]-features from a goal. This is unexpected and I take this

as first piece of evidence in favor of the condition in FIP. I illustrate the mechanism in

(562).

(562) [Ā]-probe following FIP:(Adapted from Baier 2018)

For PATTERN-II, I gave examples from Wh-agreement in Abaza and built on

O’Herin (2002) and in particular Baier (2018), who argues that Abaza Wh-agreement

is an example where a [ϕ-probe]-probe copies both [iĀ,iϕ]-features from a goal.

Based on the data from PATTERN-I and PATTERN-II, I argue that the distinction

between different types of probes is not as clear as we previously thought. To show this

I described agreement patterns to show that an [Ā]-probe can copy both ϕ-features

and Ā-features, and a [ϕ]-probe can also copy both ϕ-features and Ā-features from

a goal. To capture the generalization illustrated via PATTERN-I and PATTERN-II, I

argue for a more unified approach of probes, in (563). I call it the Probe uniformity
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condition.

(563) PROBE UNIFORMITY CONDITION (PUC)

Narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. Narrow

syntax is only concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on probe.

I argued that narrow syntax does not distinguish between the types of probes. Narrow

syntax is mainly concerned in fulfilling the Satisfaction conditions on a probe in the

sense of Deal (2015). This is because, a probe halts its search for features only after its

Satisfaction conditions have been fulfilled. The probes, in the system I develop in

this thesis, are of the following forms:

(564) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:ϕ}

(565) [uP] = {INT: _, SAT:Ā }

A blank (‘_’) in the representation of probes in (564) and (565) is not meant to indicate

that a probe does not have an Interaction conditions. It just represents that Interaction

conditions can be different types. I describe these different types of Interaction

conditions in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Crosslinguistic patterns for Interaction condition

TYPES Example

TYPE-I A probe interacts with a goal other than the one
that fulfills its satisfaction conditions

Nez Perce

TYPE-II A probe interacts only with the goal that fulfills
its satisfaction conditions.

Lubukusu

Next, to show PATTERN-III (mentioned in Table 8.1), as further evidence for FIP,

I gave examples from complementizer agreement in Nez Perce. As described in

Deal (2015), the complementizer in Nez Perce can show agreement with multiple

goals. Such a pattern further corroborates my claim that probes are OVERAMBITIOUS

and they want to copy as many features as they can from a single or multiple goals.

And subsequently to provide a complete picture of the possible patterns, I gave

examples from German copular constructions and build on the Feature gluttony

account developed in Coon & Keine (2020) who argue that examples like in (566) and
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(567) are ungrammatical as these are cases where a probe tries to bite off more than

they can chew or what they call Feature gluttony.

(566) *?Martin
Martin.NOM

ist
is

du
you.NOM

cf. ‘Martin is you.’ (* 3 > 2)

(567) *?Maria
Maria.NOM

ist
is

die
the

Bäume
trees.NOM

cf. ‘Maria is the trees.’ (* SG > PL)

However, it is important to understand that the ungrammaticality of the sentences in

(566) and (567) is not due to the overgeneration of FIP but rather due to morphological

reasons. Since the language in this case only has a single agreeing verbal head and

thus only a single VI can be inserted into a given head (see, e.g., Halle and Marantz

1993, 1994; Arregi and Nevins 2012), it results in ungrammatical constructions in cases

where probes exhibit their general tendency of what I call being OVERAMBITIOUS. As a

result, I argued that the feature gluttony approach, if anything, serves as a compelling

argument in favor of the approach I developed in this thesis, namely FIP.

In Chapter 7, I discussed data from other languages show the crosslinguistic

impact of SCHĀ, a structural condition which is crucial for Ā-agreement. I give this

condition in (568). I call it the Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-probe or SCHĀ.

(568) Structural condition hypothesis on Ā-agreement (SCHĀ): An Ā-probe can

copy features from its goal iff its goal overtly or covertly moves into a

designated specifier position, I call Spec,XP on the clausal spine.

I discussed data from the Bantu group of languages, Dinka, Standard Italian,

Tuscan variety of Italian, Khanty, and Tundra Nenets, that exhibit agreement with

the topic of the construction. I call these T-type languages. However, this agreement

with the topic is only possible if the topic constituent moves (overtly/covertly) to a

different position on the clausal spine.

Other languages such as Surati Gujarati and Standard Gujarati show agreement

for focus feature (new information and contrastive focus). I call these the F-type

languages. For languages that constitute the F-type, movement to a designated focus

position is a crucial component, which facilitates the agreement process. I showed
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this for Surati Gujarati in chapters 4 and 5. I have argued in the above chapters that

agreement for focus in Surati Gujarati is parasitic on movement and that movement

of the focused constituent feeds agreement.

Another possibility is for languages to be able to move for both topic and focus,

and thereby show agreement for topic and focus. I call these the T/F-type languages.

Sinhala behaves like a T/F-type language as it can move for both topic and focus and

exhibit agreement with both the topical and the focused constituents in separate

contexts. I provide a summary of the crosslinguistic differences in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: Crosslinguistic generalizations

Language Language
Type

Topic
Move-
ment

Focus
Move-
ment

Exhibits agreement

Khanty T-type X * with topics

Tundra nenets T-type X * with topics

Tuscan Italian T-type X * with topics

Standard Italian T-type X * with topics

Dinka T-type X * with topics

Northern sotho T-type X * with topics

Luguru T-type X * with topics

Surati Gujarati F-type * X with focused elements

Std. Gujarati F-type * X with focused elements

Sinhala T/F-type X X with topic or focused el-
ements

8.2 Closing remark

The main aim of this thesis was to explore the relationship between agreement

and information structure. An important question I addressed here, is what

allows agreement and information structure interact? A straightforward answer that

stems from the account I develop in this thesis is that the use of agreement for

information structural effects is contingent on the general tendency of the probes

to be OVERAMBITIOUS. I argued that it is the very nature of probes to copy as many
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features as they can and in the process convey as much information as they can.

Further, I speculate that my account indirectly explores the question why do

probes have Interaction conditions in the sense of Deal (2015)? The purpose for

Satisfaction conditions in Deal’s (2015, 2020) is clear. Once a probe fulfills its

Satisfaction conditions, the probe halts its search operation. Thus, it is very crucial

for the probe to fulfill its Satisfaction conditions. However, Interaction conditions do

not have any such effect. A question that arises at this point is why do probes have

Interaction conditions? And I speculate that the Interaction conditions on a probe are

a direct consequence of overambitious nature of probes, mainly because Interaction

conditions themselves do not contribute to the derivation, the way Satisfaction

conditions do. Thus, copying of these additional features could be due to the account

of the behavior of probes I developed in this thesis.
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